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PREFACE 

Although ~~cio Cardoso's CrBnica da casa assassinada was 

published twenty years ago, no comprehensive critical work 

on the author has yet appeared. In the course of my research 

E came across many newspaper articles and biographical 

memorials which can be held responsible for many cliches and 

for perp~tuating the absence' of serious literary studies of 

Lucio Cardoso. Unfortunately,' the .deliberate silence. of the 

critics: disconcerted by an unsettling wri te~, has b~enaicied.·· 
. " . . . '." ~ , 

'. . . 

and abetted by Cardoso's friends and admir.erswho.," embor.a,nao . 
. . , 

tosse nos~a i~teri~aQ, quer1amosmanter L6ciovivo e nao. 

glorificad6 dentro deumsarb~fagol'(as Maria Ali~eBarroso 

explains), in the process, also collaborated in the creatiOn of 
. . . .' . 

," ,': " ,,' ";"-

a jllyth: the gre.at ~ butforgot1;;en- Lucio Gardoso •. ~ 

This approach has extended even· to his major work ". 

Cronica dacasa assassinada, despite .. the degree of .popularity 
"> ,." 

accorded it in intellectual circles - it is included in 

university and some high school literary courses and is con-

sidered by critics to be a masterpiece or Brazilian fiction. 

Hbwever;the meaning of. its 'jigsaw' structure and its ambiguity 

h~ve n~t previously been deciphered, making the interpretition 

which follows the first attempt. Not, T hope, the last, but 

rather the beginning of a body of research which will put an 

end to the silence of the critics and remove, once and for all, 

the grounds for Eucio Cardoso's despondent complaint: 



'" " 

':'f~':'" 
.,::" 
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"LSe reiniciass!/ queria, como tenho feito, derramar meu sangue 

do mesmo modo - mas que ouvissem melhor a sua m~sica". 

I should like to take this opportunity of acknowledging 

certain debts of gratitude. My thanks go to Maria ~lena Cardoso, 

for helping 'me, by way of her lively accounts, to understand her 

brothej better; to some of LUcio Cardoso "s particular friends 

in the literary ~orld - Oct~vio de Faria, Marcos Konder Reis, 
I 

Walmyr :Ayala f!or the interviews they gave me and their 
. ../. 

readiness to assist me in other ways. F·inally, my thanks go 
, .'/ 

: to .mysupervisor Dr. J • Flint, who he lped me 'in, many ,ways, 
. '. . "./ 
not', the. least 0if which being to encourage me to see my researc:h 

, 
-/ 

~n a wider context and to rethink certain .defi~itions and: 

literary concepts,especially where I had considered the~ to 

be characteristically, or even excltisively Brazilian. .;' . 

( . 
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SUMMARY 

L~cio Cardoso (1912-1968), a Brazilian novelist of the 

'~eraiio de 30', belongs more specifically to the school of 
I 

psycho~ogic~l fiction which came into existence as a direct 

conseq~ence of the religious.revival ('Renova~lo Espiritualista') 

of fif~een years! earlier. This group ;'as not influenced by 

"Modernismo", bjt at the same. time it did not accept the 

.: general t~.end of religious thought in Brazil, which in this 
I 
I 

period was,neo-Thomist, in the Maritain mould.' Instead,it . " """.' I "" " 
may be classed ,as neo-Kantian, reactionary in religious mat"ters, 

refusing to accept modernization in the Church or make c6n-

cessions to th~~modern world generally. The mentors of this 
~~ ~. 

group include G'h;:{stian radicals such as Rascal, Boehme and 

Kierkegaard. In the case of Lucio Cardoso this cOllepti'Ve" 

approach is further strengthened by his mineirismo, for like 

other writers from Minas Gerais he has a sharp awareness of 

social decline and shows no sign of finding anything worth 

defending in"the contemporary world. This no doubt con-

tributed to his tendency to live and to write as a 'decadent', 

for if he ~ees life as no mor~ ~han a slow death, there is no 

justifica tion for preserving it. lTn his works the Decadent 

ethos is expressed in such customary forms as the creation of 

a Byronic hero and, ~articularly, of a type of femme fatale. 

Lt is partly in terms of Decadence that a link can be 
I" 

established between Cardoso and Dostoevsky, although there 

are other parallels, both in matters of detail and in "world-

view", in particular the creation of characters who, as a result 
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of a sudden insight, are made to see life and their own 

inner world in a completely new light. Rlunged into a 

grievous crisis, this kind of character reacts by striving 

to achieve self-knowledge: conscious of the power of his 
I 

intelll"gence, he engages in a quest wh~Ch relies exces-

sively on reason, forgetful of the force represented by 

the emjtions andl the irrational, which, by thems~lves, 

have the power Jo d~stroy him, or at. least, to make him err • 

. In addition .to JhiS,. because :he goes over in his mind. the. I .... .... . . 
experiences he'ras had, he tends to c;:onfer' excessive 

" 

im:por;tan~e on bhe past, which is dead time and contains .more 
i 

doubts ·and remorse than posi ti, ve experience. At the sani~'tiine, 

as a means of escaping the monotony of th~quest, he cons'·tart.tly 
.. :.';:" 

looks for stimulation and excitement ,'although the'se merely.' 

sap his physical and moral strength. But th'ereare other 

obstacles to the effort of introspection undertaken by 

C.ardoso "s characters. One of these is the creation of inner 

phantoms which restrict their freedom and, worse, split the 

character's personality. He becomes a_divided person, unable 

to control his 'double ",who not 0111y behaves unpredictably t 

but also br:lngshim face to face with a painful reality which 

he has found diffi~ult to accept. As a result, the character 

is swept up in a vicious circle of despair and anguish, which 

intensifies his solitude and brings to the surface his death 

instinct, which, though an integral part of his soul, had so 

far remained silent. This instinct shows itself particularly 

in the character'~ relations with others as a negative form 

of communication, symbolized directly by hatred and different 

manifestations of sadism. 
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While communication with others, even inside the family 

or with friends, proves a failure, as a direct consequence 

of the character's vulnerability, his relationship with the 

~ommunity is more difficult still. The community offers no 

attractions, being viewed solely as an instrument of social 

and moral control. The character rebels against this form 

of limitation on his freedom, but his revolt is doomed to 

failure, because ,although he considers himself a being apart, 

separate from the hat~dso~ial structures, he has in, him the .. 

marks .ofsocial class and ambition, and he even unconsciously. 
, . , . 

just.ifies certain concessions to' 'his group.' 

Due to the accumulation of failures in his atte'mp~s 

at self-knowledge and in his social relationshipsi the, 

character becomes a prey to metaphysical doubt. Psyc~ological' 

proble~s cause certain concepts to become confused in his mind 

and, if he has a certain awareness th~t Evil can derive from 

social decline in its different forms, he is unconscious of 

the Evil within himself and, worse still, neither knows where 

Good is to be found nor even what Good is. For this reason, 

S'atanism often seems to him. the appropriate answer to a God 

who remains silent to man's pleas and who allows' injustice 

and unnecessary suffering. Very few' ever "see the face of God. 

The majority stay in despair, and death, which has been within 

them from the beginning, comes as the logical, expected end 

to their odyssey. However, the character fights against it 

to the end with a conscious assertion of his human dignity. 

Although they know death to be inevitable and, as the tragic 
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heroes they are t acknowledge that life has nothing to offer 

them and that their mistakes were too serious to undo, they 

cannot tolerate the limitation of their freedom by a 

transcendental power· and do not accept the end. 'A luta 
I 

contraJa morte" is therefore an appropriate synthesis to 

descri,e the odyssey of a character for whom life may be a 

gradual decline ~nto annihilation, but is at the same time 
I I 

a defiant form df d~ath. 

:'," ,! ,';.~ '. 
····9; .,. 
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ABBREVIATIONS, 

In order to avoid unnecessary footnotes and on other 

occasions where the complete title of Cardoso's works might 
, I 
I ' 

be int~usive, n have adopted the following abbreviations: 

I 
(11;) 
-J 

(d) 

(1s) 

<k) 
r 

'(~) 

Maleita 

Salgueiro 

A luz no subsolo 

Maos vazias 

O. desconhecido 

(~) Dias perdidos 

In~cio 

A professora H'iilda 

0, anfi teatro 

O· enfei tiCiado 

. \ 

(1.) 

(E!!) 

(!) 

(!) 

(CCA) Cr5nica da casa assassinada 

(.!?£) Diario completo 

(y) Q viajante 

The page references ,in all cases are taken from the 

editions listed in the bibliography. 



INTRODUCTION 

Novelist, poet, dramatist, painter, Lucio Cardoso is 

associated with the Catholic ('espiritualista') revival 
I 

launChld in :Brazil by the works of Farias Brito in the first 

decade of this century and given literary form in the Thirties 

and FOljties. Jabkson de Figueiredo, the movement "s religious 
I I. .... '" . 

mentor,brought Pascal back into fashion with his·essaY 

··F.ascale a TnquJetaxaoModerna (1922); at the. same time' he 
.... ' I 

headed.apqwerful anti~Thomistr"eact:ionwith his defence of 
.. I . . 

. Christian radicals such as Boehme and Kierkegaard.This 
. '. 

r~ligious aridph{losophical ba~is is ~t~heh~art of the 
'". '.' 

reactionary attitudes. held by the. groupe's creative wri'ters; 
,oj:: .... ;' 

aard~so amo~g them,who spurned'" the. niat~rialism of the c6ri~ 

te~porary ~orld'which they c~nsidered ie~ponsible for the 

blatant defects of Brazilian liberalism: collective corruption, 

the ~ediocrity of the political leaders, political intrigue and 
. 1 

the decline in social morality. For Ltcia C~rdoso, the encounter 

with this social decay is all the more distasteful because, 

coming from the provinces, he. had looked for the promise of· a 

better world in the capital city, only to discover gradually 

that it was' contaminated. This may have strengthened his 

'mineirismo', in as much as there exists a "mineiro' 2 mind or 

temperament which has resulted from that gloomy tradition, 

"dessa alma barroca e torturada, do negrume arc~dico e 

inconfidente das Minas".3 £uch is the oppressive atmosphere 



which Cardoso was to communicate in his works: 

A, tristeza peculiar e cheia de dolencia que 

vi em tantos tipos diferentes da minha inf~ncia, 

que ree,ncontrei mais tarde, que descubro em mim 
! 

m1smo, 'e que ~ uma das qualidades da 'alma' dessa 

gente enferma e escravisada que ~ a nossa. Essas 

cdisas me constituem ••• (DC. 141) I I ---

To be moreprecLe. one might say. that the in tense feeling 

.• of, a~lo~io'us' btt 'tragiC' past t which' is' such a feature of 

2 

, I ' ' 
"the interior ofi Minas Gerais, was so rooted in L!Icio Cardos()" ,', 

I 
I 

" , 

that' he was una:ble to shake off its influence,: 

Minas, esse espinho'que ng'o corisigo'arrancar do meu' 

coragio - fui menino em Minas~ cursei Minas e os seus 

c6Tregos, vi nascer gente e nome em Minas, na ~poca em 

que essas coisas contam (sic). 0 que arno em Minas ~ 

a sua f5r~a bruta, seu poder de legenda, ~e terras 

lavradas pela aventura que, sem me destruir, 

incessantemente me ~limenta. & que amo em Minas 

sio os peda~os que me faltam, e que nao podendo ser 
. , recuperados, ardem no seu vaz~o, a espera que eu me 

fa~a inteiro - coisa que so amorte far~ poss1vel. (,E£, 293) 

The strength of this past, aided by the lack of interest he 

felt for the present~ gradually led him to identify with 

fin de si~cle literature, moving away from an initial 

venture into 1930s regionalism in favour of a less restricted 

world-view. By temperament, as well as in literary terms, 

L~cio Cardoso had the hallmark of a d~cadent: 4 as a person 



he was always in search of new experiences on which he 

frittered away a life he saw as lacking any real value; 5 

in his literary works this propensity led him to create 

6 . heroes in the Byronic mould. These are characters whose 

I I 
most marked;feature is an intense restlessness, found even 

in ado{escentslike Rog~rio, in In~cio', since , irrespective of 
I . 

age, t~ey all liive "under a curse, predoomed to a fate really 

fixed by thetnse~ves in their own'minds, but'which.they seemed 

deternd_ned to rflfil". 7 As well .as restless, they are cruel: 

a'direct conseqiuence of the in tensi ty with which they ex

perienc~ their/own problems and the indifference'with which , I 
they view the fate of others. In fact, for the most part, 

'Cardoso's heroes use those around them with a -coldness' so 

. calculating that the only precedent that~comes to mind i~ to 

-be found in D'ostoevsky. We can find an, explanation for this 

conduct in Byron's own words: "Fassion is the element in which 

we live; without it we but vegetate". 8 Or in the words of 

Cardoso himself: "{)- que me interessa nao ~ 0 prazer, a alao, 

1
, . 

_ a g or~a, CAl mesmo 0 amor. t, 6nica e, ~xclusivamente, essa 

for<i a do absoluto quese chama pafxao" <.Q£, 35). Passion 
.> 

confers absolute conviction on the actions of C~~doso's 

characters, so that some of them are endowed with '''uma energia, 

ulna forla escondida" (.!2£, 144) which makes them overpowering. 

These will be referred to as tpersonagens-for~as' <!, 219): 

human maelstroms who suck other characters into their power, 

although they frequently seem unaware of their own cruelty, 

as is the case with P.edro, in A luz no subsolo. 



, ': 

Features such as those mentioned above serve to point 

up another important element: for most of his life the hero-

figure adopts an anti-social posture, challenging the com-

munity not only by going beyond the limits of social con

demnation, committing murder and thef~~ but also iri the 

4 

striking peculiar.ity of his appearance in public. When Rog~rio, 

for instance, decides in favour of cruelty and makes the ex

pl;itatio~ of his fellow human beings a matter of principle, 

he.goes out and sp~nd~ his savings in order to dress' as. ~ 

. da~dy <.~,62)j. 91't isRog~rio; too, who, in his description 
-. . , 

of lnacio, draws our attention to "sua cara de boneca de loi<sa 

e 0 seu indefecd.vel terno de xadrez" (I,' 90).. 
, 

Inacio's 

clothes were not the only thin~ abo~t him that caused people 

to notice him: "o'seu comportamento era abjecto" (!;, 75), his 

every action being aimed at offending those about him. However, 

the character whose image comes closest to the traditional idea 

of Mephistopheles is .undoubtedly M~guel: 

A. sua'roupa era de urn prete luzi,di9, caprichosamente 

passada ~ ferro, suas botas lustrosas eo cabelo liso 

f estava impregnado de u~ 61eo que deix~va a sua pas~agem 

uma nuvem de perfume adoc~cado, os ~euS dedos eram longo~' 

e. afilados ,dedos de' uma cufiosa' expressao feminina. ( ••• ) 

A-nuca, uma nuca branca inteiramente lisa onde os tendoes 

pareciam denunciar a cada momento a magreza. Porque 

Miguel era magro, de uma dessas magrezas longas e 

~l'd 'f' pa l·as, quase sera lcas. 
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This outward show of revolt against society, whereby the 

character deliberately exhibits his difference from other 

people, is in line with the Byronic 'hero-outlaw'. 
10 

At the same time, most of these figures seem to retain 

some degree of apprehension at the thought of committing 

irreversible actions; they may have no fear of society, yet 
. " 

they appear to be afraid of some unknown sanction, because, 

instead of perpetrating the crimeS ~nd sini themsel~es,.they 

force others to perform the acts in ,their netille •. Thisis what·· 

.happens with Redro inA luz no s~bsol~:heis never se:en to 

kill or, to steal, himself' ,because the psychological control 

he exereiseS over a weak~r ch~racter - Bernardo ~ mak~s it 

~ossibl~ for him to force the latter into performing th~, 

fateful~ irremediable acts which he, Pedro, apparently lacks 

the courage to execute. 11 Another of Cardoso's characters, 

Miguel (]2;, 191)" admits that fear, cowardice, is the reason 
.. 
for his hesitation, but r suggest there may be an underlying 

motive, ane which is more important in philosophical terms. 

The 'd~r~glement de tous les sens' 12 engaged in by In~cio CElt 

and Rog~rio (.!.) carries with it the danger that they will rUll: 

themselves physically before they can ichieve.their pUrpose. 

Al~ohol, sex and drugs, indulged in to exceSs, ~ay impair the 

c~ara6ter'~ capacity for rational thought and undermine the 

very basis of his quest. It is preferable, therefor, to make 

plans in private, with a cloar head, and use other men for ouen~ 

experiments. 
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With respect to his heroines, Lttcio Cardoso worked 

gradually towards the femme fatale type he was finally to 

create with such skill. The restlessness, the cruelty, the 

~assionate nature are present from the start, but other 

features were added after being tried out initially in 

secondary characters: in D-iana, in Dias perdidos, he embodied 

the destructive power of beauty, 13 while ,s,tella, in ]'nacio, 

is·made ,to carry c~uelty to extremes of sadism, inflicting on 

her ,lovers the whole range 6£ ''rnechancetes de .·1' amour' • 14 

All'thes~char~ct~ri~tics come,tog~thef in the po~trait of 

Nina, the central figure of,.CrSnica dacasa. assassinada, a 

veritable 'belle dame sans merci'. 15 This memorable ch~racter 

epi tomizes the decadents' id~al feminin: "Fatality, Evil 'and' 

Death are incarnated in Fatal Beauty"; 16 she'is even imbued 

with that enigmatic sadness which Baudelaire considered the 

distinctive mark of female beauty. 17 To these personality 

traits, Cardoso added a singular physical appearance characterized 

by a delicacy and fragility which masked Nina's destructive nature, 

only the colour of her hair, which wa~ red, hinting at the fire 

within her, ready to 'sear the souls 0 f those who came in to close 

contact with her. 18 

]f features such as these induce one to label Cardosoasa 

decadent, the emphasis placed on certain aspects of the Byronic 

hero and more still the underlying reasons called upon to explain 

his actions prompt one to see him as a descendant of Dostoevsky, 

the only literary figure whose influence Cardoso openly admitted.J,9 



There are certainly many points of contact between them, 

particularly as concerns their vision of Man, for both of 

them proclaim the sublimity of the human creature with a 

convic tion that borders on the heretic'al. Lticio Cardoso is 

perhaps aware of this, when he exclaims, in a passage of the 

Di~rio completo: "Perdoai, meu Deus, transformar os fl~cidos 

rostos de barro em m~scaras de ferro" (.Q£, 8). 

This sublime creature has to,be sought where he lacks 
('I "". 

"the frivcrl.ous palliatives which society offer,s him - such as 
. ,t:", ' '. . 

,:physical well~beiilg ~" social position - and which serve only' 

'"to conceal man's essential nature. For,both Writers,' in the 

words of Berdyaev: 

The inmost part of being cannot express itself in' 

the stable c'ondi tions of everyday life; it comes to 

the light of day only in some flare-up in which the 

fixed and deaa.. forms of an effete society are 
20 destroyed. 

For both' of them, social man, "reified",man, made manifest 

his flawed nature when he created hideous cities like 

SSt. Petersburg or Rio de Jalleiro in which human beings live 

only because they are condemned to do so. Unfortunately, the 

city is not only the: consequence of human limitations but 

7 

equally "the cause of contemporary trauma and spiritual loss". 

This explains why the picture is deliberately distorted, the 

areas of low life being exaggerated at the expense of the beauty 

21 
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to be found in some of the more congenial neighbourhoods; 

in this way they create an "urban Gothic' as the ideal setting 

for the human tragedy. at. Fetersburg, as described by 

Dostoevsky, is an eerie dreamworld, with its mists cloaking 

the criminal imaginings of a Raskolnikov, its dubious lodging 

houses, and its taverns where groups of young rationalists 

argued over their humanitarian ideals. L6cio eardoso's 

R~o de Janeiro is 'similarly represented by the haunts of 

p~ostitutes~ ,the down~at-h~e~boarding houses and the junkie

infested doss-houses of its worst districts. 22 And~et ~ll 
I . .' 

is no:t . lost; . for man has a . soul and a mind which can stay un-

cor.rupted, regardless of the environment in which he lives and 

the e~eriences he goes through. This is the face of man that 

has t~be iediscov~r~d~ pr{~itive m~n, stripped of ~mbellishments, 

'as Lflcio·Cardoso defines him at the close of the first volume of 

his Di~rio: 

Atrav~s de todas as convuls5es 0 que tentei erguer 

foi a imagem primitiva do Hbmem. E ele, como a 

divindade de Cristo naquele supremo instante de 

sil;ncioem que P.-ilatos 0 designou, sempre foi mais 

n!tido, sempre foi mais puro, sob a marca ca:ndente 

do Ultraje. <1£, 170) 

In order to understand him, then, it is necessary to show man 

as he really is and to this end Cardoso, like Dostoevsky, re-

moves, one by one, the social props which sustain his characters, 

until they are left in isolation. They are then put through 
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a spiritual experience which drives them into limit situations 

where they are obliged to make a choice. In the unending search 

for a flicker of light on the dark side of the human soul, both 

of these writers release man from human and divine law, in order 

to follow him along the road he chooses, as a free agent, until 

it becomes clear how the adventure will end. This is really the 

core, the focal point of Cardoso's, and Dostoevsky's, study of 

man: what happens to man when he is given absolute freedom and" 

whether, in fact, it iS,ever pOss:l.ble to be'completely free. 

'," ,N'either:authordelays the prOcess: when their no.vels open' 

thech~r~ct~r has arrived at a cros~roads,and from this point 

onwards will have to go through, hours crucial to his, or her t 

destiny~becitise it i~ no longer ~ossible to e~cape th~ memory 

of that moment, of truth when they saw themselves as they really . ' 

are. An example is Ana, in Cronica da casa assassinada: one 

day, while combing her hair in front of the mirror, as she did 

every morning, she suddenly becomes aware that she is the 

picture of mediocrity, with her hair pulled into a top-knot 

and that old severe black dress. 24 
H8:ving received a partial 

answer to the question 'Who am I1', she will never be able to 

see herseif in the same light again and will have to change her 

whole outlook on life. 

The manner in which the characters are launched upon their 

itinerary has two important consequences. First of all, in this 

type of novel there is never an ! and an other in the real sense; 

rather we have two ls face to face, one utterly. committed to one 

view of life, the other representing a different outlook, 
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independent of the first and outside his comprehension. Normally, 

in fact, the character attempts neither to understand nor to 

accept his fellows; 25 whether he is a central or secondary 

'character, 26 his whole endeavour is invested in the search for 

self and in the reexamination of his w.orld and the world about 

him. And yet Cardoso, like Dostoevsky, does not turn to monologue, 

or soliloquy,. as a"means of character definition; both authors 

create eJ:(trernely rational characte~s;' give.n, . to dialectical 

'r~asoning, but the expression of their ideas' and feelings de ... ( 

velopswithin the framework of 'dia',logue. 'Dialogue, however" 

not as a ~eahs of co~rnunication, fo~ it~ purpose is t6 exhibit 

the two minds opposite one another: in the words of Ad6nia~Filho 

"a persona~em se processa numa esp'~ie de mon6logo ininterru~to 
" . - . . . '. . .' . , 

que busca conhecer-se a si m~sm'o na guerra,interior'seni.: piedade 

e miseric6rdta". 27 As in the following example from.' 

K luz no subsolo: 

( ••• ) j, a1 Bernardo que ressoa a pergunta misteriosa: 

Deus existe? E 0 eu que volta ao seu lugar responde 

. tranquilamente I'nao, nao existe l • " A. noite ~ escura, e 

se:te estendere~. na linha f~rrea e. a locomoti va despedacsar 

o teu corpo, Deus nao te .impedira de morrer. Exp'erimenta 

e verls que te podes destruit a ti mesmb. 

- Mas quem te podera criar? - perguntou Bernardo numa 

s~bita inspiracsao. 

- Eu nao sei, meu amigo, qual e 0 poder de urn homem que se 

enforca ou se despedacsa sob urn trem, mas tern acontecido 

estranhos casos. For que nao posso eu desvendar urn mist~rio 

do qual tenho conhecimento? S.e Deus existe ••• 



, 
~ ele e &enhor dos seus mist~rios. 

Mas naoexiste. Nada me impede pois de me revoltar 

contra a 'id~ia' de Deus. 
A ~ A - Bem vejo, meu caro, que voce e uma arma do demonio 

levantada contra 0 poder divino. 

Pedro durvou-se s~bre ele e soprou lentamente: 

- .. &:>mos. 

- Nao eu! - gritou Bernardo. 
A . 

Ror :ue? I 
..; !Nem J.sso 'sou. J~me·disseram que eu nao passo de uma 

11 

pobre larvd .••• 

l'nthis.conversition 

que tem~ demSnioa ver comigo~ (LS' 109-110), -' 

I 
between Eedroandhis "doubie ,. Bernardo 

we are shown the tortured expression ofPedro"s satc:l.nism an¢J., 

at the ~ame time, via Bernardo,a flicker of hope~ thesatanist 

and the incarnation of mediocrity, face to face, upholding their 

respective philosophies. 

The second consequence of the character's self-~entredness 

is that he becomes a 'voice' not only with respect to himself, 

but also: 

about his immediate environmept, and also a word about the 
28 world - he has not only a cOtisCiotisness, but an ideology tOQ. 

This explains why dialogue is so important. As the idealist 

philosophers showed, an idea cannot live in a consciousness which 

is in isolation: if it is confined for long, it languishes and 

dies. 29 An idea can only take form, develop, mature and engender 

other ideas when it runs counter to, or at least is confronted by, 
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ather, different ideas. 

As a result, an "idea-heroine" seems to hover over the 

hero, governing his life: the characters thus become "people 

of one idea" and dedicate the whole force of their will to it: 

The idea has taken command of the deepest core of their 

personality ( ••• ) The 'important thing is not the 

ordinary clsssifidation of ~ person's character and 

actions but rather the indicator of the' dedication of 

his whole personality to the idea. 3Q; 

While, the ideas vary ,from book to book,' in each novel there 

is aiways one idea which the character pursues with undivided 

passion. 31 What A1yosha says of his brother :Evan can be ' 

applied equally to all the characters: "He is filled with a 

, great and unresolved idea. He is one of those who don't need 

mi1lions,they just need to get an idea straight". 32 When, 

therefore, we do not know which idea controls a particular 

character, he or she remains a mystery to us; this happens 

with Nin~ (££!) who only makes her position clear when the 

novel is well under way. Once she explains that sin is a 

guideline for her, we begin to understand her. 

" The importince kiven to ideas is a consequence of their 

status as a product of the intelligence, they can never be a 

direct expression of the material human being whom L~cio Cardoso, 

like Dostoevsky, claims to reject. ~t is also in accordance with 

the authors' intentions, since neither has a message to communicate, 

neither attempts to 'prove a preconceived view of life. All they 

do is devise possible courses of action, of which they, like their 
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readers, are spectators, since the final outcome of the 

protagonists' journey is unknown to them also. L~cio Cardoso 

explains this in his Diario: 

I 
T~'nho para mim, e isto ha v~rios anos, que a 

mOsericordia de Deus para comigo, e a total 

i 'umina~i~ da minhaalma, so se fario atrav5s do I ~ i 
meu trabal~o. Lidando com estas tristes almas 

o~scuras'qJe invento~ que eu nao escolhi, mas que 

me 'foram dldas na sua solidao e no seu espanto ,C .. l 
.. dO ltd ° ° t . d d : apren J.. 0 ~uan 0 q.e ternura e e ,infinJ.. a p:le ae . '. I 
vai .numav!ocar.ao. Eu sei, talvez elas niosejam,nem . ' I ~ . 

mesmo est~ticamente ~cabadas, masainda a~sim.essas 
i . " figuras desajeitadas e que me fariam ver, atraves de 

tao ~ridos(caminhos, a verdade parcial ou total 

para'que Beus me reserva. (££, 137) 
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Notes 

1 The strictures of the group are well summed up in Octavio 

2 

de Faria's long political essay Maguiavel e 0 Brasil (Rio, 
, 

1931). Octavio de Faria was the group's theorist and had 

a powerful ideological influence on the others, partly 

throughl lending them books, but also by means of meetings 

at his house where discussions took place (cf. Cardoso's 

Di~rio completo, 126, 15.7, 192, 237, 254, 255). 

Thl eXistenle of a l~inei~o' mind, or mentality, observable 
'. . '. 1 . 

. in the works ofa large number of writers from Minas Gerais _ 
. ./ . 

detected ill' certain common .themes or moods, e.g •. religious 
. ".1 
and myst1CI- has been strongly urged by Faustb Cunha 

I . 
I 

(Biografia' cr1tica das letras mineiras, Rio de Janeiro, 

MEC,1956, p.100 et. seq.)j and M. Oliveira (Hli.st~ria da 

literatura mineira, BeloHori~onte, Itatiaia, 1958, 

p.145 et seq.). 

3 DOURADO, Autran. Uma po~tica de romance. Rio de Janeiro, 

Perspectiva, 1973, 53. 

4 L~cio ~ardoso was not happy with the term 'decadent', pre

ferring to be considered a romantic: "SOU totalmente um 

romlntico, com m~s heran~as pr6prias e sem responsabilidade 

de ningu~mll (DC,138). 

5 PRAZ, Mario (The Romantic Agony. London, Oxford University 

Fress, 1978, 73) and GAUNT, William (The Aesthetic Adventure, 

Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1957, p.57 et seq.) claim that 

Aestheticism, or '~ecadentism', was a way of life and a 

state of mind. What they say fits in with statements made 

by friends of Ltcio C-ardoso. Both Autran Dourado ('Suplemento 

TIiterario de Minas Gerais, 14 October 1978) and Walmyr Ayala 
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5 ('D~poimento sobre LGcio Cardoso, Suplemento Liter'rio de 

Minas Gerais, 3~ November 1968) refer to the intensity of 

his mode of life and the unusual experiences he put himself 

through in order to have first-hand knowledge of them. And 

Maria Alice Barroso ('A sombra de L~cio Cardoso', S-uplemento 

Liter'rio de Minas Gerais, 30 November 1968); writes of the 

"ar.. de desprezo" with which he viewed her good conduct, and 

complains "L~cio' C.ardoso vi via a 40.° de temperatura" • 

6 ERAZ (Op.cit., 87}i states that the Fatal Man of the decadent·s 

is a 'literary survival of the hero of Byron's ChildeHarold. 

The characteristics of this type of Byronic hero may be 

summarized as follo~lS: ,,~ man proud, moody, cynical, vlith 

defiance on his brow and misery in his he~rt, a scorner of 

his kind, implacable in revenge, yet capable of deep and 

strong affection". JUMP, J.D. From Blake to Byron. 

H-armondsworth, Renguin, 1957, 24G. 

7 RRAZ, OP.cit., 75. 

8 ~., 73. 

9 To dress not just as a dandy but in an exaggerated and highly 

distinctive manner - like Baudelaire painting his hair green _ 

was a constant feature of the decadents' 'style', whether it 

was Swinburne, Baudelaire or Flaubert (PRAZ, Op. cit., 439). 

lQ ~., 75 et seq. 

11 The formula is not new, having been used to great effect by 

Dostoevsky in The Brothers Karamazov, where livan plans the 

crime and incites Smerdyakov to commit it. 
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12 ,This was Rimbaud's strategy to "se faire voyant". One had 

" et ral." sonne' de're'glement de to experience un long, immense 

tous les sense Tous les formes d'amour, de souffrance, d~ 

folie; il (l'homme) cherche en lui meme, il ~puise en lui tous 

les poisons, pour n'en garder que les quintessences" (t'Lettre 

~ Paul ~imeny',15 May 1871). 

13 Cardoso himself justifies this fascination with physical 

'" 
beauty: 

A, beleza ~ 0 supremo. espasmo, a anglistiam~xima, ' 

o sentimento maior.de furor ante a fragilidade humana 

ea possibiTIidade ~e destrui~ao de tudo. 

sob 0 terror, que 0 homem se ·realiza integralmente. (12£, 27)' 

14 This phrase of Musset's, from C.onfessions d'un Enfantdu' S'i~cle, 
'''' ... , 

was frequently used by the decadents to describe the' painful 

nature of lov~,' the '~oluptas dolendi' so much in aecordance 

with the taste of the period (PRAZ, Op.cit., 140). 

15 This expression - from the poem by Keats - was used by the 

decadents to epitomize their female characters. 

16 The definition is Moreau's (See PRAZ, Op.cit., 309). 

17 ".r"ai trouv~ 'la d~finition du Bea,u. c.' est quelque chose 

d "ardent e.t de triste ( ••• ) Je ne con~ois un type de 

Beaute 011 il n'y ait du Malheur". (J:ournaux Intimes, Paris, 

Gr~ s, 1920-, 18 ).'. 

18 Nina might be likened to the female figures of several 

paintings by decadent artists, such as The Caress, by F. Khnopff. 
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The picture shows a young man being embraced by a hybrid 

creature with the head of a woman, pale of complexion and 

wi th red hair, and the body of a tiger, .symbolic of her 

perverseness. 

19 In 'Quase urn Manifesto" (Letras e Artes, 1 dune 1947, 3) 

Lucio Cardoso says of the hero in his novels "esse homem 

subterr~neo e de alma nua foi inaugurado com Dostoievsky". 

Adonias Filho in 'Os romances de Ltcio Ga~doso' (Cadernos 

da Hbra i?re~ente, Rio de Janeir~, 1938,78) ·rejects the 

'connection between Cardos~'and,pcistoevsky,which he. considers 

"urn erro pueril da crttica". With due respect, I feel that 

Adonias,in his attempt to prove Cardoso's originality, is 

. guilty of a gross oversimplification, when he has the 

'following to say of D.ostoevsky: 

Dostoievsky foi quase urn ignorante da atividade pura 

da intelig~ncia. Foram os nervos relaxados na neve, os 

olhos inquiridores dos anos de prisao, a pobreza, as 

doen¥as, foi tudo isso quem fez de Dostoievsky urn 

romancista. ( ••• ) D-ostoievsky era urn corpo eserevendo, 

apanhou a vida em seu estado natural. £la, a vida em 

tSda a sua tragtdia, saiu do mundo de D.eus e penetrou 

. nos seus livros. E', como c.onsequencia· de. tamanha 

fidelidade, a aus~n~ia defundimentos religiosos ou 

filos~ficos na sua obra. 

20~ BERDYAEV, N. Dostoevsky. New y,ork, Meridian Books, 1957, 43. 

21 JONGE, A. de. Dostoevsky and the Age of Intensitl.. London, 

Seeker and Warburg, 1975, 41. 
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22 Rio de ~aneiro is the setting for only three novellas _ 

In~cio, ~ enfeiti~~ and 0- anfiteatro - and it is in. them 

that we find the eerie, fantastic atmosphere referred to. 

23 C·f. what Mikhail Bakhtin (Problems of Dostoevsky's I?oetics. 

Ann Arbor, Ardis, 1973, 60).' says in relation to Dostoevsky: 

"He would describe the crises and turning points in their 

l€he char~cters9 lives, he would depict life on the brink". 

24 There is a similar episode in Poor Folk, when Devushkin, 

a minor civil servant,catchessight of himself in a mirror: 

l..was so thunderstruck ,that my lips trembled, and my 

legs too. And ~ith good reason, my dear. First of all, 

1- was ashamed; I- glanced into the mirror, and what I 

saw there was simply enough 'to drive you mad 

'(Roberts Brothers,'Boston, 1894, 159). 
••• 

25 Even in eronica da casa assassinada, where we are given the 

impression that the other characters are attempting to decipher 

Nina, this individual interest is still present. If we pay 

careful attention to their statements, we see that each of 
,-

,them describes his/her' part in the story at the particular 

point where Nina erupted into their lives. This explains why 

Bin. is as much ot a mystery to us when we close the book . . 

as she was at the outset, and why on the other hand we know 

some of the "narrators" well. 

26 Secondary characters in the sense that Forster meant when 

he spoke of 'flat characters' - wholly predictable, mere 

adjuncts to the'main characters - are not to be found in 
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Cardoso's novels. As Forster said of Dostoevsky, all the 

characters are principal characters, at least potentially: 

those who develop their vision are the main characters, 

those whose vision is not unfolded are the ones ]: have 
I 

rere~red to as secondary characters. 

27 AdonJ.as FJ.lho, 'nticio C-ardoso' in Suplemento Li ter~rio de 

Milas GeraiJ, 14 O~ctober 1978.' 

·28 BAKHTIN, oJcu. ,63 

I 
,29, This is precisely what happens to Ana in eronica da casa' I ' 

assassinada who believes'that Alberto's memory is one of 

the mainstays of her existence. S'ince, however, it is a 

secret which she cannot discuss with anyone, she s'llddenly 

discovers" some years later, that she has been preserving 

a ghost and that nothing is left of her former feeling 

<£2!" 277);. 

30 BAKHTIN, Op.cit., 71 

"" ", 
31 As Dostoevsky says of his own characters: "Passion is the 

ide'a we can feel" (\quotedin BAKHTIN; Op.cit., 13). 

32 The Brothers Karamazov. Translated by Oonstance Garnett. 

London, Four Square Books, 1958, 169. 
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·PART ONE: "CONHECE-TK A TI MESMO" 
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CHAPTER 1: IN SEARCH OF LIFE 

, 
The works of Lucio Cardoso contain a great many definitions 

of life and his characters have a tendency to formulate theories 

about existence. For _ small group of quiet, Self-effacing 

characters who accept life.fully,not passively, living is 

a mixture of patience and humility: "Raciencia' para suportar 

a~· a'mbiCioes constantemente tratdas e 'humildade " para nao 

1 deseja:r acima das nossas forlias" (DP, 41). But for the majority 

of tl?,e characters life has to be lived intensely - "quero vi'ver" 

2 ' ' ~B a defiant outcry often to be heard, because the~'cannot 

accept a life thrust upon them, they must, cqoose their own 

life. Only thus can they feel that they are gaining experience 

of living and it is this experience that makes them feel that, 

they exist. In addition, life is a pursuit of goals, a quest 

in which man chooses his destiny and searches for meanings; an 

experience which may Cbme to him at any stage of life, regardless 

of age. The adolescents, like Andr&, set out. on th~ir way with 

the conviction that "a vidae bela". (CCA, 224); midway through 
, -.-

their quest, like I1da in Maos v'azias, they feel that "a vida 

,~ vazia e diftcil" (!:!y, 120.); at the end of the road, when 

they are elderly, like the Coronel in ~ronica da casa assassinada, 

they are aware that life "e uma coisa estranha" (,££!, 332). 

In general terms, one may say that for the majority of 

Cardoso's characters life is an adventure and a discovery. This 

may take a precise form, as it does in the case of Cira who plans to 
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"partir por essas estradas" (.!&, 286), or it may be something 

of a psychological experiment: for Redro life ,,~ um desafio 

constante" (LS, 181), while Nina finds it a wonderful source 

of new experiences (~, 248). Then there are those, like 

s11vio in Dias perdidos, for whom to live ,,~ nao tentar reter 

as coisas" (BE" 169), to forsake before one can be forsaken, 

which will cause them to live in solitude in .the attempt to 

defend themselves against life'ssufferings~ Y~tanother group 

is formed by those who prefer to be ignorant of the truth, .or 

. rather to lie to themselves and whose life has become a farce. 
. . .' -.' .' , . " . 

For these, reali t·yis, in the words of Ana Meneses "as. trevas 

do·desespero"·(CCA, 137) • 

. O,f those characters who are sure of what they want and 

how to obtain it, only Clara eventually gi~es in and accepts 

life. 3 But even her change of attitude is not the result of 

a weakening of her will, so much as of the greater tolerance 
. l 

that comes with age, making her less self-centred: 

Como viver sem atentar contra:. os,que nos rodeiam? (DP, 208) 

Ni6 , ~iver que' dif!cil, '~viver com os nossos 

semeihantes. Tudo seresum~ em nio ievantar a mio contra - -, eles, nao feri~los, nao trucida-los em nosso desejo cego 

de subsistir. (DP, 243) 

With the exception of (Har:a, subdued by age, the other characters 

are too obsessed with the object of their quest to stop, let 

alone concern themselves with others. The first consequence of 

4 this quest, for all of them, is to be overcome by "a dor de viver" 



which, however, it does not occur to them to avoid, since 

suffering is the surest sourcre of knowledge. 5 Some, like 
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salvia in Dias perdidos, begin to suffer in their childhood 

(~, 117), whilst others, like (n~udio in 0 anfi teatro, are 

not aflecteJ until adolescence (!c, 225). But all of them are 

caught eventually and their suffering is decisive for their 

future i "S-ufferi,ng if accepted may pacify; if it is dodged, 

.. it wilireturni11if it is used, the ·spirit triumphs; and 

6 
certainly, if i isresen ted; the deviL gets to· w.ork" •. 

The type.of SUf!feringto be faced by each character is directly 
. . ./ 

linked to the particular view of life he or she professes; but 
f 

itis always present, because it is an essential attribute of 

human nature. Neither fear of suffering, nor even fear of self

annihilation detain the characters in their unceasing quest, 

because it is better to "descer sempre em nossas descobertas 

como no fundo dum pOlio", in the words of the Coronel (CCA, 332)., 

than to "se transformar em fantasma", as Cl~udio says (!, 215):. 

The underlying stimulus for this perpetual search, this discourse 

on existence and this insistence on th~ will to live, is the 

threat of death. 

From the beginning of his wQrk, Cardosotschara6~ers are 

obsessed by the idea of the struggle against death. ~n Maleita, 

the combat is a physical one, 7 but starting with A luz no subsolo 

it acquires that form of psychological revolt, that total refusal, 

which is to pervade all his subsequent works and which justifies 

the characterst need - since they know that death is inevitable 

to be sure that they have really lived. This is why Ana, in 
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Meneses, one of Cardoso's most tormented creations, in her 

final confession, seeks not "essa GraCia que ela tanto 

renegara" but "a certeza de que vivera" (CCA, 468). 

To live, then, is to ~divertere', in the sense Pascal gave 

to the wor;d: 
I 

I 
.j 

R.ien/n'est si insupportable a l'homme que d'etre 

dans/un plein repos, sans passions, sans affaire, 

sansldivertissement-~ :n sent alors son neant, son 

abandori~ son ~nsuffisance, sa d~pendance, son, 
, I' ,. ,- , 
,imp~issance,'son vide. Incontinent i1 sortira 

, I 

du fond de sori arne l'ennui, la noiceur"la tristesse, 
/8 

le ~hagrin, le desespo~r • 
. 1 
", 

And the basis of this "divertissement" is that:, "Les hommes 

n' ayant pu gu~rir la mort, la mi~ere, l' ignoran'ce, ils se 

sont avis~s, pour se rendre heureux, de n'y plus pense~l. 9 

Ln this way, one of man's apparent consolations, divertissement, 

proves to be the worst of his misfortunes, since it prevents 

him thinking about his personal reality and forces him along 

the road to perdition. W~thout thi~-"diversion, man would sink 

into boredom and ennui; to escape from this apa~hy he would 

be obliged to seek solutions •. ~ut he is surrounded by 

pleasures - gaming,drink, sex, social success - which carry 

him gradually, without his being aware, towards death: 

Naus courons sans souci dans le pr~cipice, apres 

que nous avons mis quelque chose devant nous pour 
A • 10 

nous empecher de V02r. 



For Rascal, then DIVERTERE is to be understood in its Latin 

sense of deviate (from): in this case, to deviate from the 

path of truth, disperse, or dissipate one's soul in trivial, 

unimportant matters which can never beman's reason for 

existence. 

At the same time, the human spirit is always changing 

and although some characters actually make 'divertere' their 
11· " 

aim in life, for others, such as S1.1vio(Dias perdidos) 

and Cl~udio «(}anfiteatro), it is. only a phase through which 

they pass, then re~tle~sli move. "on to other parts, or to 

~an6ther stage. :un the words of Kierkegaard: "the" self is 

always in movement and it passes through three stages or 
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spheres of existence: the aesthetic, the ethical, and the 

religious". 12 Pascal's "di vertere' corresponds to the first 

or second of these: startin~ points for man's journey, but not 

its final goal. 

lIf we apply Kierkegaard's categories to Cardoso's characters, 

the 'aesthetic' phase will be seen, normally, to be quite short. 

lIt can take three forms, depending on 'the type of experience 

involved. The first is symbolized by Kierkegaard in the figure 

of Don Juan 13 and represents an unsophisticated form o~hedonism 

such as is experienced by the adolescent Silvio in Dias perdidos. 

Un this period of his life, S~lvio makes no real choices or 

decisions, allowing himself to drift along in the thrall of 

physical pleasure. For a number of years S.1.1vio's whole life 

is directed towards these moments of satisfaction. But when the 

moment is past, the feeling of wellbeing and peace of mind vanishes 
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too. H~ tries desperately to prevent this happening, stimulating 

his imagination at the expense of his will and at the same time 

seeking his individual being, which he believes does not exist 

outside of pleasure. This situation continues until the onset 

of the crisis which results in ennui, followed by his contempt 

for Lina and for the shoddy world she symbolizes. Now that he 

has at last seen the truth, &1lvio returns to his childhood 

sweetheart Dia~a (who has returned. to Vila Velha) and to fa~ily 

life; in an. attempt to raise his liie. style to the level of h:i,s 

aspirations. 

ACsecond form of the 'aesthetic' phase is symbolized 

by Faust; such is the sad story of Inacio in ~enfeiti~ado. 

H-e 'wakes up' when his faith in life abandons him, leaving in 

its place a threatening shadow, of which he is aware, but 

which he cannot understand and tries to escape. This is the 

assault of doubt,of a doubt more basic than intellectual doubt, 

that part of the individual make-up which causes 1n~cio to 

hesitate when he is about to kill Eucas, with the result that 
...... 

. ~ 

he loses Rog~rio's confidence. Living, as he does, among 

prostitutes, sexua~ and other sensual pleasures no longer give 

him satisfaction. What excites him still is the actual process 

of s~duction; the more difficult this is, the more exciting. 

H~nce his fascination with Adelia, who is almost a child still 

and whom he besieges in a drawn-out seduction to which he devotes 

all his energy. n~t when he has eventually accomplished his 

intention, he feels as sated as before. 
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In~cio is also fascinated by power, the source of all 

success. He attempts to understand it and to learn how to 

use it; to this end he abandons himself corisciously to 

'satanism in the hope that the devil will illuminate him. 

Paradoxically, in the opinion of Kierkegaard, rn~cio-Fausto 

is not evil; he.is simply experimenting with the Devil, in 

whom he believes as much as he believes in GOd. H~ is using 

E-vil because h~ wantsto.knowth~ "whole imin~rise range of 
. 14 . 

possibilities".·· Good .and Evil are categories . beyond his 
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understanding and rnacio ·is as incapable of grasping the vital 
. . 

. implications of yielding. to Satan, as of perceiving what it 

means to surrender oneself to· God •. Good,· as he knew it when 

he was a respec ted· businessman and f13. ther, Ii ving with S:tella 
....: .. 

in an attractivehouie, had no attraction tor hi~ and me~ely 

bored him.lTnacio neither' hates God nor love s the Devil, the 

two concepts have no real relevance for him: "He is just bored 

and doubtful - doubtful with a growing disillusion about hims'elf 

and about things in general". 15 &0 he keeps experimenting, 

always seeking, frittering away his self bit by bit, gradually 

becoming more exhausted and fragmented. Kierkegaard completes 

his portrait of this type of 'aesthetic 'man with ·these words: 

"There is.nothing more terrible to contemplate than a self 

resolved into a legion, a multiplicity of selves, losing the 

most holy and precious thing in man, the integrating power of 

personality". 16 Finally, the total crisis of values, which he 

has been fending off for so long, drives him to the extreme form 

of doubt, absolute despair. 
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The third form of Kierkegaard's 'aesthetic' man is 

Ahasuerus, the Wandering Jew, who appears in the guise of 

Cardoso's Ze Roberto in 0., desconhecido. C,onstantly on the 

move, in search of a place worth living in, a new emotion or 
! 

a new tdentity, he tries everything: new jobs, different names, 

fresh toals. Even so, he feels no vibration within him and 

traveries the Jorld without hope, without J"oy and without 
, I . I 

pain,as if "through a' dreary, disconsoiate desert"l 17 his 
, I '. 

indi'fference corresponds to the' final stage of despair, 

a~nihilation.:IUnlike 'the twopreviollstypes, he feels neither 

,desire· nor curiosity, ambition nor pride I none ·of these holds 
I 

any interest for him. Like ]nacio, however, Ze Roberto is not 

,~vil. He fe~ls no h~tred towards God, nor even disbelief. 

H~ssituation is worae than this, because he is conscious that" 

God,like Evil, simply does not interest him. Yet indifference 

does not bring peace. Rather, it is a sort of sickness with 

which Ze Roberto aims to destroy his self, but the self survives 

within him, ready to manifest itself, as happens when his friend-

ship with P.aulo at last gives his li{e-a meaning. 

JIn all of these cases, the 'aesthetic' life can be used· 

positively for the ftirth~r development of the character's destiny~ 

Since no decisive choice was made in this first phase, it need 

have no permanent effect and should be viewed as a stage in the 

process of accumulating personal experiences. The logical sequel 

should, therefore, be to progress from this phase as soon as 

ennui or despair threatens, because those who attempt to mark 
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time are in risk of going mad - as happens with Rogerio in 

In~cio - or, worse still, of experiencing a living death. 18 

Despair brings with it anguish and doubt, but more 

important it involves the close examination of beliefs and 
I 

attitudes to life. This is the moment for the character to 

seek ~1re.permanent convictions, to make more decisive choices: 

thJ.s J.S Kierkegaard' s 'ethJ.cal' phase.. Again he proposes a 

t . 1 Jf ,J f', . d'" "d 1 h . Th f'· t· . rJ.p e . ramewor.r.. or man s. 1n J.VJ.' ua c oJ.ce. e. J.rs .1S 

through· marriagJ, which' is the path followed byS:1.1vio when 

he discovers' th~t the 'a~sthetic' stage holds no further . I . " 
interest. 19 ~s Kierkegaard explains, while marriage retains 

I 
certiin 'aesthetic' ele~ents in the sensual aspects'of the 

relationship, there exists a more permanent, more important 

bond over and above the erotic moments, which does not disappear 

when they are past, but rather gives them a much deeper meaning. 

\ This is perhaps why Lucio Cardoso allows relatively little weight 

to the physical relationship of S,ilvio and D:iana, stressing 

instead the vows of eternal love which the couple promise to 

perpetuate. Marriage is not imposed fr9m outside, it is an act 

of choice, a proof of freedom and, consequently, a positive form 

of self-affirmation. 

Friendship can have similar characteristics to marriage. 

It is based on affection and on self-imposed obligations that 

last for more than a day. Cl~udio and Gil, in 0 anfiteatro, 

respect their mutual pledge for life, helping one another in 

moments of solitude and revolt. 
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The third and final choice made by the self is vocation. 

Uhlike employment, vocation is a vital choice, involving total 

dedication to a way of life, as in the case of l?edro in 

,A, luz no subsolo. He is so utterly involved in his mission as 

a teacher, that he reaches the point o~ being unable to dis~ 

sociate his vocation and his personal identity. Kierkegaard 

draws to our attention the fact that 'ethical' should not be 

confused ~ith '~oral'i the ethical comes from the very depths 

. of personality and life on theeth~cal level is no ~ere 

. fulfilment. of duties -or rather, duty, in the ethical sense, 

is not just a series of annoying precepts or obligations which 

have to be respected throughout one's life. ]I this were the 

case; one could hardly claim that .this stage is more truly 

meaninf;ful than the aesthetic phase: "the ethical is an ex

istential attitude grounded in.the structure of·the self", 20.: 

it is an obligation born of deep-seated need, not imposed by 

any external code. 

Most of Cardoso's characters reach this stage of their 

journey without great difficulty. Many of them, with the 

'aesthetic' phase long behind them, begin to feel restless 

and unhappy in the 'ethical' stage and attempt the leap to 

the 'spiritual' phase. On occasions the transfer is ~ad~ after 

the character has committed an act condemned by public feeling. 21 

Bedro, in ~ luz no subsolo, incites his pupils to commit crimes 

in the name of freedom; SilVio, in Dias perdidos, divorces 

Diana; Nina, in Cr~nica da casa assassinada, commits incest. 

This is the jumping-off point for the leap into the unknown, 
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for the character to test the strength of his passion, to 

overcome despair and behold the face of God. But this step 

is fraught with danger; danger in the choice itself, but 

particularlf the danger of not attaining the next stage and 

thus 0t staying put in a limbo somewhere in between. This is 

what h ppens to Nina (CCA) who, instead of using incest as a 

t . I t' II t--:-t d·· t 1 f .. 1 1 s ep~~?g~s ~ne, accep s ~ as an en ~n ~ se i s~m1. ar y, 

.' - I ' ].cIa, in Maos vazias,. can no longer endure the monotony of her. 

social lifeandl commit~ suicide, faii~ng' torealize that she' . .... .". I .' . . . :. . 
has not comple~ed her life cycle. ].n the case of Valdo and .. '" I 

.. ' .. D'em~trio, the *eneses brothers 1,n C,ronica dacasa assassinada, 

the ~hotise' becomes so. important, a sort of idol, that they 

can see nothing else. Finally, there are H-ilda in A. professora 
,~\ 

H-ilda, . and Margaridaand Laura," in 0, Anfi teatro, who' devote their 

lives to hating another human being. SUch characters, then, put 

themselves in the dangerous position of rejecting social morality, 

only to replace it with a false god, an ideal or an emotion 

which they see as life's goal. 
. ..... 

If there exists an inner necessity which drives human 

beings from phase to phase, as Kierkegaard believed, this, in 

Cardoso"s characters, must be the 'idea': the key idea which 

puisues them and dri~es them to self-definition. Hbwever, 

while behin,d the emotions and thoughts directing them there 

is the ever-present question "who am l?", this search for 

individual identity ramifies into many lesser ideas, which are, 

nevertheless, the guidelines of the characters' actions. In 

general terms we can divide these controlling ideas into two 
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groups. The first may be summarized as the flight from 

mediocrity and from the routine of "doldrum days": an example 

is lda, in Maos vazias, who tries so hard to be different. 

The second group involves insistence on the primacy of the 

self, even though this may necessitate direct conflict with 

God: it includes characters like E~dro, in ~ luz no subsolo, 

with his fixation on overcoming death. The particular idea. 
. . 

'. which a character follows' is important fo~ his quest and 

esse'ntial' for his p'ersonal survival, because the ,demise of an 
J." •. 

ideaimpiies the inner disintegration of the person. "Nina, in 
:., .' '.. . .. . -'. '. 

'Cr6nicadacasaassassinada, is absorbed ih erotic satisfaction; 

'after several love affairs ane! her marriage, she discovers total 

. physical union wi~h Alberto, the gardener. This she fails to 

realize and goes off to Ri~ in the belief that he constituted 

ju~t another affair, soon to be forgotten~ This fails to 

happen, however. Returning to the estate, still in pursuit of 

her 'idea', she attempts to recreate Alberto in her own son,. 

making him the idol, the symbol of the love to which She' had 

devoted her whole life. Gradually, the- truth dawns on her: 

Andre is just Andre, not Alberto, who. :is dead and has taken 

with him to the grave. Nina's chance of fulfilment in love.. Once 

he~ guiding ide~ withers, Nina sinks into a limitless sorrow 

which expresses the slow process of her inner death. This explains 

why, when she is actually dying physically, months later, the other 

characters are discomfited by the evil smell which comes from her, 

as if she were already decomposing. 



The characters are concerned not only with "living', 

during their short sojourn on earth, but also with surviving. 

S'ince none of them appears to believe in a life after death 

or the immortality of the soul, they may hope to survive 

through their children. Fn~cio, for example, in 0 enfeiti~ado, 

suffers the premonition that he is gradually dying inside and 

searches the streets of Rio for his son Rogerio, in order to 

pass on his philosophy of life. H-'e engages nina de Yal-Flor,' 

a fortune-teller with underwoild contacts~ to-help him find 

-Rogerio and goes as far as ~pledging his own life , "'''hich he 

realizes is of little real value at a time when he is trying 

to make the most of what littl~ inner life he still has. Of 

", " allllucio ~ardoso's characters only Tlmoteo, in ~ronica da 

casa assassinada, attains the idea of God and with it a belief 

in the immortality of the soul. Both of these are achieved as 

sudden Revelations. None of the other characters succeed in 

attaining ,"the spiritual sphere", either because they opt 

for S-atanism or because the novel ends without their having 
,-

made a choice on the path they will follow. 



Notes 

1 Few of L6cio Cardoso's characters fall into this category. 

The most complete of them is Aurea, in Dias perdidos, who 

becomes an important secondary character. O~herwise, there 

are Felipe (MV), Elisa (!) and Maria (LS), who are little 

more than names and important only as a starting point for 

the main characters' reflections. 

2 Spoken by Ida (MV) , at the beginning of the bookJby C.lara, 

when' she reflects on"theloneiy life to which her husband 

has con9-emned her' (DP, 22).; by Rog'rio, convalescing after 

a long illn:ess (1., 29); by Andr6, when he meets his mother 

for the first time (eeA, 225); by Ze Roberto, when he meets 

Raulo (g, 144). 

3 Clara never lost the trace of he~ intier revolt. One might 

say of her, most fittingly, what Lucio Cardoso wrote about 

himself: "A verdade ~ que nunca me domei; sentenciei-me a 

calma" (B£, 312). 

" 4 The narrator of D-ias perdidos defines this 'dar de viver': 

~i~ existem fatos isolados. Todas as' coisas se 

correspondem, como as notas de uma imensa e dolorosa 

sinfonia. Nao existem sentimentos esparsos, mas um 

so sentimento a que podemos chamar a dar de viver, e 

onde se mistura tudo 0 que em nos arde e se corrompe, 

tudo 0 que 6 humano, fenece e ~ devorado pela obscuridade. 

(12E" 119) 
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5 Dostoevsky expresses it in much the same way through one 

of his best-known characters, his "underground man': 

As well as loving his own wellbeing man is fond 

of suffering, even passionately fond of it. 

I am convinced that man will never give up true 

suffering that comes of ruin and chaos. Why? 

S-uffering is the sole root of consciousness. 

(Notes from llilderground. New York, Bantam Books, 

1974, .39l • 

. 6 The comment is Boyce Gibson's (The Religion· of Do·stoevsky,. 

London, SCM Press, 1973, 100l: writing of the. persistence 

of Buffering as one of Dostoevsky"s main themes. 

7 C-.!. ADONIAS FILHO, 'Os romances de Lucio Cardoso', Cadernos 

da Hora Fresente, Rio de Janeiro, 1939, 73). Adonias has 

·consistently'heldthe view that the general title given by 

CardosO to his fiction, starting with A luz no subs610 _ 

"A- luta contra a Morte" - could be extended to take in his 

first two novels. 

8 "Discours sur la Condi tion des Grands' , Oeuvres Compl~tes 

(V'ol. 9), Paris, Hachette, 1914. For Morot-Sir (La Meta

E,hYsig'uec,; de Pascal. Paris, Pr-esses Urii versi taires , 

1975, 94l_ Pascal believed that this constant desire 

. for movement was lila pouss~e d'une inqui~tude jamais 

satisfaite, que est l'imageconvuls~ede la Gloire etdu 

repos en Dieu". 

9 RASCAL. 0EI cit., 359. 
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10- ]lli., 359 

11 One thinks of Rog~rio, in In~cio. In his case divert ere 

is a philosophical position. Since he views man as a worm, 

refusing to believe that he is made in the image of God, he 

alto re~ects the idea of immortality and conducts a desperate 

search for a meaning to life. One could apply to him 

oJar wildeis famous phrase: "1 do not seek happiness, but 

E-leasure, which is much more trag:lc" (quoted by GAUNT , 

• . " Op .cit •• 11~) 
. 12 See GRIHSL~Y, R.· Existentialist Thought. Cardi:ff, Un'iversity 

I 

of Wa1esPr'ess, 1955, 20'. 

I3. KIERKEGAARD, S. Either/Or. London, Oxford University l?ress, 

1946, Vol. ]:, 65. 

14 ~., 74 

15 PRICE, G. The Narrow Pass. London, Hutchinson, 1963, 167. 

16 Jibid., Vol. 2, 135. 

17KIERKEGAARD, S. The Jburnals. London, Oxford University 

Fress, 1'938, entry 26. 

18 As happens to ]n~cio, to whom Lina de Val-Flor says: 

"Farece que Ihe falta um elemento vital, um calor para 

esse sangue que Ihe corre nas veias ( ••• ). O· senhor 

nao est~ vivo, 0 senhor nao passa de urn espectro" (,§, 288). 



19 Except for s..1.1vio and C-lara (DP) the other characters 

merely recollect this social phase and are already 

attempting the transfer to the spirituaL phase, or 

have decided to return to the first stage, at the 

beginning of the respective work. 

20, KIERKEGAARD, Up. cit., Vol. 2, 213. 

21 ]n Fear and Trembling (New York, Doubleday Anchor Books, . 

1955, 67) ,Kierkegaardrefers to this point as "the 
.. 

teleological suspension of the ethical".· 
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CHAFTER 2: THE OBSTACLES TO SELF-KNOWLEDGE 

); Emotion as an obstacle to Reason 

Our lives are dominated by 
the goddess Reason, who is 
our greatest and most tragic' 
illusion. 

(Jung) 

The pers~nal ideologies of Cardoso's characters may be 

summed up in terms of a quest for the self and a close analysis 

of their own human qualities and of the wellsprings of their 

actions. The best means of assessing the validity of their 

acquired experience see~s to be through the intensive application 

of reason. But "Life is movement and change" lor, in the words 

of Boehme, "human Nature is always contradictory". 2 Boehme goes 

'--
on to explain, in the course of ex:pounding his Regeneration theo'ry, 

that the contradiction is caused by the existence of two opposing 

forces in man's essence. Q;ne is tranquil and gracefu~ like a lily: 

it is the force which favours the building of a new man. The other, 

which is restless and noxious, like a thistle, embodies the old 

Adam, and the two are locked in an endless struggle: 

We have a lily-child and a thistle-child within us, and 

the storms of this life sweep often so tempestuously over 

the lily, that it might seem at times as though the lily 

must utterly perish. 3 
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]£ the destructive force so often gains the upper hand, it is 

because the ego, in its arrogance, believes itself to be omni-

potent and fails to appeal to the grace of God. It is the ego 

that promotes in us excessive individualism and blinds us to 

the dual nature of human beings. In order to conceal his own 

natural limitation, man exaggerates the importance of his reason 

and professes to believe that his intelligence has the power to 

solve all of life's mysteries. Such is the wellspring of the 

. actions of Lucio Cardoso's characters. 4 nf life has for them 

the· appearance of a huge pJ,lzzle, which they eventually define 

as·"estranha e dif1.cil", .it is·because they refuse to accept 

one si~e of their nature,thinkingot ihemsel~es only as 

intelligent, rational beings. 

One result of this attitude is the tendency to devote time 

and effort to activities intended for spiritual and cultural 

development. Starting from A luz no subsolo, Lucio Cardoso 

introduces characters who read a great deal in an attempt to 

acquire experience from books before being involved in real 

life situations. As well as reading,writing (in the form of 

m~moirs) is a frequent pursuit of Cardoso's central characters, 

several of whom narrate their past lives in a supposedly objective 

manner so as to make .the truth stand out more obviously. At the 

same time, there is, in either of these so-called intellectual 

pursuits, a high degree of unacknowledged emotion. Whilst the 

company of books is a source of culture, it can also be a form 

of escapism. Fedro, in A luz no subsolo, failing to find 

happiness in his marTiage, shuns Madalena's company and shuts 
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himself away in his books. ]da, in Maos vazias, sick of the 

mediocri ty of her life in a". Joao das Almas, relives wonderful 

romantic adventures through books. Z~ Roberto, in 0 desconhecido, 

takes refuge from life and from his own soul in his reading. 5 

As for writing, despite what Inacio tells us - "vou restringir-me 

ao mait abs~luto senso de objetividadO" (Jr. 239) - the m~moirs 
are set down as a form of confession, to allay doubts and 

feelin~s of gUiJt: in Rog~rio's case because ~e had dedicated 

his youth to .• dfiring an .unworthy creature I in clhdio' s because 

hehad.only·tind~rstood his mother after her d~ath; "inlna~io's 
. " . . . . .. ". I·· .. .. 

,because. he finqsthat he is dying and only then realizes that 
i . . , I· 

he has wasted his entire life. 

This, then, is the most striking error in the way these 

characters conduct their lives: they try to iive logically and 

rationally, ignoring the overriding importance of the emotions 

in human behaviour and that the intense experience of highly 

emotional states can easily overcome reason. 6 Obsession, for 

example, is one such state; the person in the grip of an obsession. 

throws away the chance to make something of the other experiences 

life has to offer. ]n this way, Halda, inA. professora H-ilda, 

~s so obsessed by her hatred for Eugl~ia that she is re~ponsible 

for the d.eathof Sofia, whom she loved, siinply because she. has 

to use her in the stratagem she invents t6 damage her rival's 

reputation; she takes no notice of the maid who had served her 

faithfully for thirty years or more and even scorns the affection 

shown towards her by the schoolchildren, her pupils. Z~ Roberto, 

in 0 desconhecido, is similarly blinded by his obsession with 



Raulo, so that he ignores the threat posed by Miguel, fails 

to understand the danger contained in Aur~lia's promises and, 

worst of all, appears not to hear the appeals for help addressed 

to him by Elisa. His obsession causes him, in fact, to betray 

her trust in handing him her savings to take care of. 7 

Obsessions not only deprive the characters of their critical 

faculty, dulling their intelligence and restricting the breadth 

of their experiences; they also cause them to lie to themselves. 

Madalena (1&) cannot admit to herself that Redro·does.not love. 

',her and:.expounds, in monologue, the theory that ,he isa solitary 
.' . . 

being':and ha~" d:Lfficul ty in 'communicating' with others. Ana C.9£!) , 

instead of accepting that the hatred she:felt forN-ina, from the 

outset, was straightforward jealousy, contends that it came from 

their being ,rivals, because they had fallen in love with the 

same man. What she wants,really, is to escape the pettiness 

of her own feelings, because she will not acknowledge that she 

can envy the extraordinary physical beauty of the other woman. 

H-ere we have a case of mauvaise foi in the S:artrean sense: 8 

the individual tries to believe in and,live according to a lie, 

without realizing that he thereby falls into a trap, since 

insincerity always results in a distortiort ofone's- behaviour, 

a defensive process which can lead to a splitting of the ego. 9 

While it represents a form of rejection of reality, it is also 

an instinctive form of "recognition of the danger of reality". 

In fact, the characters are aware that if they face the truth 

they are trying to evade, this will force decisive actions on 

them: so Madalena ends by poisoning Fedro (~), while Ana (fQ!), 

lacking the courage to kill Nina, 11 sinks into a morass of 

insoluble doubts. 

10 
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The great threat to reason does not stem only from the 

attempt to rationalize the emotions. ~t can come particularly 

from an irrational source outside the character's control, 

,but which may influence his actions. ILt is an underground world 

revealed, first and foremost, through feelings which have no 

logical explanation, moments of intuition which the victim 

seems always to experience in the presence of his/her destroyer. 

Emanuela, for instance, in ~ luz no subsolo, is from the start 
, '12 #., ' 

possessed by' an incontrollable fear of Fedro; ZeRoberto" in 

adescorihecido~ is ~v~~c~me by a mixture ,of terrorandlpathing 

,when he is forced into contact ,with'; MigUel (cf.~, 14-3). Even 

more interesting is the case of Andr~, in ~ronica da casa assassinada, 

~hen he meets his mother for the first ti~e: 13'he is filled with 

a feeling of excitement, as if, he could sense'the experiences he 

would s,hare with her as a woman. 

The form taken by these explosions of the unconscious varies 

according to the character's personal habits and life experience. 

14-Tn Redro's case, for instance, they occur in dreams: on two 

occasions he meets the Devil in the s~ape of a "mendigo resignado" 

who alludes to his fears and the lack of coherence in his 

behaviour (.!&" 140. and 1'j74-). But Redro 'refuse,s to discuss his 

"person~l'weaknesses and is indignant ~t th~ suggestion that~he 

is afraid of his quest, or rather of what he might find at the 

end of it. 

&bmetimes, however, these revelations - or in some cases 

encouragement - come not from the individual's own depths, but 

from the outside world. There are cases of something similar 



to) ''mystical participation', 15 as in Salgueiro, when Geraldo 

is lying on the ground and feels that the strength and peace 

of mind he needs are flowing into him from the earth (~, 193). 

A. still clearer case is that of Madalena, who, in a moment of 
I. 

total lonfus10n, goes out at night into the garden and lies 

down naked among the sunflowers (LS, 218). The flowers seem 

to traJsmit to h~r the idea ~f le~ing Pedro and, as had 
i I 

happened in a p,evious passage (212), it is as if they identified 

.. in some way wit~ Madalena, as if they had some sort of bond with I· . . . 

.. her and acted ak confi~ants or ~ounsellors. . 

S~ ·far we (have seen o~ly temporary interferences of the 
I . 

irrational, but .itcan take far more serious forms: it can be 

16 an ~nconscious that grows so powerful that it splits the ego, 

or the irrational may finally overcome reason and drive the 

character to insanity. Madness is shown from different angles 

in G-ardoso "s works. I'll the case of Rog~rio, for example, it 

is the result of a moment of such despair that the character's 

reason could not sustain the shock. 17 It becomes a way of 

escape from a dreadful reality with which the character is faced 

and which he cannot assimilate withput being destroyed •. The other 

way of vie.wing madness is· as a fo,-:,m· of protection against "a 

corr"lp~ao do mundo e contra a impurez~ da vida" (f:2.., 2(0), as 

happens in the case of Emmanuela. She is visited by the Devil, 

whose aim is to make her accept the fact that she has grown up 

for good and can no longer hear the voice of childhood. At first 

she tries to fight back with logic, but when she finds that she 
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is losing ground, and because she knows that in order to find 

her way to God she must preserve her childhood, she shuts 

herself off from the present and retreats into the earlier 

-time. 18 The result of leaving childhood behind altogether 

is "um longo esfacelamento da criatura subtra1da de urn mundo 

em que nao pode mais penetrar" <.!!§" 117). 19 LUcio C·ardoso 

does not show the child necessarily as the blueprint of the 

man and as such to be observed with caution, since it is often 

the case that childish purity makes· him a model to be followed 

and only those wb,o are able to keep alive the spirit of childhood. 

achieve saintliness~ From what has beEm said it may be concluded 

that insanity is a desperate attempt to delay the passage of time, 

a way of immobilizing a period of life one should never have left, 

or even a method of retreading the road alrea~y covered, where . . 

one made so many serious mistakes. It can certainly be a pith 

to the truth, 20. which is why Tim~teo, in Gronica da casa assassinada, 

seeks protection in insanity. ~t is his madness 21 that isolates 

him from the rest of the family, which had in any case ousted him, 

and even mor~o from the rest of the community. Timoteo himself 

intensifies his isolation by locking himself in his room, in 

~ virtual dark~ess, so .as not to be distracted by the outside world· 

and to be able to "permanecer debru~ado sobre a sua alma •. 

Literalmente debru~ado, como alguem que do alto procura no fun do 

de urn po~o urn objeto perdido", as Nina says of him (CCA, 126). 

To make sure that his solitude is respected, Tim;teo is offensive 

to the family and dresses always in his mother'~ ball gowns, using 
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make-up and covering himself in jewels. To the Meneses family 

this is sufficient proof of his insanity and they never make 

any effort to understand their brother's bizarre behaviour. 

They never even question him about it, which is no doubt why 

Timoteo's own explanation was addressed to Nina, who did not 

b 1 t th f "1 22 e ong 0 e am1 y: 

Poi consciente que eu me.degradei, porque sentindo-me 

menor que os outros, erapelo caminho do mart!rio que 

donseguiria elevar-meacima ~el~~:etornar-mem~io~ d~ 

que ,todos. (22!~ 443) 

And so, with a remarkable show of willpower, he isolates himself 

within an artificial eternity, in a time which stands still and 

in an unchanging space, so that he may ~onduct a calculated self-

examination. lin his insanity, therefore, Timoteo is Cardoso's 

most lucid character: not only does he give full reign to his 

emotions and to his irrational impulses, so as to prevent them 

constituting obstacles in his quest; he also makes use of the 

family's fears ~3 as a form of protection for his self. He is 

the only character who appears to realize how darigerous it is 

to live only according to cold reason. 

I-t is also this tendency to seek l:ogical explanations for 

everything that happens in life that causes the characters to 

miscalculate when they try to control other characters. As we 

have said earlier, certain characters force others into performing 
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acts which they lack the courage to carry out themselves, and 

to this end they manipulate passions which they perceive in 

these weaker characters and which can be made to erupt by all 

manner of inducements. ~~t they frequently miscalculate in 

their antic~pation of the mental process at work in the other 
I : 

characjers, forgetting that a person with a fixed idea is a 

split eing and therefor~ inconsistent. The first case is in 
/1 , 

k luz no subsolo!, where F~dro gradually incites Bernardo to 
I 4 

murder Madalena) 2 He repeats t9'him the story of a crime 

... committed by a fan blinded by passion for a woman who spurned 

'. him: one day," hl~ waits for her on the road and wh'en' .he realizes 
! 

that she will neyer love him, yet his love for her cannot be 

destroyed,he s'trangles her with her own'shawl. 25 Pedro keeps 

telling his brother-in-Iaw-that overwhelming p~ssions of this 

type are without solution: the only possibility is to get rid of 

the feeling by destroying its source. What Pedro fails to 

foresee is that because Bernardo was unable to rid himself of 

Ang~lica, with whom he had a long-standing affair, though he 

despised her, and because his f'eelings for Madalena had always 

verged on adoration,when he does a,ct it is against his mistress, 

instead of against Madalena. 

The sime sort of misdirected influence is exerted by Miguel 

over Ze Roberto, in Odesconhecido. When the latter arrives 

at the estate, Miguel is surprised to find how uninvolved he is, 

emotionally, and how easy therefore it should be to manipulate 

his passions. Miguel had long been planning the murder of Aurelia 
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but did not wish to be directly involved; now he sees a unique 

opportunity of achieving his aim. He begins to create a restless 

atmosphere about the estate and talks to Ze .Roberto at some 

.length about the beauty and value of Aurelia's jewelry. During 

this period of indoctrination, however, Ze Roberto develops a 

friendship with Baulo, his room-mate, whom he starts teaching 

to read. Because of the str~ngth of his feeli~g for Paulo, 

when the latter confides to him his plans to run away with a 

girlfriend,'· Ze. Roberto, whq has been in an increasingly tense 

·emotional state~loSies con~:rol 6f11is feelings and kills Eaulo • 

. In. this. way he . frustrates Miguel' scarefully contrived plot. 

Evennior~ straightforward is the third example, from 

C-rSnica da casa assassinada,which takes place in the Meneses. 
. , 

household. D;emetriosenses that Nina's presence threatens the 

peace of a family which he has ruled over with fanatical 

prejudice. He decides that she must die, but since he does 

not want to soil his .own hands, he sets the stage for a crime 

of passion. H~ purchases a pistol, which he leaves in full 

view; then he invents a story of adultery between Nina and the 
·26 

gardener, Alberto. But Valdo is so much in love with his 

wife, that when matters come to a head, instead of shooting 

Nina, in ~is despair he trie~ to killhimself~ 

In all these cases, we are faced by the same inference: 

when an individual makes the mistake of listening exclusively 

to his own logic, he extends this mistake to his contact with 

other individuals. 
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b) Chronological time as an obstacle to discovery of the self 

Dl y a des moments de l'existence 
ou Ie temps et l' ~tendue sont plus 
profonds, et Ie sentiment de 
ll'existence immens~ment augment~. 

~Baudelaire) 

Time,witp.its unceasing flow, is one of. the factors that 

, c6rttributes mosttoth~ t~rmentof Car~oso's charact~rs. 
. ' .... '. ·· ... 1 
Obsessed ,wi th their pUI'sui t 0 f essential truths, they see the 

i 
expression "time flies' as more than a commonplace, since it may 

prove a serious impediment to the accomplishment of their quest • 

.In addition, to the distress they feel,' the characters' individual 

experience of the passing of time depends on their personal 

approach to life itself. EoI' the mediocre, for instance, time 

is imbued with ennui; the past is viewed as a long line unbroken 

by events, a succession of "dias perdidos", as the author so 

well defined it. The present is still-born I only the future 

appears to offer some hope of fulfilment. &ince their lives 

have be~n so uninteresting, their sole aspiration is converted 

into the desire for "one priviieged moment" ,'27 an' embodiment 

of all the experiences others have had over a long period and 

which the character has never known. This pursuit of the moment 

of intensity may become a disease, which makes the character 

restless, driving him on in an unrele~ting search. Some of them 

die without achieving the coveted moment, but they all make the 
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attempt: ]da believes she has attained it when she seduces 

the doctor (MV) 28 and Clara experiences it when she is present 

at the death of Jacques and feels all her resentment against 

him and all her frustration finally slipping away. 

For the other type of character, those in search of 

essential truths, time represents a desire for eternity and 

they therefore opt for instants of extreme pleasure which will 

earn them eternal damnation. R~dro, in k luz no subsolo, 

invests his life'in training Bernardo to kill Madalena, while 

Nina in C-r,onica da casa assassinada,!' turns to, incest, to 

'" attem~t'the resur~~~tion'of the man she~adI6v~d, and in the . -', "" . . . ' 

'process initiates another into to the suffeiings of this 

world. The characters of thiE:; group are not concerned' simply 

,with the moment of intensity, but rather with the supreme 

moment on which they can gamble their whole life. <i::,uriously, 

in none of these cases do we have the form of aesthetic or 

cerebral intensity in which the character seeks sublimation in 

beauty or yields to a lucid, calculating form of pleasure. 29 

Instead, we have emotional intensity i~ which the character 

seeks to drain to the limit his dormant feelings. 

While both groups seek intensity, there is a clear 

difference of degree between them. Tme privileged moment 

sought by the first group is a way of substituting mere 

sensa~ions for higher values. Thus desire for eternity is 

replaced by the desire for sensual fulfilment, which is why 

these characters may lie, scheme and betray, but never commit 
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violent crimes. They are not prepared to risk everything 

in their actions. The second group, on the other hand, in 

seeking the supreme mament aims for a moment "so super-

saturated with experience that the subject loses his self

consciousness in a surge of vertigo". 30 This would explain 

the thrill of pleasure with which some characters engage in 

crime or succumb to death. One thinks, for example, of the 

.coldblooded pleasure experienced byMadalena,when she 
'. .," . -' , " 

watches·Pedrodrink thepo:asoned wine· and tren calmly .coliect~ her 

belongings ·ready for departure (IS ~ 325 >.. ·l?edro himself 

savours every moment of his dying,· looking forward to the 

revelation of the mystery qf human life which he has been· 

. striving for.. so long to uncover (~, 337). Z~ Roberto, 

"dominado por aquela onda vermelhaque the afogava a alma" 

., 

(,Q-, 235) , kills Baulo with a garden· hoe and goes on mutilating 

the already shapeless body until h.e has assuaged "0 seu furor 

de sangue"'. 31 The counterpart is to be found in Sinh~, in 

o viajante, who is killed by J:u.ca do Vale; just as Ze Roberto 

had experienced pleasure in striking J=?aulo, so Sinh~ is excited 

by the feeling of the axe cutting into he~ flesh and the bl06d 

tta abater-se sobre 0 seu rosto e escorrendo ate seus labios com 

urn gosto adocicado" (y, 171). 

A£ter these moments of transport, the characters desire to 

go on living at the same degree of intensity which they experienced 

for a fraction of time. They thus become "intensity-addicts", 32 
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since they can live only in pursuit of it and the day-to-day 

happenings of life become even more ordinary. Even when the 

experience is one which can be repeated, the characters discover 

to their distress that the intensity of the moment that has been 
I 

enjoyed and' is past cannot return. Nina, in the CrSnica, makes 

love al~in with her son but the charm and the stimulus of the 
I ' 

first fime Will/never by repeated. Andr~ himself, having 

accepted the enbrmity of his sin and become committed to it 

as a symbol of tisfreedom. finds that the repeated act of love 

with his mother' not only gradually dissolves her glamour but 

33 ' even makes their fi~st encounter seem banal. ' , ' ! 
The cha~acters seem, in fact, to miss the importance of 

these pr~vileged'moments, since it tends to be at such times 

. that the truth finally strikes them and they discover the self. 

The discovery is always a revelation, never the consequence of 

a slow logical process. ~t comes suddenly, often by association, 

as ~hen lrilcio, preparing to enjoy his last adventure - his 

death -, looks in the mirror and sees behind his reflexion the 

face of the devil. H']is sudden awarene'ss of the evil presence 

that has always been close to him makes him realize that his 

life has been a .meaningless sham. This discovery leads him 

to the ete~nity he was seeking, but not one of peace, rather of 

anguish and torment. Symbolically, in the mirror, I.nlcio watches 

his timeless youth disappear as he ages in a few moments. Inacio 

was already dead before he hanged himself: 34 



... 
Sabia bem qual era 0 significado do silencio 

que me cercava: Inacio Palma nao existia mais. 

Nada mais me ligava I vida, nada me prendia aos 

fatos que vivera ( ••• } Eu ia de uma ponta a 

outra, batendo na fronte com as maos fechadas, 

impotente para controlar aquela vaga de tristeza 

e de dor. E nem eu proprio me reconheceria nesse 

despojo humano, caso acompanhasse no espelho os 

movimentos em c1rculo que fazia. Ah, agora 

·compreendia bem: um espe?tro, um homem morto, 

urn serdestituido·de existencia e·de razao. 

A-cartomanteestava certa, vivera toda a minha 
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.. vida como se· existisse: nenhumafeto, nenhum la~o, 

nenhumsentimentoj bom ~u mau, que me defendesse ou 

·me justificass~. Qu melhor, que me tornasse uma 

~riatura autentica (li, 342). 

Another case of the supre~e moment being the moment of truth 

is when Timoteo bends over the dead Nina, looking for the 

message he was sure she would send from where she was, and is 

dazzled by the revelation. It is not Nina, however, who 

transmits it, but Andr~ whom Timoteo sees as he raises his 

head. There, resurrected, was the young man with the violets 

whom he had loved so much - and suddenly Timoteo finds God. 

The privileged moment, then, can serve as an instrument 

to achieve eternity, in an absolute sense,since weare dealing 

with discovery of the self and the revelation of the mysteries 

of life. 
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In addition to the pursuit of intensity, the characters 

are obsessed by the destructive force of time, particularly 

by the rapidity with which it can destroy beauty. Hence the 

mixture of fear and fascination with which Gardoso's characters 

I 
approach youth and beauty in other human beings as the source 

of hei~htened feelings and of sensual pleasure. As long as it 

I 
lasts reauty is/to be adored, though with a tinge of anguish 

because the beholder is always mindful that time can destroy 

t~e magic. 35 ~pecialattention is acc~rded to female ,beauty 

.by t~'e oth~r cJaracters, as can be seen from Betty·is description . 'I 
of Nina after their first meeting: 

Nio havia apenas gra~a, sutileza em sua apari~io. 

Havia majestade. Nio havia apenas beleza, mas toda 

uma atmosferaconcentrada e violenta de sedu~ao. 

Ela surgia como se nao permitisse a existencia do 

mundo senao sob a aura do seu fasc~nio - nao era 

uma for~a de encanto, mas de magia. (,££!, 45) 

But beauty occasions yet another feeling in the observer. 

Lts strength and mystery force him to acknowledge it as an 

embodiment of seduction, wherever it comes from, whether its 

origin is satanic or divine; 36 in neither-ca~e is this an 

obstacle to the pleasure given by beauty. Beauty represents 

an unsought form of intensity, moments of intensity which befall 

the character and which can therefore badly upset his composure. 

If, as we have seen, a single supreme moment can push a character 

to a "surge of vertigo", then the Meneses, who live in daily 
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contact with Nina, are in great danger. For all of them, 

her presence means life lived at a high temperature, constant 

physical dilapidation, so that the few months Nina spends 

among them are sufficient to age the Meneses prematurely, to 

'assassinate' them. 

While the characters may exist on moments saturated with 

intensi ty, 37 this does riot mean that· they necessarily live 

in'the present. Especially because, although it is true that 

Cardoso's characters need ~hese ihtense moments, we should ndt' 

f~rgetthat~ underlying 'sensual experiences, there is a: purpose 
, , . 

which guides the characters and that it involv,s rio mere enjoyment 

of life but ra~her the discovery of self and the unravelling of 

life's. mysteries. The importance o'f' these privileged. moments is 

therefore to give the character strength to persevere with his 

struggle, as well as to increase his lucidity. Clarity of thought 

is essential to allow the chargcter to assess his progress and 

correct his mistakes. And for this, he will need to make use 

of his memory, in order to recall situations he has experienced 

before. The past is thus the essentiil time for Cardoso's characters: 

IIA ~ida se resume toda em c.isas passadas: 0 futuro nid ~ senio 

apresen~a de umpassado maisdistante e doloroso" (LS, 135), 

as Pedro says in a confessional moment. Since the situations are 

important, not so much when they are experienced, but when they 

are examined in retrospect, the present has little weight for 

these characters. The future, too, except in the case of 

adolescents, 38 is irreparably discredited because of the 

accumulation of mistakes carried into it from the past; therefore 
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future time is rarely accorded the usual degree of anticipation 

in the works of L~cio ~ardoso. 39 
40 .. The past w~ll therefore have the power of provoking 

'nostalgia or suffering in the character. First and foremost, 

the past has a happy aspect when the character thinks back to 

childhood, and even in cases like that of Madalena (LS), who 

was a lonely child, there is a certain magic, not to mention 

S1lvio (DP) whose childhood was a world of tenderness and 

mystery. Generally speaking, since the characters look back to 

this period of their lives ,with great nostalgia, childhood 

becom~s a form of eternity, without days or· months, whose only 

markers are the events imagined by the child. With theexc~ption 

o~ ch~ldhood, memory of the past is, in the main, th~ memory of 

only partial happiness, since the characters 'remember not only 

th~ good things, b~t also the resentment~nd frustration. 

Even in cases like Andr~, 'in G-ronica da casa assassinada, re-

calling the time spent with Nina - now that she is no more -, 

the moments of completeness are marred by a trace of jealousy, 

because he realizes that he was loved as a reflection <'Q£~". 228). 

&omething similar happens to Rog~rio, when he recalls his 

meetings with his father, whom he always susp~cted of hiding 

,something from him (.!, 93). Clara, remembering the early days 

of her marriage, has the impression that ~a;ques had meant to 

leave from the very beginning (DP, 84). 
. 

More tragic are those 

characters who, in retrospect, discover that they had failed 

to live to the full the only happy moments of their lives; 



when they make this discovery, there can be no way of rectifying 

it. Such is the case of Nina, who does not discover that 

Alberto was more than just another of the men in her life, 

until it is too late to go back - when she has left him and 

j 

hears that he has killed himself because of her, she suddenly 

realiZ1s that he had been her one great love. So with Ana too 

(CCA~" /WhO falls l in love with Alberto and becomes so uncertain 

of herself that/She prefers to be free of him; she is unmoved 

by his suicide, until she realizes that life for her too had 

ended at the sarttemomen t .' " , I 
The,past a;lso has the power of revelation. As she looks. 

i 
back O-lara. discovers that Jaques had always been a man of strong, 

but short-lived feelings. lit is when Madalena delves into the 

past, remembering all the plans she and Pedro had made together 

(~t3l6) and which had failed to materialize, that she recognizes 

that the fascination she had always felt for Pedro and had called 

love was in fact its opposite: 

••• continuava contemp1ando 0 homem adormecido 

e compreendia, como se um v~u viesse se rompendo 

sabre 0 mist~rio dos seus atos passados, a razao 

porque t dias antes percebera comtanta nitidez a 

transforma~ao que sofrera'aquele r5sto. Nao mais 

a be1eza de1inhas puras, a pa1idez que lhe dava .' 

urn tom qua1quer de imateria1idade - pelo contrario, 

uma expressao tormentosa e vulgar, uma claridade de 

face macerada pela doen~a, como esses velhos santos 

de cera que amare1am nas sacristias abandonadas: 

odiava-o, odiava-o, tinha-o sempre odiado desde 0 

primeiro dia em que 0 conhecera! (LS, 317) 
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When Z~ Roberto remembers his past, he discovers that he had 

always been uncommitted, never having opted for Good or Evil. 

This explains why he is so easily manipulated by Miguel (~, 237) 

J!'t is not only the individual's past that exerts influence 
I 

upon him. There is also the family past, particularly in the 

case o~ those important Minas families, in decline and gradually 

dying out, whicl'). appear in Lucio Gard9so'S novels. The decline, , I 'I 

causedi by some kcandal, by lack of money or by alcoholism, has 

~ profound effe/ct ·'on' the lives of the last offshqots, of th,e 
, I 

family whooft~n recall:d stories o'f both past grandeur and 

scandals. Thellatter are partic~larlY fascinating. Valdo, for 
i 
j 

instance,remembers the predictions of his mother, Dona Malvina, 

r~lating to the misfortunes which would descend on the estate 

after her death (£9!, 265). More obvious still is the case· of ' 

Tim~te() thinking about the story of Maria Sinh~, of whom he 

considers himself the last incarnation: 

-,Sou dominado pelo esptrito de Maria Sinh~. 

Voce nunca ouviu falar em Maria &inh~, Betty? 

- Nunca, Sr. Timoteo. Nao s'e esqueCia de que estou 

nesta casa h~ poucos anos. Al~m do mais, falar 

nao ~ 0 forte da familia. 

-."Tern r.azao, Betty, voce tem sempre razao. t- a 
¢' 

vantagem daspessoas simples. 

Quem foi entao Maria Sinh~? 

- Oh - comeCiou ele - foi a mais nobre, a rnais 

pura, a mais incompreendida de nossas antepassadas. 

Era tia de minha mae e foi 0 assombro de sua ~poca. 
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t ... l ,Maria Sdnh' vestia-se de homem, fazia longo~ 

estiroes a cavalo, ia de Fundao a Queimados em menos 

tempo do que 0 melhor dos cavaleiros da fazenda. 

Dizem que usava um chicote com cabo de ouro, e com 

ele vergastava todos os escravos que encontrava 

em seu caminho. Ningu~m da fam!lia jamais a 

e,n tendeu, e ela acabou morrendo abandonada num 
! 

quarto escuro da velha fazenda Santa Eul'lia, 

na serra do Bau. (2..2!, 40) 

l.. .. 
~he past thus represents the main timescale in the novels 

of Ltcio c.~rdolo· and generally speaking it also has the 

function of 'pa!inting to mistakes. previously made •... Although, 
.1 

·the characters may try to deceive themselves as to the motiv.es . '. I . 
which led them to this or.that action, the pieces gradually fall 

into place and they begin to see certain truths. Not major 

discoveries or the essential discovery, which comes only in a 

sUdden revelation, but the little truths that are necessary for 

the character to know himself. The recollection of Maria Sinh' 

and her story does not make Tim6teo discover the essential truth, 

but it does cause him to discover the extent of his solitude and 

it gives him some comfort to feel his solitude shared by someone 
. '. 

from the past. Remembering her 'former home life does not help 

Madalena to find a solution for her relationship with Redro,'. 

but it does help her to see that she had never had her mother's 

support and that her battle with her husband is to be just 

between the two of them: 



Que tolicel C'omo pudera pensar em se valer da 

mie? Era preciso ter esquecido quem era aquela 

alma ego1sta e fria, pregando eternamente teorias 

que a salvaguardavam de aborrecimentos causados 

pelos outros, num temor constante de que viessem 
I 

destruir a sua paz, amando a mentira como 0 mais 

forte meio da defesa pr5pria. frevia, pois, lutar 

por si mesma. (~', 31) 

While these leJer factors do not lead direcUy to.the 

discovery· oftje whoietruth, they do help the character to. 

'. . J • 
get close~ to ft, since he,.or she, has from the outset be~n 

i 
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hovering arounb it and there is the possibility that by going 

over situations in. the mind, each time trying to view them 

from ~ different angle, his vision -will become more lucid. 

c); D.eath and other obstacles to Freedom 

There is truth about 
freedom, as well as 

"freedom in truth. 

(Berdyaev) 

A third element which restricts knowledge of self for 

C.ardoso's characters is the difficulty of achieving and 

maintaining freedom. 

The problem of freedom has always tormented writers and 

thinkers. 41 ~t was the basic problem in St. Augustine's 

struggle against Pelagianism, in the Jansenists' disputes 
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over the relationship between freedom and Grace; it was 

involved in Luther"s rejection of Catholicism and was the 

basis of Calvin's joyless doctrine of predestination. The 

spectre of a freedom which is evil and a constraint which is 

good has be~n an obstacle to Catholic'thinkers, and freedom 

has s~ffered at t~mes be;ause of the ev~l seen ~n the concept 

itseli' at other times because of ~he way in which people 

are fdrced to abcept Good. Wow, eV,er, ,wh,ile Christian thought 
, "I' , " 

~as alW~YSb~e7 bothered by:the notion of fr~edo~~ the question, 

of it,S limits }1asbeen' even mOre disturbing. This concern has 
I, , 

bee~' rein'rorce/d in more rec~nt times by the' determination with 
! ' 

\vhich Existen~ialism has proclaimed th~ t man must be free in 

. order to make moral decisions. Freedom in S~rtre's definition, 

for example, is no longer a quality conferred'upon the human 

being, but a part of man's essential being, without which he 

does not exist. 42 The concept of freedom is given a special 

role in the fiction of Lucio Cardoso, so much so that one 

could say that the problem of freedom is at the heart of his 

world-view and that his novels are an experiment in human 

freedom; Moreover, in Cardoso's,worla we are dealing with a 

specially dynamic form of freed,om, which goes through phases 

. and changes in accordance with events in life, so that "'static 

'spirits" 43 are unable to understand it, because they are either 

too humble to aspire to it or too mediocre to attain it. More 

particularly, they are afraid of the anguish caused by the act 

f h · 44 and s 4 nce to be f . 1 th d t t o c o~ce, ... ree ~nvo ves e nee 0 ac , 

not merely to be, freedom remains no more than an aspiration 

for this group_ 



The majority of Cardoso's characters, however, revolt 

in the name of freedom and are prepared to commit any act of 

madness or sordidness in order to feel free. Their quest is 

for total freedom. There are two types within the wider 

concept of 'freedom: 'libertas minor',' which refers to the 
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45 pursuit of freedom in earthly matters'and in social concepts, 

and 'liibertas maior" which involves metaphysical concepts and I I' 

tne d~.ir" for (reedo,,!, from Go d and .from the no tion 0 f sin. 46 

Only thus ~an 1hecharacters feel that they are giving concrete 

exp~essionto the formula that man is free ,and responsible 
I 

fbr each of hi~ actio~s, since ~nly the individual person 
1 

can attach significance tO,each situation in which he finds 

himself. We should not forget that ultimately the real 

, significance 6f any situation depends on one's attitude to~ards 

it. For instance, if a man suffe~s because of certain obstacles 

he finds in his path, it is only because his freedom has made 

them ~nto obstacles, thus causing the aim in view to appear 

unattainable. 47 This is precisely what Redro tries to 

explain to Bernardo when he realizes,how uncertain he is 

with regard to the ~ttack against: Madalena: the important 
.'/ 

thing fOr him (Bernardo} should have ,been t~at he desired her 

above all things, and all the moral obstacles that he was 

~aising were of his 6wn making,they had no objective reality: 

- Nao e a carne que e rna. ~ a impossibilidade 

da c,arne. 

(. .. ) 
... I a impossibilidade ••• quer dizer, ttido' 

possivel ainda? - perguntou /j[ernard£/ apaixo-



nadamente. 

S 
,. 

- ~m, tudo e poss~vel • 

. ( ... ) 
- Tudo isto ~ estranho, absurdo mesmo - disse 

Bernardo. - Eu sei que realmente 0 seu desejo 
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I", # I .. 
~ao e 0 de me salvar ••• mas voce sabe exatamente 

onde se esconde a minha chaga .... .. 
Eedro pos-se a rir francamente: 

--Abs~rda ~ a sua atitude diante dos fatos. & 
1 

i . qu~ sbmente eu creio ser a ,carne, em bertas 

. ~ria~ur:s~ 0 caminho. das.~spira~oes mai~ al'tas •.. 

t"no~ t~m~dos e nos 1nfel~~e~~~nos pobres.e ~os 

sOlii'rios~q~e ela Se.contrai para .eital~rnas 
lh I· : - d . - d . b d d me pr~s asp1ra~oes a cr1aiaoe, a 11 er a e. 

, . - " , E:: pa'ra m1m nao e so a carne, mas tudo aquilo que 

traz para 0 indiv1duo opressao e aviltamento ••• 

(LS, 206-7) 

Similarly, it is the individual who confers special 

importance on his own past. No-one can alter the facts of 

what took place, but their significance can be selected at 

any given moment. That is to say, the past is not something 

that can be determined once and for alJ, because its significance 

can always b~modified in the light of present experiences. As 
.i ' 

long as a mati lives, his past can be reinterpreted and can 

never 'Qe irrevocably fixed. I'n Cardoso's case, we can go a 

step further: only those characters who are allowed the ability 

to amend the past, adding new facets to it in order to interpret 

it more accurately, can hope to find the truth they are seeking. 

s~ it happens with Madalena when she reviews her meetings with 

Redro and how quickly she had fallen in love with him; suddenly 



the truth hits her and she realizes that the fascination she 

had always felt for Fedro was hatred, not love (~, 317). 

Timoteo.remembers his hopeless passion for the gardener and 

when, in stupefaction, he beholds him resurrected in his 

nephew Andre, he finally understands/that it was a symbolical 

episode the significance of which was to make him understand 

the resurrection ~nd regeneration of God~ 

R foi .entio, Nina, que abrindoos ol~os que 

.~ cerrara, no ~sforg6: do meu pedido~eu ovi 

- a tL}i;, N'ina, ao mego das violetas. Ali 

estava entre os outros; urn pouco a frente-~ 
laura 60mo n~s dias ~ntigos, e mo~o ainda, 

a cab~~a erguidacomo se afrontasse .0 

~mpeto, da minha surpresa. Como urn anjo 

erguia-se el~ ~cima da destruiiio ao 

suic!dio; e pairava, imortal, diante dos meus 

olhos. Nina, entio eu compreendi tudo: ah, 

como t!nhamos pecado, que engano fora 0 nosso. 

A resposta nio estava oculta na cavidade escura 

da sua boca, nem no seu pobre corpo destinado aos 

vermes. Estava ali, Nina, no milagre daquela 

ressurreigio, nele, eternamente mogo, como 
, - ", 

tambem voce 0 fora. 

Deus, Nina, ~ como um canteiro de violetas 

cuja estagio nao passa nunca. 

(,9.Q!, 446-7); 

The same happens in relation to the past of a family, 

which should equally serve not as an obstacle to the ful-

filment of the descendants, but rather as an aid to their 

freedom. So this past needs to be reviewed in the light of 
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experience in progress. The past is considered by S:artre 

to be one of the major obstacles to man's use of freedom, 

in view of the guilt and doubt he carries with him., For 

example, when Tim6teo justifies in part his being ostracised 

by the family as due to his reincarnalting Maria s...inha, he 

fails to see that it is this isolation that prevents him 

personally from d~stroying the Meneses, so that he has to 

entrust this mission ,to Nina. A more glaring case still is 

'th$.to'f Donana de D'ara, in 0', viajante, who detests her ab-
, .. 

normal child, but believes him 'to be a form'of punishment 

forcriines committed in the family in days gone by., She thus· 

accepts a limitation on her freedom in the name of a family 
) 

history for which she,can feel herself entirely responsible. 

',:lin additi.on, to these two elements, the objects that 

surround us can also be a threat to our freedom, since we 

may confer on them special powers, filling them with sig-

nificance and a sense of hostility. In the world created 

by Lucio Cardoso, objects assume special importance, because 

they can be a means of controlling a character. This happens 

to Bernardo, in A luzno subsolo, when Redro gives him 
.~ 

Madalena's jewels in an attempt to intensify his obsession 

with her by bringing her more tangibly into his life. A more 

blatant case occurs in Cronica da casa assassinada when 

Demetrio buys a revolver which he leaves in full view of 

everyone, forcing several people to make decisions: Valdo 

attempts suicide, Alberto actually does shoot himself with 

the same weapon and Ana will later try to kill Nina with it. 
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There are also cases where a character's freedom seems to 

be limited by some force in the physical environment, which 

becomes so powerful that it controls him. There are envi-

. ronments so saturated with menace that the character finds 

I 
it virtually impossible to assume an attitude and make his 

choice with a clear head. The most obvious example occurs in 

0) desconhecido: Z~ Roberto arrives at the estate on a stormy 

night and hears the dogs .howling and sees ~tr~ngefigures . ., . . 

48 . . ..... :.,. 
spying 'on him from dark corners.. The other' characters h.ave 

.. already been· caught up 'in the atmosphere and from the demonic 

coachmari to the cook~ who is mixed up in some~arlier crime, 

all'of them appear to be waiting for a tragedy to occur. A, 

powerful mood is thus created in which the "collective 

unconscious" will act upon the most sensitive and least 

involved. The one affected is Ze Roberto, who never under-

stands why he has killed Paulo, when he was always a person 

given to modest deeds: 49 

S~m, que acontecera, que fizera realmente? Na ..... 

verdade,conservava a estranha impressao de que 

cumprira apenas um gesto que ern torno dele todos 

estavam aguardando. No momento em que l~vantara a 

enxada, sentira que 0 fazia como se cumprisse uma 

obscura ordem. Nao era poss1vel ignorar que aquela 

atmosferapesada, repleta de pressentimento 

aguardava a morte de alguem. Essa morta, ele a 

tinha realizado. Mas, desde quando, de que minuto 

exato, datava a sua submissao a essa for~a malefica? 

(]2, 239) 
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Much the same happens to Donana de Lara, when she pushes her 

child over the cliffs down onto a river bed where there are 

vultures; she afterwards feels that had it not been for the 

macabre surroundings, she would never have had the courage to 

kill Zeca <y, 14). 
, I 

A greater restriction on man's ireedom, however, is his 

neighbour. The existence of the other's subjectivity is a 

" constant threat to' a person's freedom,. because he knoNs that 

the other ~an intervene,a~ any moment totra~sform the situatio~e 

,The mere ,presence' of the ne:i,ghbour, . the. awareness of another 

b~ing also bent on self-affirmation, w?o-se behaviour is 

generally unpredictable, is sufficient to deprive the indi-

vidual of his assurance and to restrict him. This limitation' 
,-

stem-ming from others if? what sometimes causes Cardoso's 

characters to rea~t so violently tONards other human beings 

and to behave with such intolerance and cruelty. Nor do they 

have to be enemies for this to be the case: sometimes, the mere 

presence of another individual produces a loss of attention which 

upsets the character, because for any~ne wholly absorbed in the 

quest for truths, 'the sudden appearance of another individual 
.~ 

who has to be examined is extremely disturbing. For example, 

Nina always accuses the Meneses of having been hostile to her 

from the beginning. Yet there had been no more than an 

obvious and natural clash of interests. After all, with the 

passage of time, the members of the household had established 

their habits and each had learned to live their O\ffi life 9 
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without disturbing their neighbour. S~ddenly Nina appears: 

she is beautiful, affected and eager for social life and 

represents the temptation of the outside world, thereby 

'constituting a threat to the lifeless routine of the house. 
I 

The Meneses form an alliance against the disturbing element 

. that has suddenly descended amongst them. Nina, in turn, 

finds them a serious limitation to har freedom, since from 

tha beginning,. they impose all sorts of restrictions on her: 

she. cannot go' to .. f3oirees, is not allowed to make friends in 

Vila Velha and is f6rbidden t~ dress in the ostentatious 

manner 'she likes. m~rreaction is violent: :first she commits 

adultery, then drags incest into the heart of a family for 

whom scandal means death. All the tragedy of freedom confined, 

represented by both sides, is expressed by Nina when she tries 

to justify herself to Betty: "S:omos sempre crueis quando 

queremos ser nos mesmos ( ••• ). Mas os outros, os que nos 

impedem, os que nos tolhem 0 caminho ••• que dizer deles?" 

(££!, 287; my underlining). 

]n addition to this limitation which the other always 

imI?oses, Cardoso's charac ters sometimes .fall under the sway 

of other characters embodying forces, which are like a 

maelstrom, having the po~erto engulf those who come within 

their range~ liD Cardoso's world such forces are never positive, 

never offer peace or happiness; 50 they are forces of darkness 

and death which spread only hatred and destruction, after 

unleashing violent passions. Among them are Prof. Alves, in 

o anfiteatro, who destroys Margarida and Laura and comes close 



to doing the same to Cl~udio and Gil; 51 Nina, who destroys 

the Meneses; and Rafael, in O. viajant~, who sparks off a 

chain of crimes in the peaceful town of Vila Velha. 52 
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There are other restraints on freedom, as well as those 
I 

which derive from the situations in which the individual be-

comes involved; restraints which grow in the human spirit, for 

"freedom is also my choice of myself". 53 In this way.a 

powerfullimi tati"on appears wi thip. thosecharac teJ;s,who ' are, 

emotionallyspltt and this oc~urs with all those who' suffer' 

from obsessions, or who d~v~lop doubts' or .feelings of guiltj 

.Any of'these conditions can act as a ,compulsion which prev.;erits. 

the character-discovering the truth and behaving as a free, 

responsible being. An outstanding example of this is the 

way Valdo, in Cronica da casa ass'assinada; reac ts to the 

return of Nina. When he receives a letter from her, fifteen 

years after -her departure from the estate, he has still not 

forgotten the disastrous effect she had had on the household 

during the few months of her stay. H~ knows that he should 

refuse to let her come back and initially does so. But when 

~ina writes again, begging to be .allowed to return, the 

compulsive passion Valdo.had always felt for her, together :with 
." 

a sense of guilt for his part in her expUlsion ~nd doub~sas to 

the reliability of the grounds given for it, prove too strong and 

Nina will return to complete her mission of destruction. It 

might be argued that Valdo had the option of refusing, that he 

freely accepted the responsibility for Nina's return, but because 

of the psychological circumstances which governed his decision 

he was only partly free o 
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A'more serious restraint is undoubtedly that of arrogance 

and excessive self-confidence, 54 which allows certain 

characters to feel that they can do whatever they please. 55 

As happens with certain of Dostoevsky's creations - for 

example, Kirillov in The Devils - th~~e are Cardoso characters 

who, like Pedro, in A luz no subsolo, wish to be God: "Eu fui 

feito para descobrir 0 misterio que me envolve" (LS, 127). 

He goes on to explain that, while he does not believe in ~od, 

nothing prevents him piercing the confines of knowledge; This 

powerful urg~ to be God 56 - s{nce Gbd is th~ ultimat~ limit 

·to moral freedom - can express itself on th~eelev~ls, in 

the.view· of J.ean-Paul Sartre. 57 The~e is an ."e~pirical level"', 

exemplified by Nina, whose anti-G6d project is made throtigh 

the accumulation of sins~ S:henever seems to bother herself 

with metaphysical justifications for her actions. Then the 

character may express his negation of God on a 'personal level', 

, like Pedro, in A luz no subsolo, who questions his beliefs and 

determines to start his life's journey again. He is never 

induced to utter gen~ral reflections 9n the destiny of man; 
'-

his conce~n is only with himself, with his individual 

endeavour to better hiinself and achieve greater power •. But 

there are also characters in C~ardoso' s works who express the 

desire to be God on a third level, the 'human or abstract' 

level. S.uch a one is In~cio, in O~ enfei ti~ado, wholly con-

cerned with the liberation of humanity from any constraints 

whatsoever. 'rhis is why he becomes aware of cases of social 



slavery, why he rebels more against certain restrictions 

imposed by the community and why he has more to say about 

human truth. Rerhaps because he is the least self-centred 

of all the types, he is the only one who receives an answer 

during his lifetime, even if, instead/of justifying his 

behaviour, it proves to be a ~ondemnation. Nevertheless, 

he dies released from the anguish of not even having dis-

covered where his quest went astray: before dying, he con-

fesses "Tudo ~ invis1vel. S~e somos fantasmas e que procuramos 
• 

establecer' uma realidade proibida: A: realidade e.o 'segred6" 

(!, 350). The desire to be Gci~ is the craving to find absolute 

freedom and so eliminate the concept of ~ssence which is such 

a limitation to man 1 s quest. 

Another limitation which can present itself, as an obstacle 

to the use of freedom is the sudden appearanc,e of death. S:ince 

it is irreversible and comes without forewarning, it is not 

only its advent which constitutes a limitation, but also its 

power as a latent threat. The presence of death makes itself 

felt early in life, when the character is still a child or an 
',,- 8 

adolescent, through the ,death of a loved one. 5 The event 

acquires the significance of a symbolic episode, which forces 

on the character the sense of the nearness of ' death, since, as' 

Freud tells
C 

us, 59 all human beings are convinced of their 

immortality. From this point on, death becomes an obstacle 

to the character's real freedom. Now that he is convinced of 

the presence of death, he may, as often happens, go through a 

dangerous phase of'divertere'~ which serves only to separate 

him further from the truth~ Otherwise, he may be fascinated 
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by the notion of death, even to the point of obsession, and 

~ant to conduct experiments with death, play with the lives 

of others, incite weaker individuals to kill so that he may 

witness the process. The character's great fear is not so 
I I 

much of death as a physical entity; for this he prepares 

himseji. What he fears most is inner deathl he fears that 

despa~r, apathy/, lovelessness and solitude will grow to such 

an exient that ihe ca~ no longer resist them. ?nd will drag 

~imself. ~hrOUgrlife as a l~ving: corpse. Despite this fear, 

often expresser by Gardoso"s charac ters, generally s!,eaking 

when they finq..themselves in an emotional impasse, they do 
. i 

not lack courage and make a calm choice, committing suicide. 

]jri this fictional world,suicide is rarely an act of mad 

despair; it is usually shown as a means of leaving life with 

dignity, when the charact'er has either discovered his total 
, 

failure and knows that there can be no new beginning (Inacio) 

or has found that the love of which he has been deprived was 

absolute and unforgettable (Alberto), or that the mediocrity 

of life is no longer bearable (Ida).",Ih this harsh world, 

~eath is not onli a punishment desiied for others; it is a 

sentence imposed on the self by'ac.cumulated failures and the 

character is never allowed a second chance. The outstanding 

example of death being received by choice, not passively, is 

the case of Sinha, in ~ viajante e , She has promised Tio ~uca 

that she would resist the advances of Rafael, but weakens and 

yields to him. Afterwards, she calmly makes her way to the 
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bridge where she knows her uncle will be waiting for her and 

goes to receive her punishment. When she sees him, axe in 

hand, she walks up to him and offers herself to the sacrifice: 

I I 

Slnh~ avan~ou e disse com simplicidade: 

- Sou eu, mestre J:uca. 

Evidentemente ele nao ousava dizer coisa algurna, 
I . . 

massieu esfor<i0 se revelqu por urn som inarticulado, 
I' . pastosoi que lhe saiu da garganta. ~ela terceira 

. ve'z:/ enquanto 0 rio,.e.s~)UrriaV?-la ea nOit~ se 

deqd,obrava:, cheia deumapaz ;i:rnensa,ela disse: 

e ddsta vez a sua voz nao soou rnais como urn aviso 
. I 

~u ~ma informa<iio, mas cQmo urna ordem, calrnae 
! 

sem.rem:LSSao: 

- S·ou eu. 

Soa1: ele avan<i0u < ••• )j E em S~'inha nao houve 

nenhum estremecimento no ser,. e 0 que ofertou 

a mao erguida, foi 0 seu corpo consciente e certo. 

<y., l72}. 

Ji.t can be seen, then, 'that Lticio Cardoso's characters are free, 

in that th~y are not affected by the. idea o£ destiny or fate. 

This was not one of the phanto~s·they ·~ostered: others they 
. . 

certainly nurt~red withi,n,themselV:esand such concepts are 

the only restraint on their freedom. 



Notes 

1 BERDYAEV, N. Dostoevsky, New York, Meridian Books, 

1957, 71. 

. I 

2 Quoted in MARTENSEN and HOBHOUSE, S. Jacob Boehme. 

London, Rockliff, 1946, 169. 

4 S~e ADONIA& FILHO. ros romances de n6cio Cardoso', 

Cadernos da hora present~, Rio de Janeiro, 1939, 65. 

5 Any one of these characters coUld echo the words of 

Dostoevsky's 'underground man': 

My chief occupation was reading. I sought to 

drown all that was continually seething within 

me in external sensations. Andthe only external 

sensations available to me were in reading ••• 

Aside from reading, I had nothing to turn to, 

nothing TI could then respect in my surrourtdings, 

nothing that could attract m~. 

(Notes from Underground, ed~cit., 55) 
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6 lit is. worth remembering tha.t this approach results in the 

destruction of vario~s of Dostoevsky's characters, such~s 

Stavrogin in The Devils and rvan Karamazov in The Brothers 

Karamazov. S.tavrogin may be able to go on discussing his 

ideas indefinitely, but he is finally destroyed by shame, 

doubt and lack of purpose. Lvan may assure himself that 

"everything is permitted", but a profound sense of guilt 

overwhelms his rational endeavour. 
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7 z.~ Roberto callously plans to.escape with the money, 

together with Paulo, and start a new life in a different 

place. 

8 SARTRE, J-E-. E!Etre et Ie Neant.; Baris, Nouvelle Revue 

Fran~aise, 1943, 84. 

9 FREUD, S. C-ollec ted Papers, Vol. 5. London, HOgarth 

Eress, 1950: 'Eap~r XXXII' - "Splitting of the Ego on 

the D.efensiveBrocess'. 

lOj Ilbid.~. 373. 

11 Ana actually goes looking for Nina in order to kill her, 

but hasn't the courage to p~ll the trigger and disturb 

the peace of the Meneses householc:i. (CCA, 270) 

12 err. their first meeting: 

Pedro aproximou-se lentamente e segurou-lhe as 

maos ( ••• ) Emanuela sofria. Os seus olhos 

escuros exprlmlam uma angustia informe, respirava 

sem ritmo, n~o ousand~ fitar ~ homem face a face. 

(LS, 79) 

. ,-qt~.-
',-,'. 

13 .. The effect of Andre's first meeting wi,th Nina is 

expressed as follows: 

Ru1ram os muros que aprisionavam meu antigo modo 

de ser'. Como urn homem adormecido no fun do de urn 

po~o, acordei, e agora posso contemplar face a 

face a luz do sol. Nao e amadurecimento, como 

supus antes, a sensa~ao que me invade - e de 

plenitude. (CCA, 224) 



14 n prefer to call them dreams rather than hallucinations, 

15 

16 

since it is never clear to the reader whether the 

character is awake. The scene is undoubtedly very 

similar to a passage in The Brothers Karamazov where 

Ivan i, visited by the Devil (seel London, Four S.quare 

B10kS. '1951, 572). 

The express;Lon is used by the eth.nologist Levi-Bruhl 
I I 

tin .:rUNG, Ki. Marl and his Symbols. London, Picador,. 
. r· .' . . 

1961', 7) when referring to' th'e phenomenon of human 

beings Who/also have' a "bush soul l ' incarnated in a 
.' .. . I ... 
tree,stone, 'etc. 

! . 
i 

The next chapter is dev.oted wholly to a stu!iy of the 

Double. 

l7Rog'~io had always ador~d bis father, considering him 

his model; the day on which they were leaving together 

f6r Sio Paulo, the truth suddenly dawns rin him, that 

]nacio was an absolute fraud and that his pronouncements 

were all lies. 

18 Cardoso's cha~acters are aware of,the dangers of leaving 
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. childhood behind. They regard growing up with bitterness 

and feel restless or even symbolically experience physical 

pain, as if a part of them had died. SilVio, in his 

"ansia de viver", finally puts an end to his childhood 

and feels that "urn vazio se apoderava dele e se alargava 

ainda mais na sua alma, e que nela uma nova chaga se 

abria, como no escuro da noite uma rosa de sangue" (DP, 120). 
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19 This is a point of contact between Cardoso and the French. 

C.atholic writers, especially Bernanos who stresses this 

experience in Sous Ie Soleil de Satan and in Les Grands 

~imetieres sous la Lune. 

! 

20, nt is common knowledge that in remoter areas of Brazil, 

and particularly of Minas Gerais, the insane are 

popularly considered as beings to be respected. ,They 
. ' " 

are viewed nots& much ~s a~n~~mal, but as beings touched . , 

by,·the hind of God. Autran Dourado is ,another mineiro 

writer who has,ma,de u'seof this 'idea in his riovels. 

(S:ee "Entrevista de Corneli9' Renna aLedo I-vo'; 

0. Jornal, Rio de Janeiro, 23 May 1948). 

21 . ]nsani ty, in Timoteo's case; is the 'description given 

him by the family, because they do not un~erstand his 

mode of behaviour. Demetrio had even considered having 

him interned (CCA, 91) and even Betty, the housekeeper, 

who appears to be so fond of him, fails to understand 

him. She it is who says of him: 

'De queseria capaz. aquele que diziam nao regular 

muito bem e que, p.rocedia· como se, n'a 'verdade, 

sofresse das faculdades mentais? Bbdia nio ser 

louco perig6so, mas tudo era 11cito esperar da 

sua fantasia. (CCA, 102). 

Even Nina, despite their 'pact';, accuses him of being 

" - Louco"o (CCA 125). --' 



22 ]n fact Nina doesn't hear this explanation in person: it 

occurs in Tim6teo's 'livro de mem6rias', where he 

meditates on her death. 

23 n am referring to the Meneses' fear that he will show 
, I 

himself to be homosexual and shame the family name 

(CCA, 90). 

24 Redro himself obviotisly hasn't. the courage to kill his 

wife, ,whom he hates ,and tries to make use of his 

brother-in-law's morbid, ,lon&-'standihg passion for, her 

~sameans of getting rid of h~r.· 

25 Note the parallel between thi~'story and, the plot 6f 

J.uiien Green's L~via than, with the difference that' in 

Green's novel the crime is performed with a blow on the 

head. nt is probably this type of similarity that h~s 

led some Brazilian critics to speak of the influence 

of Jtilien Green on Cardoso's early works, to the extent 

that it is something of a common-place to call Cardoso 

"0 Julien Green Brasileiro" (for example o,tto Maria 
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,f Carpeaux in Peguena bibliografia da literatura brasileira. 

Rio ,de Janeiro, Letras' e Artes, 1964,327). Tn my. view 

the similarities to be found in these two a'u thorsare 

parallels rather than influences, because both of them 

are inheritors of Dostoevsky. 

26 As we learn later, there had actually been adultery. 

But when the accusation was made with the intention of 

disgracing Nina, Dem'trio was by no means sure that it 

was true. 
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27 The expression is used by Alex de Jonge (Dostoevsky 

and the Age of ]ntensity. London, &ecker and Warburg, 

1975, 142). 

28 Soon afterwards I'da discovers tha;t the dissatisfaction 

still persists and that her seduction of the doctor 

was no more than a childish incident without important 

. consequences •. 

29 .]t is not a Hroustian form of in tensity. Like Dostoevsky, 

Rroust was a write~ who .strove for states of intensity, 

but in his cas~ there is always a pursuit of aesthetic 

ahd rational val~es which never concerned D6stoevsk~. 

30_ .. JONGE, A. Op.cit., 142 0f these characters we could 

say with Baudelaire: "Qu "importi l' ~terni te de la 

damnation a qui a trouve dans une seconde l'infini de 

la jouissance". (~. t 143) 

31 This scene is one of the most morbidly 'decadent' created 

by Lucio Cardoso. ]h three pages J234-6) he narrates in 

.f 
minute detail the crime which is being committed, from 

the first blow with the hoe which sends Haulo senseless 

to the floor and continuing with the blood spreading 

over the floor and the walls, ~ntil the moment when 

Ze Roberto stops exhausted and sees his companion 

"reduzido a uma pasta sangrenta, uma forma negra". 

Another, earlier example occurs in Maleita, when the 

author describes the population dying of smallpox with 

particular attention to horrible details (~, 180-200). 
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32 The expression is that used by Jonge (Op.cit., 137). 

33 Andre is the main victim of this whole situation. Always 

expecting excessively intense situations and feelings, he 

will finally detest everyone arodnd him, accusing them 
, I 
I ' 

a~l of being petty, and will turn· to banditry (cf. 

~Iviajante, xvii). 

35 

I / 
A~ ~ith Wi]de's Dorian Gra~,. Ln~cio's youth was spent 

in artifiClJ.1 and fantastic pl"easures. . 

It is to t is inevitability that the other characters, 
I 

refer· whed' they speak about Nina (cf. GGA, 60: the 

\' doctor; and GGA, 78: Valdo). 

36 A~ain, the feeling of intensity linked to beauty is very 

much in the decadent taste. Baudelaire, in his 'Hymne ~ 

la Beaute' , says: 

Que tu viennes du Giel ou de l'enfer, qu'importe, 

o Beaut', monstre 'norme, effrayant, ing'nu! 

S-i ton oeil, ton souris, ton "pied m' ouvren t la porte 

,D'uri ·Ifnfini que j'aime et n'ai jamais connu? 

Dostoevsky, too,has somet~ing to say on the topic, throtigh 

the words he puts in the mouth of Dimitri Karamazov, who 

says to his brother Alyosha: "Beauty is a terrible and 

awful thing! :r.t is terrible because it has not been 

fathomed and never can be fathomed, for God sets us 

nothing but riddles" (The Brothers Karamazov, ed. cit., 96). 



37 ]n certain of his works the author intensifies this 

impression in the reader. A novel like the Cronica 

and some of the novellas (A professora Hilda, 

0 1 desconhecido, for example) are highly concentrated 
, I 

with respect to time, being constructed as a series 

of moments of intensity. 
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38 ]' am thinking of Gleraldo (~), Rog~rio (.!.), Claudio (~), 

,R-aulo (12) and Andre (CCA): All of them make enthusiastic 

plans for the future, before they undergo the experiences 

which turn them into adults. 

39 Which explains why Adonias Filho described Cardoso's 

novels as "umaparada no tempo. Permanecer sobre 0," 

passado e ficar no p'r~sente sem saber do futuro" 

... , ('Os romances de TIucioCardoso', Cadernos da hora present~, 

Rio de Janeiro, 1939, 86). 

4~ There seems to be no case here for using the well-known 

perspective of St. Augustine, who reduced the three 

dimensions to the present "in which ...... the past survives in 

.. memory and the future' pre-exists in some way in the form 

of anticipation" (apud PATRIDES, A. Aspects of Time. 

Manchester, Manchester University Bress, 1976, 31). 

41 See BERDYAEV, Dostoevsky (ed.cit.), 70. 

42 GRIMSLEY, 0p.cit., 129 
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43 The classification followed here is that used by Berdyaev 

ina number of his works, e.g. Dostoevsky (ed.cit.); 

The Destiny of Man (London, G. B1es, 1954) and 

The D-ivine and the Human (London, G.B1es, 1949). 

44 This is what Kierkegaard refers to as "fear of dread" 

(see Concept of Dread. London, Oxford University Rress, 

'1944,38). 

45 ,BERDYAEV; Dostoevsky, (ed. ci t.), 68. The terminology is 

S:t. AugustiI}e's and has been followed by most Christian 

thinkers sinc~. The di6hotomy has been ~xtensive1y 

developed by Berdyae~ in va~ious of his wor~s~ e.g. 

Do~toevsky (ed. ci t. ), S-lavery and Freedom (New York, 

Scribner, 1944) ~nd Fr~edom and the Spir{t (London, 

G. B1es, 1944)., 

46 The first group includes Hilda (A professora Hilda), 

who is obsessed with the fear of losing her post; Clara 

(Dias perdidos), struggling to find an immediate aim in 
, 

life~ a~d ~da (Mios vazias}, batt1~ng against small-town 

gossip. The second grouphas<Pedro (LS), In~cio (~) and 

Nina (CGA), who are all capable. of the worst crimes' to 

prove their total inde~endence of moral concepts. 

47 Sartre's classification will be used to examine some 

aspects of freedom, which will be divided into 'position', 

'past', 'environment' (or 'surroundings'), 'neighbour" and 

'death' (cf. L'Etre et 1e N&ant, ed.cite, 570-638). 
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48 The atmosphere is clearly that of the Gothic novel. To 

this L6cio Cardoso adds the change from adventure novel 

to novel of character, and one in which the characters 

all live in great emotional stress. I cannot agree 

with Maria Alice Barroso when, in/her introduction to 

Tres historias da prov1.ncia ('L6cio Cardoso e 0 Mito'), 

~ 

she remarks: "Os Clcontecimentos mais estranhos vao-se 

desenrolar na ambiSncia mais rotineira~ a a~io situando-se 

no dia adiamodorrento do interior- brasileiro". 

49 ~My_ intention is not to'suggest that the crime was due 

- ent~rely to outside forces. Z~ Roberto had in himself 

strong enough feelings of fury and jealousy. But there 

can be no doubt that the atmosphere was instrumental. 

50 Unlike Dpstoevsky who, as Berdyaev reminds us, has a 

whole group of angelic characters, the "light-bearers", 

who are forces of Good(S~e Dostoevsky, ed.cit., 44). 

51 Laura says of professor Alves: 

.'4 Que sal?emos nos desses seres opacos, bizarros, 

desses s;res sem luz que tantas vezes encontramos 

em nosso caminho? 

- Quer dizer . . . dessas f-or~as ••• 

Ela fitou-me agudamente: 

- Isso mesmo. Sao for~as sem explica~ao. (~, 219) 



52 Other examples might be added: Niguel (~), Pedro (.!:§.) and 

Inacio (~), who destroy those who have the misfortune to 

cross their paths. These characters are conscious forces 

of evil, whereas those mentioned in the text are unaware 
, I 

of their destructive powers. 

53 The words are Jaspersl;i/, quoted by Grimsley, op.cit., 178. 

54 "S,elf-~ill" is considered the g'reatest threat to human 

'::' , 

'freedom by Berdyaev' (J)ostoevsklt75). 
, , 

,55, ,"0.usemos tudo ll is a frequently, repea ted formula which 

summarizes the exhilaration generated by excessive freedom. 

56 It is worth remembering th~t this was one of the ~ost 

contro,versial points of Boehme IS theosophy. The importance 

Boehme gave to the sublimity of man, stressing the fact 

that man carries within him a spark of God, since he is 

made in G'od I s image, comes close to heresy. 

57 Op.cit.~ 653. 

58 , This happens to SIlvio, in Dias perdidos, with the death 
,~ 

of his friend Cami:r§', also, to Claudio (Q anfi tea tro) 9 

whose father dies; and to Rog~rio, i'n I"nacio; who loses 

his mother, Stella. 



59 As is the case with Redro (~), Rog~rio (!), In~cio (~) 

and the Meneses (£Q!): In the world created by Lucio 
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Cardo~o, killings occur easily, materializing the mental 

:f 

process which Freud considered a characteristic of 

modern man: 
. I 

Our unconscious is murderously minded towards 

the stranger. Like the ancient law of Draco 

it knows no othe~ punish~ent for crime. than 

de~th· irid th~s hasa. certain consistency, for 
, '" .. 

every injury to 'our almighty and autocratic' 

egoi~ at bottom a crime of 'l~se~majest;'. 

(Collected Rapers, Vol. IV, Paper XVII, 

''Thoughts of the Times on War and Death', 314). 

In a fictional ';"orld in which the 'other' is a potential 

enemy, he is always in risk of death. 



CH/l.PTER III: PSYCHOLOGICAL DISINTEGRATION: THE DOUBLE 

r am split in t~o mentally, and 
!'~ horribly afraid of it.' It's 
just as though one's double were 
sta.~ding beside one. 

(Dostoevsky, A Raw Youth) 

The worst thing that ,can happen to the character, \lThen 

he has begun to doubt the power of his intel~igencet to 

recognize the serious obstacles to his freedom and to 

battle with the debilitating passage of time, 'is to lose 

the unity of his ego and be split in-two. The theme of the 

dQuble is one of the oldest in literature; 1 viewed super-

ficially it is a simple literiry device. Basically,it is, 
II 

linked to the dualist concept of the soul, which maintains 

that all men have an inner division between their good side 

and their bad side t and that in the course of life these 

2 two sides frequently come into conflict with one another. 
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The theme of the double is one of the central features 

of Cardoso's works. 1t appears from his earliest books and 

thereafter takes various forms, adding new facets and different 

versions, but is always present. To such an extent that when 
, I 

he came to write Cronica da casa assassinada he created doubles 

for each of the main characters involved in the tragedy. As 

is the case with Dostoevsky, 3 the use of the double by 

Cardoso is " first and foremost, a ,means of expressing the 

manysidedness of man's psychological existende. It is, 

especially, a ~evice fortevealitig man's underlying truth, 

for 'exposing him in his 'at tempt to escape, those realities 

which most vex him. In literary terms', we might say that 

the double allows the'author to make his characters less 

hermetic, since, they a!,e often carried away by their own 

dialectic capacity and utter long introspecti~e speeches, 

sheer abstractions which do not flow naturally from their 

own inner reality. Other literary motives can be adduced: 

for example, the author's aim of transforming a novel in 

which time stands still into a novel, with some spatial 
'-

differentiation, which meant that he could have the double 
.~' 

on stage simultaneously with the main characte~ but in a 

different environment. Most important, though, for the use' 

of the double is the type of narrative devised by Cardoso, 

the basis of which is a constant interpenetration of 

"naturalistic' and "unrealistic" elements. As Chizhevsky 

puts it, in relation to the same theme in Dostoevsky: 



The ordinariness of everyday life is strangely 

shot through with the fantastic, naturalistic 

portrayal alternates with the pathos of an 

abstract idea, the sober striving for reality 

with ecstatic visions of the world beyond the 

confines of reality. 4 'J 

The realistically psychological analysis is thus at the 

same time transcendentally psychological and all the events 

which are riarrated have as their counterpart an ~deological 

const~uct. These twd,plan~~'of meaning of the plot can.be 

developed parallel to one another by means of the literary 

devi6e 6fthe double. 
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There is also a philosophical reason for the use 6f the 

double,. With Kierkegaard, Nietzsche and Hegel appears the 

problem of man's real existence: to 'exist', simply to Ilbe', 

is not sufficient for the existence of the human being as an 

ethical individual. Abstract thought, aesthetic experiences 

or the rationalization of social. life engaged in by the 

majority of C~rdoso's characters do not offer them proof of 

their mo~al personality: for this they need to 'perform actions • 
. '1' 

Rationalism expresses only part ~f man and is otherwise arid, 

unconstructive, the mor~o because it exacerbates his narcissism 

and this, in turn, intensifies the tendency to introversion in 

some of the characters. Furthermore, ethical rationali~m always 

results in a split in man's spiritual existence, setting abstract 

duty against concrete inclination, since it maintains that the 

individual's ethic~l purpose is to sacrifice the concrete to the 

abstract. This dualism and the tension it provokes can destroy 
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the existence of the concrete and the strength of the 

abstract. In Lucio Cardoso's works it is precisely those 

beings who possess to a high degree the faculty of abstract 

. thought and who rely heavily on their intellectual capacity, 

I 
that reject the ordinary, mediocre side of their personality. 

They therefore live in a world of intellectual meditation 

and after a time see before them a double \vho represents 

the .. ordinariness which they do not want to accept and which 

they vie~with shame. And shame i~, after all, such & being's 

reaction to. the comparison" bet~een his actuCil performance 

and the· scale of ideal ethical values: "Man is an ape. and a 

torturing· sha.:me of th~· superman":. 5 

This type of .double appears already in A luz n6 subsolo, 

where Pedro" finds himself face to face with Bernardo ~., The two" 

are opposites in everything, even in physical appearance: 

Fedro is thin, with sallow complexion, dark-haired and dark-eyed, 

while Bernardo is fat, fair, with pink skin and blue eyes. 

Redro claims to desp~se Bernardo because he represents the 

humdrum and mediocre side of life which is such a restraint 

on his' quest; Bernardo hates ~edro, because with his irony 

and ,his capacity for intellectual. thought 'he makes him, 

Bernardo, feel trivial, "uma larva", as he puts it (LS, 156). 

And yet, as his sense of loneliness inc~eases, Pedro feels 

the need to acknowledge the existence of his other self, so 

the two are always close together, either following or spying 

on each other. The reason for the split in Pedro's personality 



is clear: his narcissism and his rejection of his neighbour" 

have meant his losing his place in the ordinary world. 

Living alone among his books, he quickly reaches his 

. crisis point and needs to contemplate his unconscious 

fear of being punished by God (in thJ figure of Bernardo), 

as well as to see in action his repressed passions, which are 

very powerful and may even have a certain beauty: 

"D"o amago da sua miseria descobria de repente 

a grandeza dessa m~sma mis~ria. Ele se'" 

ergueria sobre a lama e"os odores putr:ldos, 

porque adquirira subitamente uma consciencia 

db seu destino- essa consci&ncia 0 fazia 

crescer na treva. Seus pensamentos ganhavam 

uma, sinistra luc;idez; como que 0 longo ceilor 

da~uela exp~ri~ncia arrefecera por fim a ~ua 

" alma:sentia-se uma tempestade em movimento. 

As paix3es renovam - marcado, dilacerado, 

vil at~ ao fundo das suas entranhas, Bernardo 

ergueu-se no cora<iaoc da noi te e se sentiu urn 

Deus. (LS, 270) 

"~ 

Cases of the double, like this one based on the rejection 

of the concrete ~n the name 6f an ab~tract principle constitute 

a situation of real danger to the ego, because the impossibility 

of concrete action has the same function as death, in bringing 

about a loss of individual existence. This is the danger to 

which Tillich refers 6 when he explains that, in order to find 

himself, man must partic~pate, get involved in reality, because 



man "affirms himself as receiving and transforming reality". 7 

Rure abstract thought leads to nothingness. At the same time, 

we must not forget that if man lives only from concrete action, 

then "meaning of life is saved, but the self is sacrificed". 
I 

Therefore the only possibility of reconstruction in cases 

of the Redro-Bernardo type would be to find a meaning 

above the separate ex·ternal or inner realities, "a meaning 

which gives meaning to all m~anings", 9 sifice only God cati, 

• according to TiJ"lich, reunite. the two divided halves. ' 

This type, of double ,whi,ch takes the form of Cl.rebel 

acting " opposite a mediocrity, appears in several 0 f Cardo'so's . . 

works and 'always with the same characteristics. 10 A slightly 

different emphasis is given to the same theme in the Cronica 

da casa assa~i{nada, in the Nina-Ana version of the double. 

Ana is always dressed in, black, the t~aditionaldress of the 

'shadow' in literature. 11 She is also smaller than Nina, 

expressing the fact that the heroine's capacity for abstract 

thought has never developed very far. 12 P-edro despised 

Bernardo, whereas Nina hates Ana, whom she sees as an 

obstacle to her freedom, a representative of the Meneses. 

In fact, of the whole family she is 'the one who intrudes 

most into Nina's life, followin~ her everywhere, so that 

in her t'confissoes t · she is in a position to discuss/intimate 

8 

aspects of Nina's life of which the rest of the family appears 

to have only a vague suspicion. However, unlike Bernardo, 

who was no more than a pale extension of Pedro, Ana is a 

personality in her own right. In this respect Cardoso'~ 



outlook seems to have. become that described~ by J"ung, 

who states: 

The shadow is not only the converse of the ego • 

.rust as the ego contains unlfavourable and 

destructive attitudes, so that shadow has good 

qualities, normal instincts and creative 

impulses. 13 

One cif Nin~'s problems,is he~ :apparent failure to realize 

that for the ego to triumph it must overcome and ~bsorb 

i tsshadow, otherwise it will be destroyed by it. It is. 

in this nbvel, through the characters of Ni~a and Ana, that 

we can see more clearly how important a device the double 

is for defining character. As the book develops and the 

stbry unfblds, 'we become ste~dily more a~are that Ana 

embodies Nina's real nature, the side of herself that she 

has tried to conceal, knowing it to be very strong. All-

the rest is false, a mere mask. ]t is she, after all, who 

defines herself in her own words as ".um ser fantastico e 

sem sentido, ~as cujos gritos fingidos, as vezes, se 

confundem com os gemidos da verdade" (CCA, 294). The figure 

of Ana, the~efore, grows in importanc~ as she provides the 

proof of Nina's inadequaCies. Thus, Ana claims that Nina 

knew Andre was not her son and that she had allowed him 

to believe in their incest out of sheer cruelty (,£f!, 466). 

This assertion certainly corresponds to what we know about 
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14 Nina: despite her attempts to show the opposite, she is weak, 
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and would never have the courage to commit incest, which is 

why she only became involved with Andre knowing that he was 

not her own child. After all, she had no~ even had the strength 

to go away with the gardener, so that if social disapproval 
, I 

was sufficient to intimidate her, she would certainly never 

dare to confront a religious taboo. No doubt she was really 

thinking of herself when, ,during one of her rare, short 

conversations with Ana, she tells her: 

Q que mais ~gora' a aprisiona i imagem que " 

ele{AlbertiJ foi, nao eo' amor, mCJ,s 0 

remorso. Nio 0 remorso de ter sido del~ ( ••• ) 

Mas de ter sido tio pouco, de nio ter sabido 

N"" "1 ser mais. ' ao era e e 0 que mais a interessava 

(. •.• ),! mas a sua liberdaden (CCA, 272) 

,The cruelty of which Ana accuses Nina, and of which there 

are many examples, is really a form of the egoism which is 

,a feature of all the charac ters. 15 Tn the same \-Jay that, 

during her "incestuous' relation with. her 'son', Nina never 

gives a thought to Andre, so she had gone through life 

unthinkingly, in the pursuit of physical pleasure. 

Ana, then, is the strong side of Nina's personality, but 

this does not mean that she is not influenced by her weaker 

half. In fact, quite the reverse. Unconsciously she not 

only goes so far as to copy Nina's behaviour, including her 

involvement with the gardener, but also allows her to be 

influenced in her approach to life. Nina is such a memorable 
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personality that she continues to act upon Ana, who, as 

a result, progresses from a view of life as unconcerned, 

preserving a false peace to one of 'sinning', in which 

she eventually identifies with Nina. When she makes her 

deathbed c~nfession, she asks P.adre :Justino "nao pequei ( ••• ) 

nao ersti?n (CCA, 467),: the two divided halves have thus been 

jOiner again fqr the being to present itself before God. 

This type of doubl~, embodying the e+il and the 

mediocre s:ld.es ofn1~n; is. also used in 0.. desconhecido, .. 

.but 

the 

then'arra ~i ve 

. d' .. t I me ~ocr~ y as 
! 

point of view in thi~ case is that of 

h~ struggles to achieve self-d~finition. 

The situationl is also further complicated by· the appearance 
) 

of a good element~ so that z5 Roberto's conflict is between 

Miguel, the 'd~vilt, and Paulo, the 'angelte One of these 

will eventually ,win the battle for his soul. This novella 

explores a symbolic situation in which an uncommitted ego 

finds itself face to face with the super-ego, which exerts 

a severe moral control over it, and the id, with its appeal 

16 , 
to the unleashing of violent passions. Ze Roberto is split 

between th~ two figures, or rather the two ide~s, and for a 

time it does seem that Good, because it brings him peace of 

mind, might triumph. But one 'night, when he is out~ide, he 

,suddenly becomes aware that the evil presence which hovered 

over the estate has finally taken possession of him: 



Teve entao a impressao de que uma sombra se 

destacava das moitas escuras, avan~ava devagar 

em sua di~e~ao, confundia-se com ele, penetrava 

no seu pr~prio corpo, absorvia 0 seu sangue com 

a silenciosa voracidade de um vampira. (~, 199) 

The scene has an intensely symbolic purpose as the moment 

when Z~ Roberto decides to escape with the cook's savings, 

and what follows will be the result of "this evil decision: 

the murder of Paulo is a logical development, since Ze Roberto '.s 

.. choice implies the rejection of goodness. But as with Cain, 

who was branded by God Himself, so here the criminal's face 

will be marked; 17 except that in this riase, it will be 

done by his personal Devil, because as he le&ves the estate 

Miguel opens a gash in ~isface·with.a horsewhip, as a constant 

reminder of the choice he has made: his submission to Lucifer. 

L6cio Cardoso also uses the more traditional type of 

double, the Good-Evil dichotomy prized by the Romantics, 18 

in the mother and daughter (Lina and Adelia) who become so 
, 

important in the life of Inacio, in 0 enfeiti~ado. i.Lina de 
.~ 

V,al-Flor is a one-time prostitute, turned fortune-teller; 

she will do anything for money and appears to lack a single. 

noble feelirig. H~r daughter Adelia, on the other. hand, is 

an angelic figure, oddly untouched by the environment in 
, 

which she lives. Lina sells her to Inacio, but without her 

knowing that the price has to be paid in a week or Infcio's 

life forfeited in lieu. While Ad~lia represents Good, seen 

as always trampled on and destroyed in this world, Lina 

symbolizes Evil purchasing man's body and soul in exchange 

for physical pleasure. 
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This second type of double is found only in this one 

work. More important are those cases in which there is 

identification of two souls. Again the device is one 

cultivated by the Romantics, based on the suggestion of 

Mesmer when he put forward his theory of twin souls. 

According to Mesmer, such beings possess an identical 

type of animal magnetism which causes them to overcome their 

~hysical separateness, coming tpgether and eventually, at a 
'. '. . . 

" '19 
giien state of their iif~ cycle, i~entityingwithone an6ther~ 

Me,smer concluded that they 'were not ;eally two separate souls, 

but ,one divided o,ne. This is what happens .with C.lara and' 

Silvio in Dias perdidos. To begin with, they'are unaware of 

one another, but suddenly come. together and &!lvio has the 

un·comfortable feelin~ :that his mother recognizes the 

experiences'he is going through (~, 169), while Clara sees, 

with apprehension, that her son is repeating her own p·ast, 

to the point of making the same mistakes in personal relations 

. that she herself had made (DP, 308). And so it is: S1.1vio-: 

sees Diana again at a dance, just as Clara had met Jaques,. 

and falls madly in love with her. Just like his mother, he 

suffocates Diana with an overbearing love, always expecting 

more from her than she is capable of ~iving. Clara and S1.1vio 

form one soul, in the way the occultists had viewed it and in 

accordance with Jung's subsequent studies. They are animus 

and anima, with the result that they do not merely complement 

one another, for each exists partly within the other. 20 



This explains why C-lara is at times avlare of the delicate, 

almost feminine, appearance of her son, while she herself, 

in her harsh, unforgiving attitudes, reveals a certain 

masculinity. It is the animus in her that makes her unable 

to forfive 'Jaques' for leaving her twenty-five years before; 

it is he anima in S.1.1vio that accounts for the sensitive 

nature/of his love for Diana. 

J .1 
The qame type of iden'ti'fica tionocc,urs' in Cronica da 

casa assassinad( between Albert6 and Andr~. Iri this cas; 

"we' have an exa~ple of continuation across time, since when 

the child isbJ;n, Alberto has al~eady committed suicide. 
I 

Andre does s,eem, to represen't the repirth of his father. Not 

21' only is he the phy~ic~l reproduction of Albert6, but So 

alike in temperament 'that Nina, in loving Andre, is able to 

ressuscitate the man she loved, sixteen y~ars later. In 

earlier periods of literature, the appearance of a "replica 

double" always led to terrible complications followed by the 

r~sultant crisis point. Although the intended effect was 

mostly comic, a number of wor~s in the ,Romantic period 22 

succeeded in exploiting the tragic potential of the situation 
.' 

in which a character mistaken for another is respected and 

loved as by reflection. Andr~ causes quite a storm in the 

Meneses household by ressuscitating the conflict between 

Ana and Nina, just as it had been in the past. But his drama 

stems mainly from the feeling that he is loved by mistake
9 

and since he does not know the facts of his own life, this is 

a source both of bewilderment and of severe tormento 



One of the commonest forms of double used by L~cio 

Cardoso is the traditional ego versus id, where the id 

interferes in the ego's behaviour in the manner suggested 

by Freud: 
I 

The ego represents what may be called reason 

and common sense, in contrast to the id which 

contains the passions ••• 

The ego~~ es~ecia~ly ~nder theinfluenc~.of 

. perceptiorn' and tha,t' perc e.p t.ion may be said to' 

have the ~ame s~gnif~can6e ~or the ego as 

. instincts •. 23 

These two definitions make it clear that the ego represents 

man's social being, while the idrefers to those unknown 

forces which exist within us and can erupt at any moment. 

Generally speaking, when they do erupt they are dangerous, 

since they are governed~only by pleasure. This is the 

danger referred to by Miguel: 

Tudo isto ~ uma imposi~io do desconhecido que 

dorrne dentro do nos. Quanto mais the obedecemos, 

mais &le ~e esfor~a p6r romper os limites da sua -. .,., .;, 
prisao, exteriorizar-se, ate nos dominar como a" 

urn escravo. (~, 189) 

Similarly, Ana blurts out: "Urn monstro existe dentro de 

mim, um ser fremente, apressado que acabar~ por me engolir 

um dia" (eCA, 138)0 In the earlier work, A luz no subsolo, 
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the existence of the id was recognized by Pedro and he, unlike 

the other two characters mentioned above, appears to realize 

the positive power that is also part of his instinctive world. 

Talking to Bernardo, he explains to him by means of a metaphor 

the 'luz no subsolo', what is meant '~y this force exploding 

within us, driving us to rebel, but also capable of help~ng us 

to see our way more clearly. (LS, 296) They seem to be aware 

that the id is an extremelY.powerful force, which can take 

control qf. th',em at any moment, and that when it does so they 

will never regairi 6ontr61.', Hence thi mena6e we feel in the 

dark figure which f0llows']na~io about the streets of Rio·de 

Jane'iro, for it was: "esse nutro ser que' recolhe e sepul ta 

esses terrores e essas.imagens reflexas dos nossos atos" 

(!!,270) and. its appearance at this point 'in the book is 

particularly threatening, sinc~ the .divided In'cio is 

engaged in an anguished search for his double. 

On certain occasions the id takes on a more concrete 

appearance. Instead of looming into the picture as a 

formless monster, a sheer menace, th~ id appears as the devil. 

24 
In this form it symbolize!3.the·inescapable truth, a caricature 

of the huma,n double .which cer·tain charac ters have. For instance, 

the devil which appears before. Pedro (1&, 11+0, 174) is a 

reinforcement of Bernardo, embodying in his image of mediocrity 

precisely what Pedro is trying to avoid confronting. The same 

role as man's hounding, persecuting conscience is awarded to the 

devil that In~cio (on the point of killing himself) sees in the 
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mirror superimposed on his own image. Here, the notion that 

man creates the devil in his own image 25 is linked to the 

belief that mirrors have the power of revealing what is 

hidden in man's soul. Otto Rank records that this belief 

in the magic power of mirrors is rooted in antiquity and is 

based on the idea that the mirror separates the two faces of 

the soul; 26 detaching the social mask which we ourselves 

put on from ,our true face which 'we try to avoid seeing ~ 

thus Inlcio suddenl~ se~s his real face~ 

In, addi tion to the,se indi vid.ual forms of the id, . there is, 

in Cronica da CB.Sa assassinada, what we may call a collective 

id,in the shape of Tim6teo. With his faults and his 

qualities, Tim6teo is a symbol of the id of the Meneses 

£amily, of ~verything they do their best not to think about. 

Thus, everything he utters assume~ the appearance of an 

irrefutable prophecy and he is permitted a keener perception 

of reality than is given to the rest of the family. He there-

fore understands straightaway Nina's significance for the 

household and he is the only one of them capable of dis-

covering the ultimate truth: as Kierkegaard put it, only the 
" 

world of pas~ions can lead to fait'h. Because of 1tlhat he 

stan~s for,Tim6teosuffers all manner of repression: he is 

discredited, confined to a dark room, ignored. As always 

happens with the id, he is shown as a bisexual creature. 27 

When he finally breaks free and makes his unexpected entrance 

in the reception-hall on the day of Nina's funeral, his presence 
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makes clear the absolute'degree of conflict which that 

decisive event had produced amon~ the members of the 

family. For a short while he has overcome·the callous 

\ power of social prejudice and moves freely around the 

house •. In keeping with his symbolic function, Tim6teo 

is also given a physical development which parallels the 

growth of the passions within the bosom of the Meneses 

family. When Nina returns to the house after fifteen years 

away, she· visi ts Jim5teo and notices h.ow fat he has become '0 

. or ~atherhow he h~s gro~n in size: 

"'. 

'Nao era mais aquele que eu conhecera ( ••• ), 

mas uma caricatura. ,Honstruosa talvez;nao 

havia nenhuma dtvida, mas extraordinariamente 

patetica. as olhos sempre vivos, haviam desa

parecido'sob uma massa fl~cida, de cor amarela, 

que Ihe tombava sobre 6 rosto em duas dilatadas , 
vagas. as labios, pequenos, estreitos, mal 

deixavam extravasar as palavras, num sopro, ou 

melhor num assovio identico ao do ar que 

irrompe dum fole. Naturalmente ainda conservava 

o seu aspecto feminino, mas de h' muito deixara 

de ser a grande dama, magnifica e soberana. Era 

urn rebotalho humano, odecr~pito e enxundioso, que 

mal ~onse~uia se mover e q~e j' atingira ~sse 

grau extremo em que as seme;lhanssas .anima'is se sobre

poem as humanas. (~, 181) 



A; final type of double appears in Cardoso's novels. 

~n this case, we are not concerned with a human being 

divided into two separate creatures, but with certain 

characters who, in the course of their sufferings, undergo 

multi Ie plrsonality splits. This o~curs with Diana, in 

Dias ,erdidos, and Stella in In~cio; both of them characters 

I 
who saem to lac,k that consistent foundation which Pedro 

I 
be 1i eV:d to bel essen ti a1 to every indi vi dual. 28 lliana. 

for instancoe"foes through a whole.series of phase~, one 

~after another,! without s~ttlin~ to any of them: passionate .' . I ..... . 
,wife, doting (!would-be) mother, society lady, romantic 

heroine, all at amazing speed in less than the first year 

of het ma~riage.And all asa w~y of ev~ding the trut~: 

that she didn't love Sllvio and that their marriage had 

been a terrible mistake. The story of Stella, however, 

is an even more striking case of personality split. When 

her son Rog~rio sets out to find out what his mother had 

been like, he receives ~wo completely opposed visions of 

her: from ~ucas, the picture of some6ne pure, good and 

uz;deservedlyunhappy; from Violeta, an image of ir;tentional 

cruelty, of out~ight evii. Stella ~eems to ha~e suffered a 

complete:;spli t between. her good and bad sid~~, which showed) 

themselves separately and quite unaware of each other's 

existence. 29 Such cases not only reveal the instability and 

vulnerability of the ego but are also proof of the ambiguity 



of truth. The conclusion reached by Rog~rio is thus 

limited to the following: 

, , 
Cada urn de nos nao e, na ve~dade, urn ser 

diferente para os outros, nao somos tantos 

quantos os olhos exteriores nos julgam? 

S.e procurasse ouvir uma terceira testemunha 

obteria~ daquela que morrera, uma nova 

imagem, complet~mentedifersnte. (1, 671 



Notes 

1 According to Tymms (Doubles in Literary Psychology. 

Cambridge, Bowes & Bowes, 1949, 15) the origins of 

the theme are to be found in primitive beliefs 

subsequently carried over into stories of witches 

and fairies. It has this quality o~ fantasy when 

it enters Greek literature, from where its influence 

spread to later literature. ,~ )' 

""." 

2 RANK, Otto. Une !tude sur ,ie,Double~ Baris, Denoelet 

S',teele, 1932. S"ee pp. 80-104 for a discussion ,of this 

aspect o~ the psychological origins ot the concept of 

the double, first as it appears in the literature of 

antiquity and subsequently through occultism and 

mesmerism. 

3 Dostoevsky was the writer who conferred greater complexity 

on the device and who, from the time he first used it in 

his novella The Double, spoke of it in the most enthusiastic 

terms. An entry for November le?7 in his Diary of,a Writer 

includes the words "the idea of the tdouble t was a very 

clever one and I have never propounded anything more 

serious in literature" (London, Cassell, 1949, Nov. 1877). 

4 CHIZHEVSKY, D. ,tThe Theme of the Double in Dostoevskyt, 

in WELLEK (ed.)o Dostoevsky. New York, Prentice Hall, 

1962, 114. 

5 Ibid., 128 
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6 TILLICH, p. The Courage to Be. London, William Clo\<,es, 

1952, 81. 

7 Ibid., 43 

8 

9 

I 
IQid., '46 

ltd .. 44 

T f 
, 10 ',The evil v/rsu~ medio~re .form of the double occurs in 

A profe$sora Halda CH~lda .and Eugania), in in~cio Cln~cio: 
. I ' 

and Lucas,lino anfitiatroCiaura and Margarida),and in 

0: enfeitis;iado', C Inacio and Rbgerio). In this last work, 
, 

In~cio has lost track of Rogerio and is desperately 

trying to locate him. H~ goes to the point of staking 

his ~hole life on this search and as we accompnay him, 

it b~comes clearer all the time that he is struggling 

against the disintegration of his own ego, which will 

inevitably occur if he does not succeed in discovering 

his other half. 

11 S.ee JUNG, K. Man and his Symbols. London, Picador, 
.. ~. 

1961, 110 et seq. 

12 The idea came from the Mesmerites and was used by 

Stevenson in The Strange Case of Dr. J~kyll and Mr. Hyde. 

Cf. TYMMS, Op.cit., 93. 

13 JUNG, K. Opocit., 110 



14 Not inner weakness, so much as a form of social 

15 

cowardice, the fear of open conflict with the 

Establishment, which Nina recognizes as one of 

her characteristics. As she puts it t~ Betty: 
I 

"Nao, nunca fui mae De tudo 0 que me lembro ~ 

que talvez tenha sido um pouco fraca" (CCA, 287). 

C f. ADONIAS FILHO, 'Os romances de Lr,.cio Cardoso' . . , 
C~dernos da ho~a presente l Rio de J~neiro, 1939, 74. 

"A. bondade nao exist~, Lucio Cardoso eliminou-a 

definitiv'amente dos seus romances". 

16 FREUD, S'. The Ego and the Id. London, TheWogarth Rress
t 

1974, 18. 

17 In O. enfei ti~~, when Inacio is looking for Rog~rio 

in the streets of ill fame and the junkie hotels, he 

sees, coming out of one of these dens, a priest. who has 

a long razor scar on his face. The same symbolism i& 

being used, sho.wing that degradation reveals itself in 

physical terms, gi vi'ng people a sui table mask. 

18 This type of double was much used by Hbffmann and· all the 

first generation of German Romantics, who were interested in 

separating the two hostile elements of the human personality 

(See TYMMS, Opocit., 28-72)0 

19 Ibid" 9 26 
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20' JUNG, K. Op.cit., 193 et seq. 

21 This is the only case of a replica double in Cardoso's 

work. Both Nina and Timoteo are astounded by the degree 

of physical likeness. When TimQ~eo sees Andr~ for the 

first time, he exclaims, quite simply: "Eu 0 vi a ele, 

Nina, ao mo<&odas violetas LA.lbert£l" (CCA,446). 

22 It is the theme of several stories by Hoffmann and by 

Goethe. 

'23 ,FHEUD, S~, OF. ci t., '15, 30;. 

24 Miguel puts it the other way round to zt Hoberto: 

."V,~ce bern sabe que nada sou senao uma caricatura do 

';-.'-

seu demonio" '<12,136). N~vertheless, the reinforcement 

function continues to exist. 

25 In The Brothers Karamazov, Ivan states that man always 

creates the devil in his own image, attributing to him 

everything he himself wants to reject. (Ed. cit. 574). 

The same appearance of mediocri ty"is given to the devil-

i double by Stavrogin, in The Devils; speaking to Dasha, he 

says: '''Now begins a series of his visitations. Y-esterday 

he was stupid and ~mpudent ••• I got angry that my own 

demon could appear in such a miserable mask" (Apud 

CHIZHEVSKY, Do Op.cit~, 117). 



26 RANK, O. Op.cit., 108. 

27 FREUD, So Op.cit., 24 • 

. 28 When he talks of '0 misterio dos seres', which he seeks 
I 

to uncover in every human being who crosses his path. 

29 This is the true Romantic double, the Jekyll and Hyde 

type. Hbwever, tardoso does not go into much detail 

conce~ning the:split suffer~d by this character, who6e 

sole importance .is as the' cause of the hatred of Lucas 
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CHAPTER tV: THE CAUSES OF PSYCHOIJOGICAL DISINTEGRATION 

I i ... 

lrithe worki of. Ltcio Cardoso theftivisibn or 
. . . 

disintegr~tion of p~r~onality oc~urs onlyas.the consequence 

of a major psychological crisis; the character is seen in an 

unremitting struggle on the threshold of self-discovery or, 

at least, striving for its achievement. The states of crisis 

derive from feelings experienced by the character which 

affect not only his own being but als9 his outside situation, 

~hus impa~ting a particular fl~~~ur to his relations with 

other characters. 

In the first place, Cardoso's characters seem capable 

of expressing only ~~egative' emotions 1 such as fear, hatred, 

anger or disgust. These feelings refer to situations in which 

the characters are already involved but in which they have 

never acquiesced and from which they wish to free themselves 

or, at least, to modify radically. This arises from the fact 
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that, inside themselves, they are governed by ennui, despair 

and anxiety: - "the primary "ontological' feelings ( ••• ). 

2 
Lwhich/ ''light up" the human condition in its grimmer aspectsll. 

Most of Cardoso"s characters do, in fact, start with a 
, I 

phase of ennui when the "aesthetic' or 'social' stage of life 

ceases to satisfy them. 3 This is the moment when they become 

,aware of the mediocrity of the routine in which they find 
~'. 

the'mselves, as happens with Ida:, in Maos vazias, when she 

looks a~ound herself and views with disgust the obj~cts amongst 

which she has lived for the previous ten years:, 
~. " 

OhDeus, aquela Vida, aquela casa pequena, 

aquelas rosas do lado de fora, 0 ar abafado 

da sala quando fumegava sobre a mesa a terrina 

da sopa ••• tudo era ignobil, ign~bil. (MV, 57), 

Y{et this "n~voa de vulgaridade ll (MV, 31) that no\.., rises from 

the objects around her was not always there. Ida had even 

been responsible for putting it all together and for several 

years she had been happy, rememberin'g- wi th fondness the early 

qays of her marriage (MV, 49). Ennui can attack the character 

from other quarters too. Sometimes it comes as a reac tion' to-';~,~V;;';'" i;'ii~1·, 

the community, to a tedious life which the character views ~ith 

excessive severity. This is the situation of Clara, in 

Dias perdidos, after her husband has left her and she finds 

herself, for financial reasons, reduced to embroidering to 

order: 



~ j~ agora nao podia mais levar a vida tranquila 

de antigamente, maldizendo-se a cada minuto, 

suspirando, inventando razoes imagin~rias para 
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os seus males. Na realidade, ainda nao conseguira 

ferir a causa exata daquele desconforto que aumentava 

dia a dia. Ainda nao perc~bera que alguma coisa 

late java impiedosamente no fundo da sua carne, 

clamando contra aquela solidao: com a crescente 

violencia de uma tormenta. Em va~ ela procurava 

enumerar todos os ciotivos, investigando aflitamente 

tudo 0 que· a r,odet;lva, 0 silencio da sua casa, a 
. .'. , 

~assividade dos objet6s que a acompanhavamha 

tantos anos, culpando a'esse vazio, a essas formas 

inanimadascom a obstinada cegueira dos que nam 

ousam realizarno intim6 a confissa~ que temem~ 

(DI' . 41) 
-' 

Ennui can also overtake the character through a lack of a 

choice, the refusal to take part'in life, staying on the 

bylines as a mere spectator as happens with Ze Roberto, who~ 

until he meets Paulo, seems totally indifferent to events 

around him. From childhood h~ has never established links 

with anyone, not even his own family=- IIsempre transitara 

livremente entre os outros, c6mo se fosse outraraia a que 

pertencesse, mais ainarga e mais purall <12, 55). This is 

undoubtedly the most dangerous f9rm of ennui, since it is 

not weakness moved to revolt but a kind of uninvolvement or 

"availability' • 
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While ennui is a prison to the weak, it belongs only to 

an initial phase in the life of the strong, rebellious 

characters. This is the stage when, having concluded that 

life around them is mediocre, they discover the mediocrity 
, I 

of other human beings, who appear t6 be satisfied with the 

life they lead. This accounts for the obvious feeling of 

sriorn which certain characters show towards humanity. 4 

Rog~rio, £or. instance,~*~resses this attitude veryclearli 

when he remarks that he "adoecera de mediocridad'e ll and that 

mankind is composed of,such'petty creatures "que' nao e' 

possivel que Deus tenha inveritado Beres tab s6rdidos para 

testemunhar a S'ua grandeza" (1, 93). 

Because o~{ts many ramifications, ennui begins to 

,take hold of the chara~terst inner world and develops into 

despair: "e como selhes faltasse 0 ar ... como se num 
~, " 

tunel estreito procurassem uma pequena fresta por onde 

olhassem 0 c~u" (!!, 213)., While ennui can be a temporary 

condition, the same is not true of despair which takes 

5 different forms and expresses itself ~~ different ways. 

First of all, it may be caused by an event: the case of 

Ida after the death of Luisinho. This event arouses 'within 

'Ida "esse grande vazio de'nao saber como empregar a sua' 

for~a" (~, 104). But despair relating to a situation is 

purely momentary and very quickly develops into despair 

centred on the self, when the character feels trapped and 

sees his possibility fail to materialize. On occasions tbis 
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undefined stage stems from "not being the self one chose 

6 to be" or, at.any rate, occurs when the character enters 

into serious doubts with regard to his strength of purpose. 

As in the case of Pedro, in A· luz no subsolo, who spends a 

part rf hi~ life suffering because h! is struggling to re

asseri his POSSiibilitY of action: 

! I - . 
Por lue nao consigo encontrar nenhumatranqUi-

lida'e? B pior , a ques~~Qde nio ignorar nuhca 

o mel desejo. &-~iop~~so fugir!' Ss fugisse, no 
. 'I 

Sil~ncio do meu ~~~rto teria vergonh~do que se 

pas~ara (~, 108). 

Although despair may only destroy the ego in extreme 

situations, it always undermines it severely. Lucio Cardoso's 

fiction offers an ~xtertsive examination of the effect that 

despair has on individuals, including those who are secure in 

the material sense and those who are unaware of their spiritual 

reality and live just for the day. Madalena, for instance, 

leads a comfortable" life, without fin~ncial problems but she 

is tormented by a v:ague feeling \tJhichPedro regards as 
.. ' 
jealousy, ~s well as by frequent intrusions Qf a past whose 

significance ~he cannot grasp. The same is true of Bernardo, 

who is so base, concerned only with money, drink and sex and 

yet destroys himself slowly in an undefined despair. 
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,While despair attacks all the characters, even the 

least likely ones, the feeling assumes different forms. In 

the first place, there is the human being's reaction to the 

finitude-infinitude dualism, expressed in the behaviour of 
, I 

certain characters who seek through imagination the flights 

of fancy which they believe will preserve them from having 

to face a r~ality they cannot accept. From early on in her 

'life, Diana, for example, in Biasperdidos, is,indanger of 

notreturning,toth~world of reality or to her own self, 

'because she creates such', confus'ion' between what she imagifles 

to be real and realitj itself that even she finds it 

difficult. to disentangle, the two and to know when she is 

telling the truth. Ki~rkegaard put~ it in the' following 

'terms: "when feeling becomes fantastic the self is simply 

volatilized more and more, at last becoming a sort of 

abstract sentimentality which is so inhuman that it does 

not apply to any person". 7 

Another form of despair is that which results from the 

~eed for balance between the world ~~,possibilities that opens 

~p all around man and his real necessity, since either of these 

in excess:: will unbalance the ego and plunge it into the depths 

of despair. Eor Kierkegaard it is'a serious'error to trans-

form everything around us into necessity, forgetting that 

"Necessity is like a sequence of consonants only, but in order 

to utter them there must in addition be possibility". 8 
Other-

wise we merely develop worthless material needs and thereby 
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block the road to any possibility and therefore the way to 

God. This is the problem of the Meneses family, in CrBnica da 

casa assassinada. Everything connected with the 'house' must 

be respected and revered, so that each individual member of 
I 

the family has not only to cope alone with his personal 

problems, but also to keeF to the narrow confines he has 

mapped out for.himself. At the other extreme is Nina, for 

whom all of this is. tri vial:' nothlngto dow:L th the hous.e 

hp.sany meaning .or' importance for .her and she cannot even 

. find any c.ompensating :factor in the good s.1.de of strong.' 

. ' . . 
family tra~itions,s~ch as the way the family unites 

against the outside worltl. 

While the major'ity of ·the characters actually suffer 

despair; th~re areso~e who someho~ fail to take hotice of 

their emotional condition and live, for a time, at least, 

in the illusion that they are happy. Cases of this sort are 

all the more tragic because the illusion is a sign of 

mauvaise foi and alienation from the self's true feeling. 

Such is Andr&, in the Cr6nica, who i~ -involved in an 

ipcestuous relatipn'ship, but to start with simply refuses 

to accept the fact that he is in love with his own mother. 

He talks about his love with all the passion and enthusiasm 

of an adolescent talking about his first love affair, until 

the truth suddenly comes home to him, plunging him into dread 

and :,r.;J,~! despair. 9 This same illusion of happiness is felt 
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by Z~ Roberto when he finds a friend in Eaulo. Unfortunately 

this temporary elation prevents him realizing that he is 

yielding to strong passions and this will make him an easy 

prey to Miguel's strategies. 
I I 

lhere:are, then, a few characters who live for a time 

unawafe of their despair, but the majority know that they 

are if despair 01 Some are in despair. because they are weak, 

including all those who appear to have been submerged in 
I' " 

ephemeral things., Dependent on worldly pleasures, the 

character ~imp/lY lacks the courage to abandon them, although 

h~ knowsfull/welithat~ismode of life does not satisfy' 
. i 

him. 
! , 

'Rog~rio, in Inacio, is ~n example: he persists in a 

life of dissipation, knowing all the time that he is restless 

and unhappy. 1n some ~f theSe ca~e~ the condition becomes 

more acute and the character's despair stems directly from 

his own weakness in being unable to get out of the situation 

in which he has become involved. Such cases form a group of 

perfectly lucid characters, of whom Ana Meneses is the most 

obvious example. They are consciouS"Qf their weakness, but 

have been so overcom'e' by <;iespair that they no longer have the .. 
spiritu~l strength to make their own choice. While they are 

aware that despair is a weakness, they are in the situation 

referred to by Kierkegaard: "but instead of veering sharply 

away from despair to faith, humbling himself before God for 

his weakness, he is more deeply absorbed in despair and 

10 
despairs over his weakness". 
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However, it is not only weakness that results in despair; 

defiance can lead to the same feeling, and because it is 

dialectical, the feeling it provokes is more intense. The 

despairing self, in this case, is constantly building castles 
I 

in the air!and, instead, of using his strength positively, 

fight only in the abstract. 8-0 with Nina and Ana Meneses, 

whose main pleapure seems to be, in the first case, to have 
, 

the feeling of ~eing a sinner, and in the latter to go into 

lengthY.di~agaJio~s on her de~O~is •• This is desp~ir ~hich .. 
takes Pleasure/in feeling itself develop and tak~ ?ontrol of 

. I " ," "',,' 
,~lJ:e:' s '"life, despair almost as an end in i:t;~elf. 'The sufferer 

" , .. , I," ," 
inthi~ group, therefore, does not want to be aided. The 

obvious case is 'Ana Meneses ,whowri teslong letters and 

confessions to Padr~ JUstind iQ which she chronicles,her 

sufferings, yetciearlyavoids meeting the priest. When he 

eventually confronts her with her O\VTl \'lords, Ana appears 

simply to revel in hearing the restatement of her despair and 

refu~es to heed the possibility of viewing the same events 

in a more positive light. Cases like, these, as Kierkegaard 

has shown, are hopeless: 

Even if at this point God in heaven and all his" 

angels were to offer to help him out of it -

no, now he doesn't want it, now it is too late, 

he once would have given everything to be rid of 

this torment but was made to wait, now that's all 

past, now he would rather rage against everything, 

he, the one man in the whole of existence who is the 



most unjustly treated, to whom it is especially 

important to have his torment at hand, impor

tant that no-one should take it from him -

for thus he can convince himself that he is 

fn the right. 11 
I 

In these cases the character is suffering from "dread of 
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I j 

good":, ~form 9f sickness of the self \'Jhich· revolts against 

th~· ideaot th~rapY.Wheti the sickriess becomes away of . I . . 
life, whe~ thJ supposed benefits of the sickness are 
. .. I . - . . 
. I 

grea t.er than th·e pain it causes, the individual refus·es 

! 
to be helped.! Re even seems to be afraid of possible 

assistance, preferring to live in a world of guilt and 

. doubt. 

Freud also referred to 'this ,condition' frequently in 

. his therapeutical works. He commented: "There is something 

in these people that sets itself against their recovery and 

12 
dreads. its approach as though it were a danger". In this 

attitude there is a moral factor, a· feeling of guilt" which 

apparently finds a means of expiatio~ in the sickness itself. 

This is what Kierkegaard gives the name "demonical' • He also 

uses the con?ept of Spirit as the principle of assessment. 
f , 

"Dread of th~ good".is a spiritual phenomenon: in this 

demoniacal condition the individual ncit only app~arsto· fear 

freedom, but flee-s from it constantly. The continuity" of 

his self is inextricably bound to a state of non-liberty and· 

the loss of this union would mean the destruction of the self 

which is, in any case, already disintegrating. In order to 

protect himself, the individual shuts himself inside himself 



and cuts himse.lf off from reality. Hbwever, freedom cannot 

be totally annihilated and is still present even in con-

ditions of non-freedom, showing itself in the demoniac's 

terror and flight when he is offered the possibility of 
I 

liberation. S~tuations of this type occur on two occasions 

in the life of Ana Meneses. The first time she is offered 

freedom and refuses to accept it is when she discovers that 

she has become pregnant by Alberto. I"nstead of facing up 

to ·her,error, she immediately begins to w'ork out a way 

of having ner child mistal:cen ·.for that of Nina (who is also 

'pregnant); (CCA, 461}.The second occasion occurs after 

Nina's return, when Ana pJ,ans to kill her and have done 

with her suffering. But, in the course of the scene which 

takes place between them, we become perfectly aware that 

Ana had brought about the situation solely to hear certain 

truths from the mouth of Nina - namely, that Alberto had 

ioved only Nina and that what had taken place between him 
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and Ana was a misunderstanding, and furthermore that Ana is 

too much a Meneses to dare to disrupt~the calm of the 'house' 
,. 

by committing a crime. Ana had thus created a situation of 

self-torture: 

Ah, ela LNin~ estava com a razao, nao havia 

d6vida - e de que modo humilhante para mimI 

Ali, com 0 revolver ainda nas maos, so poderia 

reconhecer que me vencera - a mim, a todos nos 

escravos de um htbito, de uma verdade, de um 

ensinamento que nao ousamos destruir nem ultra

passaro (CCA 9 271). 
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Despair is a complex feeling which does not develop 

by itself. O,ther emotions take shape parallel to it, 

the most important being anguish. ~n general terms, anguish 

is "flight from oneself", 13 a negative response to the call 
. I 

to find one's authentic self, because despair drives one so 

far away from true knowledge of the self that the return 

to the search is always painful and difficult. Even so, 

almost all men will attempt to free themselves of despair and 

therefore, ~s Kierkegaard explains, anguish is often just the 
. " 

. cOi1l3equence of the restlessness which is 'so characteristic of 

th~ humanspiiit. 14 At the same time, anguish is always 

linked to sin 15 and often to a premonition of sin which may 

appear even in states of innocence. This is explained by 

Kierkegaard when he studies the Adamic myth, Adam being 

for him a symbol of each man's life story. According to 

the Danish philosopher, the first man's state of innocence 

is identical with ignorance only at the very beginning -

ignorance, that is, of good and evil. However, because the 

power of the Spirit already exists within him, it will change 

ignorance to knowledge and innocence to guilt. Following the 

description given in Genesis, Kierkegaard asserts that it 

was the introduction of the word 'prohibition' that made Adam 

discover his freedom: "The prohibition alarms Adam because the 

prohibition awakens in him the possibility of freedom ••• the 

alarming possibility of being able"~ 16 The possibility of a 
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life in freedom always arouses in man an ambiguous response. 

H~ is fascinated by the possibility, but he is also afraid 

of its consequences. The biblical narrative itself spells 

out the dangerous nature of freedom in the words of the 
, I 

sentence following on from the prohibition: "Thou shalt 

surely die". Which explains why the possibility of freedom 

is accompanied by the possibility of despair, lithe sickness 

unto death", and eventually by the .idea of death and its 
. ,. 

l;imi ta tio.ns.' This type of~nguish ,. which is ii 'presupposition 

of the fall, is f~lt by Cardoso's child charac~ers,asthey 

gradually unfol~ to life ~titside th~m, ,as a vague impression 

of restlessness, as if they sensed that the,' world will start 

corrupting them forthwith.~ Most of the child characters 

experience this form o~ anguish. For instance, Emanuela, 

in A luzno subsolo, feels it strongly when She first sets 

eyes on Pedro, because of the force of evil he exudes, and 

suspects that she will not be able to stand against him. 

In 0 enfeiti~ado, Adelia is slow to place any trust in In~cio 

and we sense an anguished doubt, as t~_ough she knew of the 

pact between Inacio and her mother. 

Anguish is also related to the idea of freedom as the 

struggle which each man un~ergoes in choosing from among the 

possibilities before him. He knows that he must make the choice 

and this besets him with "dread of choicell,l? since man is a 

weak and fallible creature and always has doubts regarding his 

options. 18 It is the impossibility of being sure that causes 

Pedro such anguish and gives him nightmares to such a point 

that he finds himself face to face with the devil. His suffer-

ing becomes unbearable: 



Fedro sabia-se doente. Irremediavelmente 

doente. Muitas vezes, quando a luz se apagava 

sabre a sua insonia, perguntava com a alma 

angustiada: de onde me vem esta desconfian~a, 

este mal-estar que nao me permite estar 

tranquilo em lugar nenhum? Em certas noites, 

bostumava acordar no meiode um sono, 

respondendo a uma pergunta= 'ainda nao chegou 

o tempo'. Tempo de quS? Porque sentiaele que 

, ~ss~ !momento ainda nao era'chegado? ( •.• ) 

,Sim, I tinhapav~r _ da escuridao ~oturna. Tinh~ 
pavor da escur~dao onde 0 sofr~mento se ergula 

.' trilnfant~' sobre a ~uapropria mis~ria •. , Quandb' 

tud1 dormia em torno dele. a afli~ao rompia no ' 

seu/peito:que estou eu fazendo neste mundo? 
! 
i 

Quem sou eu?· Borque nasci da carne para sofrer 

sem culpa nenhuma? (LS, l34} 

Ih man~~_ dualism, too, in the division between b6dy 

and soul, there is a foundation for severe tensions. Torn 

between two different powers, man suffers anguish and sin, 
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and, in its turn, the consequence of sin is a greater degree 

of anguish. S-o with Ana Meneses who wishes to prove her 
-, 

existence by s.inning. Her anguiz:;h is so great that, even 

dn her deathbed, many years after all the events in question 

have long past, she cannot find peace, not even in confession 

with Padre Justino, who in all simplicity confirms her 

private suffering when he closes her eyes and notices that 

"no seu semblante nao havia nenhum sinal dessa paz que e 
tiio peculiar aos mortos" (CCA, 468). 
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Anguish is thus both a consequence and a forewarning 

of sin; or, in Marcel's explanation, it symbloizes the 

19 'non-availability' of certain individuals to God's message, 

for there are those who know that hope exists, yet refuse to 
I 

accept sal~ation. They thus develop a chronic anxiety 

and aitempt t~ protect the self again~t annihilation by 

COnfejring greaf importance on all material possessions, 

whichiare forme~ into a barrier against insecurity and. 

di~in;t~~r~tioni'" Nini? is an ,exilmple of· this type,of'anguish~ 
to S~Ch adegr, e that she transmits an aura of agitation 

. I . . '. 
arourid her. Sfveral characters ln the house mention ~his 

d · t b" ffi h h"" h' h h d 20 lS ur lng!= ect seas, .or rather w lC s e exu es .. 

She. also protects herself with her hats and "dresses , with all 

mariner of adornments to her'beauty, refusing to look further 

. . .' . 21 
for the underlying caus'es of her angulsh • When the 

character sinks into chronic anxiety, seeing everything around 

him in a state of stagnation and having allowed his self to 

fall into a condition of total inertia, he is unable to 

discover that anguish can have a propa~deutic function: 

To endure arixietj'is to have one's eyes 

opened to the reality of th~ human con

dition and so to see the need for Grace. 22 

In the case of Cardoso's characters, at least, none of them 

seem to have discovered the potential beneficial effect of 

any of these feelings. Throughout his works we watch them 

fall deeper and deeper into despair and anguish, in a hopeless 



struggle against time, blindly r~fusing to accept the 

limitation of their own intelligence, trying to prove 

that they are completely free. Their concern with these 

. human concepts prevents them drawing spiritual conclusions 

I 
from their own failures and they therefore become more and 

more neurotic and psychotic. In Freud's classification, 

these are the commonest forms of loss of identity, the 

duplication and even multiplication ofpsyrihological 

·fac~tsment~oned in t~~pr~viou; chapter being extreme 

and irreversible. The situation is even more serious 

if, as happens to many of Cardoso's characters, they 

suffer a 

neuroses. 

the ego's 

splitting of the ego together with several 

Anxiety is the basis of neurosis and it is 

response to a dangerous situation: 

Lthi~ is circumvented by the ego's doing 

something to avoid the situati6n or to re

treat from it. One might say then that 

symptoms are created in order to avoid the 

development of anxiety. 23 

Faced by the situation> which causes. anxiety, the neurotic 

responds by doing everything he can to avoid braving that 

situation, putting himself in other situations in which he 
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feels secure. In A luz no subsolo, for instance, as Pedro's 

hatred for Madalena intensifies and he struggles with his 

growing desire to kill her, so he shuts himself away more 

and more so as not to run into her and increasingly takes 
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refuge in his books. In cases like this, of "obsessional 

neurosis", the character sometimes goes so far as to look 

for a compensating mechanism, avoiding the act he fears by 

perpetrating a second action which r~lieves his feeling of , 

stress. This might explain those cases of misdirected 

command in which one character has been prepared by another 

to carry out a particular mission, but suddenly performs an 

:app~rently unpredicta~le act. As when Bertiard6, in the 

same novel,having been lengthily prepared by Pedro to 

kill Madalena, trie~ to murder Ang~li~a, his mistress, 

who. tyrannized him and' whom .he despises. 

At times these obsessive neuroses change ~nt6 anxiety 

'neuroses, which is much ~ore s~rious because the individual 

experiences such a degree of ~nxiety that he completely 

suspends all activity. When this happens the ego is so 

terrified by the thought that threatens it that it 

begins to withdraw into an existence in which nothing 

is allowed to take place, nothing is remembered, there is 

ho sign 0 f thought. Life seems to h°B-ve flowed only as far 

24 as what Freud called "fixation pointt", as in the case of 

Ana Meneses, for whom everything comes to a halt with the 

death of Nina. When, many years later, she herself is close 

to death, she calls Padre Justino to hear her confession, she 

does so in order to recall her life in the vicinity of Nina, 

as if she too had been destroyed when her rival died and since 

then she had ceased to live. 



Rsychosis, however, is more serious and more 

threatening still for the identity of the ego: If Neurosis 

is the result of a conflict between the ego and its id, 

whereas psychosis is the analogous outcome of a similar 
I I 

di~turbanc~ in the relation between the ego and its 

enVirol,nment ll
• 25 Both of them are the' outcome of frus

trating the impulse of the id, but if, the "e,go JObins 
I I " , 

the, individual develops neuroses;: if, the, ego joins forces 
, , 
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forces', Wi, th, rea~ity and suppresses the commands of the' id, 

with th~id ari4 ~uppresses reality, the result is psychoses. 

Ih the latt~r iase~ the individual has to invent his own I ' , , 
I ' , 

private re'ality, ,which may result in hallucinations, as 

"/hen Pedro is confronted by the devil (l&):, or, worse still, 

lead to insanity, ak happens with Roge~io (1) who adapts" 
, -, 

reality t6 his own psychological fieeds. Freud rounds off 

his study of these conditions of loss of identity with 

the observation: 

The destructive component ha~ entrenched itself 

in the super-ego and turned against the 'ego. 

What ~snot holding sway in the super-ego is, as 

it were, a pure culture of the de~th-instinct 

and in fact it often enough ~ucceeds in driving 

the ego into death, if the la'tter does not 

protect itself from the tyrant in time by a 
26 revulsion into mania. 

While all human beings possess a balance between the 

instincts of life and death, there are times when the latter 

take control. The proportions of these two forms of energy 

which control the psyche vary from person to person, but 

each individual carries within himself the life principles _ 



Eros - and the death wish, the destructive impulses which 

ensure that the natural balance is not lost. According to 

Freud, these two sets of principles are not opposed and 

irreconciliable; 27 on the contrary, they spread outwards 
I I 

and interpenetrate in such a way that man may yield to 

each tlterna t ely or bo th at the same time. While "eros' 

is the strongei in most human beings, which accounts for 

the plwer o£ tHe libido, 28 there are those ~ and they , '" .' I ", 
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, include C~rdbsr'~ characters - who have ,~trongly developed 

.d~a thin~tinc tr' which c ,,:n. be seen both. in their inner life 

and in their J:)elations with other people. ,In their ,inner . ~. " i 
. ,!. , , , . 

. existencethis takes the £orm of phobias and fears, often 

fears of nothing ~pecific qr of the unknown, as in the ca~e 

of Pedro, in A 1uz no subsolo, who knows that if he wer~ 

able to give a name to the source of'his fear, he would 

cease to be afraid. At other times, it is a fear of 

certain objects, to which the character attributes 

particular significance, as when Inacio asserts "aqueles 

objetos recusavam-me" (~, 330). Then,Jhere is fear of 

castration, since sex alwa,ys appears in terms of violence 

and ~elf-assertion. Thisccan ~eseen' in two of the sc~nes . ". ' ,-. - . 

of sexual intercourse~ both of them caies of rape: in 

A luz no subsolo, where Pedro forces Emanuela (LS, 264) 

and in 0 enfeiti~ado, when In~cio ravishes Ad~lia (~, 324). 29 

Inacio describes quite straightforwardly the moment when, 

contemplating the body of the young girl whom he has made 

drunk, "nao urn corpo'de mulher, mas de menina", he decides 

to have sex with her, even though she is unconscious: 



Inc1inei-me sobre Adelia adormecida e, 

tomando-a nos bra~os, colei a sua boca meus 

l~bios avidos. Aquele beijo nao tinha gosto 

de coisa alguma, mas eu sentia palpitar 

junto a minha carne aquela vida cheia de 

~alor e de intensidade, o~ue me dava 

moment;neamente uma sensa~~o id~ntica a da 

embriaguez. E confesso que nao tive nenhum 

pudo~, nenhum remorso em profanar aqu~le 

corpt de crian~a. I!. 325X 

S:everal of the/ male charac ters . are regularly seen in the 
. I 

company of prqstitutes, too o Finally, there is the fear 

which, accbrdl~g to Stekel, exerts ~ost control overman, 

the fear of death~ 3
0 

a neurosis which is seen not only 

in the tendency for characters to seek to define the 

. 31 
concept, but also in small phobias which reveal the 

evasive mechanisms seized on to protect the ego. 32 

~ very obvious one is looking in the mirror 33 to reassure 

themselves of their physical presence. Another is their 

curiosity and precision in describing the dead, as if 

34 they were looking for some message. Or they develop 

persecution complexes like H:Llda (A professora Hilda), 

or In~cio who feels he is being followed in the streets 
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by his own shadow and goes so far as to describe his pursuer _ 

Lina de Val-Flor's "executioner' - as a portrait of death, 

because he looked like "urn pequeno animal rastejante e 

umido" (~, 334), wore grey clothes and his features were 

ill-defined, his eyes a pale grey, almost white. 
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In addition to such phobias,Cardoso'~ characters 

have a neurotic constitution which would account for their 

pursuit of extreme situations. 35 As Tillich explains, every 

human being is potentially neurotic, the difference between 
; 

a 'healthy' personality and a neurotic one being a matter of 

degree, since all men experience anxiety and their self-

affirmation is limited. But the neurotic, because of his 

greater sensitivity to non-being, accepts a limited, 

unrealistic self<~affirma tion. Furthermore: 

T,he average person keeps himself'away from 

.. the extreme situations by dealing courageously 

with conc~ete objects of fear. He is adjusted 

.. torea~ity in many more directions .than the 

neurotic. He is superior in extensity, but he 

is lacking in the intensity which can make the 

t · t··· 36 neurO'lC crea lve. 

Creative, but intensely tormented, with a tendency to 

complexes of' guil t and self-punishmen.t, which together with 
'" 

the partial, restricted view he has of reality and his 
, 

obsession with one single idea, have a profound effect on 

the relations of Cardoso's char~cters with other individuals. 
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Notes 

1 The term is used by MCQuarrie to distinguish these 

emotions from a more constructive type. See his 

Existentialism. Harmondsworth, Pelican Books, 1972, 163. 

2 Ibid., 164 

3 Cf. Ch. 1, note 9. 

4 E;x:amples are Pedro. (LS), Rogerio (I) ,Inacio (E), Ana· 
. -.- -. - '- . 

and Nina (CCA) ,wh·o consider :themselves so super.ior to 

the rest of humanity that.it never ocriurs to th~m for 

one moment thatany·of ·the creatures around might suffer 

as they d.o. 

5 The discussion of .despair is based partly on Kierkegaardts 

important study ·co.ntained in The S-ickness unto Death. 

(New York, Doubleday Anchor Books, 1955), from which I 

have retained some of the terminology (e.g. the dualism 

finitude/infinitude and necessity/possibility). 

6 KIERYiliGAARD. Op.cit., 160 

7 Ibid., 164 

8 ~., 171 

9 We shall see later how he develops a defense mechanism in 

order to justify in part his responsibility in their 

relationship. 

10 K1ERKEGAhRD. Op.cit., 195 



11 ~., 20.5 

12 FREUD, S. The Ego and the Id. London, Hbgarth Press, 

1957, 70.. 

13 The definition is Hbidegger's q~6ted by McQuarrie, 

o.p.cit., 168. 

14 This <discussion of anguish is based on Kierkegaard's 

The CQricept of Dread (London, o.xford University Press, 

.19441, which is one qf the most detailed analySes of the 

'concept •. 

15 In view of the controversial nature of the concept of sin, 

I have chosen to follow the theory put ,forw~rd by 

Kierkegaard in The S.ickness un to Death (20.8-260.). 

He begins by explaining that "Sin is potentiated weakness 

or potientiated defiance: sin is the potentiation of 

despair'!! (20.6), and goes on to assert "sin is against 

God, but it is especially before God", since sin is not 

merely a negation of God, but above all a position in 

which man has placed himself. For this reason "every 

state or condition in sin is new sin. Everything which 

is not of faith is new sin" (236). Thus sin keeps on 

growing if man does not abandon it immediately, It is 

not necessary for another sin to be committed for the 

sinner's guilt to be increased, since to remain in error 

is sufficient to deepen the sin. The greatest sin of all 

is the despair in sin: "Sin itself is a detachment of Good, 

but despair over sin is a second detachment'! (240.), because 



15 man thus transfers his own limitations to God: 

forgetting that God is omnipotent and merciful, that 

he allows man to stumble ,and fall in order to lead 

him to humility and strengthen him in Good, man, who 
, I 

cannot himself forgive his sin, says that God will 

never forgive him. This sin of despairing of God's 

forgiveness assumes three forms: being indifferent 

to..,.,rards God, doubting H:is existence or asserting 

that God is f~lse arid a total lie.(260). 

16 KIERKEGAARD, S. The Concept of Dread. Princeton, 

Rrinc'eton University Press, 1957, 40. 

17 Ibid. t 38 

18 Sartre too holds this to be the foundation of all man's 
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angoisse. Hence his famous phrase that man is "condemned 

to freedom" (L.'Etre et le Neant, 641). 

19 MARCEL, G. Positions et Approches Concr~hes du Myst~re 

Ontologigue. Vrin, Paris, 1949,.87. .... 

20 For example, Betty, who remarks that uDesde que ela chegou, 

nao temos mais um minuto de sossegoll(CCA, 97); or Valdo's 
, . 

exclamation, which expresses the agitation that has 

descended on the house - "Ela esta aqui - e terr~vel" 
(CCA, 209). 
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21 This happens to all the characters who adopt a conscious 

22 

23 

24 

25 

form of demonism, e.g. Pedro (LS), Rogerio (I), In~cio 

(!), Miguel (B), Professor Alves (!). 

MCQ.UAR~IE. Op.cit., 168. He is/discussing the usefulness 
I 

Of anguish in human experience, as viewed by Kierkegaard. 

FiEUD , S. ,The Problem of Anxiety. New Y:ork, Norton, 

1933, 65.! . 
FREUD, S. I C-oll~cted Papers (n). London, Hogarth Press, 

.I957, 123 ./ 

i 
~., 251 

26· FREUD. The Ego and the Id. ed.cit., 77.' 

27 This dualism of the human soul, divided between Good and 

Evil, life and death, was earlier discussed by Boehme. 

It goes back to Greek philosophy, more specifically to 

the pre-S-Ocratic philosophers, like Herakleitos, who 

laid stress on the idea that man'~,stability depended 

on the balance of opposing forces. 

28 ~ibido was only {dent~fied purely with the sexual instind~' 

in the very early works of Freud •. As J .p. Coole explains: 

"Libido was a basic energy or power ( ••• ) \:Jhile at 

first this power of being was given an exclusively sexual 

interpretation, Freud increasingly came to see that it was 
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28 but one aspect of a more fundamental life instinct which 

29 

he designated Eros"o (COLE, J.P o The Problematic Self 

in Kierkegaard and Freud. London, Yale University Press, 

1971, l02). In the last phase o~ his works, when the 
I 

"~go-instinc ts '" begin to interest him more than the 

sJxual instincts, he eventually fused the two concepts 

ot Eros an]1 Libido. 

The refere.ce is to Emanuela'sdescription of what. 

took Placet We are never shown theincideni oth~rwise. 
. I . . 

The other /two scenes describi'ng sexual intercourse 
i . 

occur in the Crollica, as part of the "incestuous' 

relationship between Nina and Andr~. They are highly 

symbolic scenes and their significance will be 

examined later. 

30 This famous assertion of S~ekel's (in his Angoisse des 

Maladies N~rveuses) became a commonplace in psychology, 

but was rejected by Freud as a ppetty phrase with little 

real meaning. A: t any rate, as he 'explains in T-he Ego and 

.~ the Id (47), it 'appears incapable of scientific justification. 

31 Andr~, for instance, ends his Diary with the question 

"Meu Deus, 0 quee a morte?" (CCA, 7). The concept is 

discussed by Lina de Val-Flor and In~cio (!, 252). It 

also occurs in the last conversation between Pedro and 

Bernardo (LS, 338). 



32 As Freud explains in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety. 

London, Standard Edition, 1926. 

33 On occasions, the characters have such a need to look at 

themselves in a mirror, in a mom~nt of despair, that , 

they go to absurd lengths to do so. Bernardo goes to 

the maid's room in the middle of the night just to 

rob a mirror (~, 272). Many of the characters try to 

make sure, at moment~ of crisis, that they have not 

.. disintegra ted: Madalena and· Bedro <'fe)" Inacio . (~), 

Ana (CCA), Clara (DP)· and GiI '(flY'. 

34 Bernardo accompanies the death of Bedro and keeps asking 

him what it feels like (~, 336); S!_lvio and Clara watch 

J:acques struggling to hang on tb life (,QE, 231)" Claudio 

(!, 224) and Andr~, (CCA, '+52) contemplate their dead 

mothers. 

35 Rank, in his study of the double (Op.ci~., 57 et seq.) 

states that writers such as Dostoevsky creat~ characters 

who are neurotic because they ar~-capable of all manner of 

• obsessions and manias, and because of the way they divide . . 

psychologically. 

36 TILLICH e 0p.cit., 64. 
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CHA~TER V: THE SELF AND THE OTHER 
"I . ! 

a) Destructive passion: Sadism, Hatred and Love 

Nao ha senao uma forma de pecado: 
a de nao saber amar. 

CDiasperdidos, 216) 

The condition of chronic anguish into which the ego sinks 
, 

is not· only self-destructive, since it must, of necessity, 

affect the relationship of the self with the other. In the 

. first place, since acute arixietY.produces def~nce mechanisms 

in the individual,. these are revealed in terms of aggression 

against the other, taking the particular form of sadism and 

hatred. Sadism implies the control of the 'eros' by the 

destructive instincts and in many instances, since the 

libido is so powerful, sadism manifests itself through the 

- 1 
character's sexual life. In certain cases, as occurs in 

( 
.' 



o enfeiti~adot when Lnacio seduces Ad~lia, it embodies 

the decadent's sybaritic pursuit of pleasure which Good 

has been incapable of offering him. There are other 

examples, however, as happens with Andre in the Cronica, 

where1sadikm can be the discharge of/tension in an ego 

which has been deeply grieved and which turns on the 

persof nearest Ito it in its thirst for vengeance. Andre 

has i~tercoursJ with Ni~a, when she is close to death, 

. knowin~ full W~ll that ~ei~ causing her physical p~in, 
" since' she has Ian open WOU~d. The incident '. which is a' " . I . . . 
desperate mom~nt for the adolescent Andr; represents a 

form of revenge on his part, an attempt at retribution, 

since he is aware that he will very soon be left alone 

to struggle with the moral responsibility of committing 

incest. 

Hbwever, since sadism is a means of controlling the 

other or even of eliminating him, 2 it exist~ in a 
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psychological form which is more terrible than its physical 

manifestation. This may be expressed,as a refusal to act 

in situations in which others need help, as happens with 

Ana in the Cronica who witnesses her husband's ordeal 

caused by the return of Nina, observing the anguish of 

his suffering at close quarters, but without the slightest 

intention of helping him. Perhaps worse is the pleasure 

with which she observes the slow death of Nina, virtually 

decomposing while still alive. The more frequent form of 



this sadism is to be found in a large number of characters 

who experience pleasure in inflicting psychological torture 

on other characters. The best example is Redro, in 

A luz no subsolo, who does not displ?J.Y a single positive 

feeling throughout the novel. Even those creatures who 

succeed in stirring his interest merely arouse in him 

a morbid hatred and we never, at any moment, see him 
~ .'., 

touched by a glow of tendernes§ nor even the vaguest hint 

, of friendliness • This accounts for the way he 'torments 

those in his ,vicini ty •. Sadism is also an essential feature 

of the femme fatale,3 as exemplified by Nina who uses her 
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beauty to dominate and torment the men who love her. Tndeed, 

she is an extreme case of sadism and herself explains the 

pleasure she feels in inflicting suffering, 4. whim she 

writes to the Coronel asking forgiveness for the pain she 

had caused him: "Nao ferimos aquelos que nos sao indiferentes, 

mas exatamente os que por urn motivo ou outro, sacodem as 

fi,bras mais intimas do nosso cora~ao" (Q,Q!, 294). On another 

occasion, talking to Ana, she hotly defends her treatment of 

Alberto as having been a way of intensifying their desire. 

Sadism, however, is an emotiqn with'a reflex action: 

it involves not only violent aggression against others, but 

also aggression against the self. This is mainly because, 

since the other continues to preserve his freedom, not having 

been totally possessed, let alone annihilated, the sadistic 

self simply feels its own alienation more acutely and is 

particularly aware of its total solitude. 5 In the case of 

Nina and Alberto, referred to above, she clearly wants 

Alberto to kill Valdo and go away with hert but he chooses 
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freedom through suicide and leaves Nina to face the Meneses' 

alone. 

Like sadism, hatred is a negative form of relationship, 

expressing a desire to destroy the other, who is seen as a 

powerful obstacle to the freedom of the self. As Sartre 

explains, 6 for the self that is unable to objectify itself 

or accept the other's subjectivity, the only possibility 

is to annihilate the other and thus remove the disturbing 

. effect' he h'as on the self. Furthermore, ha tre.dfor one 

other human being normaliy entails hatred for all oth~rs, 

as long as they retain their. status as· .others. 

In the works of Lucio Cardoso, hatred is the commonest 

feeling aci6ng the characters, taking the place not just of 

love but of each and every positive embtion. After reading 

Cardoso's fiction, we might echo the view of Inacio that 

"sempre 0 sentimos em torho de nos" (£!, 255), but in a 

variety of forms: 

>(. 

Nao falo de um odio ativo, um odio vicejante 

como uma hera de chama - e sim de um sentimento 

antigo e sem grandeza, um estado, por assim dizer, 

larvar a que rios 6ubmetemos, uma falta de graia, 

uma estilizaiao do nada.Mas nao pensem que ha 
, i\, , . 

60mente esse odio, apesar de tudo, imenso, e que 

~ comum e fundamental: ha muitos odios diferentes, 

uns pequenos e insinuantes, outros rapidos como 

faulhas, que de um nada podem incendiar e destruir 

para sempre, outros solit~rios e altivos, odios de 



herois e de gigantes, que ardem a vida inteira 

como um fogo no deserto. Q que me interessa, 

no entanto, e diferente de todos esses, bastante 

eloquente no seu silencio e na sua falta de 

gestos, um odio vindo atraves dos tempos, um 

sinal da natureza, uma to~~lidade particular 

do espirito - e, em filtima instlncia, numa 

visio final onde 0 jUlgamento se completa, a 

propria alma (~, 256). 

An "o.dio ati.vo" will give a purpose to the .:}.ife of H-!:Llda, 

in A professora Hli.lda, offering her a motivation she had 

-rong' sought unsuccessfully. She w~s a teac~er,-but h~d 

.neier been capable of 'loving the children she taught§ 

she had sought love 'with one person by taking Sofia from 

the orphanage, but had ,only man'aged to make the child 

. terribly unhappy. She finds it impossible .to make friends 

with her neighbours, although she still lives in the small 

town where she had grown up. Sbe does not really love her 

profession, yet when she is forcibly retired and as a result 

is replaced by Eugenia, she throws herself wholeheartedly 

into planning he~ revenge. If w& think that the cause of 

her scheming and plotting is merely hurt pride, the whole 

story seems scarcely justifiable. Bui if we look for the 

underlying cause and observe how Hilda is rejuvenated by her 

machinations, we are led to the conclusion that hatred may 

also be a force for personal renewal. 
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"Uin odie fermen tande" ever the years is \'I)'ha t separates 

Laura and Margarida, in 0 anfiteatre, as the result ef an 

old leve affair. While Cl~udie's father prevented the 

eutbreak ef hestilities while he was still alive, he also. 
. / 

had the effect ef fercing them to. intensify their feelings, 

so. that when they eventually ceme into. cenflict, verbally 

and actively, it is a fight to. the death. The two. wemen 

becemeinvelved in.a war ef nerves, ,witnessed with 

bewildermen t by 'C.l~udie,' which ends in the dest'ruc:tien ef 

the weaker ef the two., Margarida,whocannet endure the 

pressure ~nd kills herself. 

The "odies (~ • .) pequenes e insinuantes", such as Ana 

feels tewards Nina,. in the Crani~a, er Bernardo. tewards 

Bedr6,in A luz no. sUbsele, ~re nevertheless pewerful and 

deep-seated. This type ef hatred becemes an ebsessien in 

which the strenger figure (Nina, Pedro.) seTves as a dis-

turbing yet necessary element in the life ef the weaker 

character. Reluctantly, the latter (Ana~ Bernardo.) take 

the ethers as examples, as epitemizin~ success in life 9 

and therefere fellow them and spy en them, as if they 
.~ 
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expect to. learn from them. Hatredef this se'rt is essentially 

silent,which is why Ana has enly three shert cenversatiens 

with Nina, while Bernardo. ncrmally just listens to. Pedro.. 

Nina's feeling tewards the Meneses belengs to. a 

different variety cf hatred, that cf the "odics ( •• .> 
sclit~rics e altivcs". This type cf hatred manifests 

itself in unceasing defiance and Nina dces everything to. 



upset the Meneses family. She makes a show of her beauty, 

a permanent source of disturbance,she squanders money on 

clothes and jewellery, although she knows the family is 

ruined; she joins forces with Timoteo, aware that he is 

a source o~ shame to the family, she/falls in love with 

and b~come~ pregnant by the lowliest " employee on the 

estate; 7 and to round off her'mission of hatred, she 
I I -' - -

jeopardizes noi just the present but also the future o£ 

-I' , 
-the Meneses, by corrupting the heir to the estate in an 

incestuous reJa tionship:- -- ... . . 
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There is/~till anoth~r form"of hatred, an'~bsolute 
J 

hatred, a. form of per~onified hatred, which is so ingrained 

.in the personality of the character that it supplarit~ any 

-other trait oJ temperament. Such is '·the hatred felt by 

Aur&li~ for the thild Nina, iri~'desconhecido; as a result 

not only does she send the girl away from her house, but 

when she discovers that she is being sheltered by the priest, 

she even goes to ask him to throw her out. When Ze Roberto 

asks her the reason for the obsessive nature of her feelings, 

she tells·him that the thought of Nina tortures her night and 

day, l?ecause the young girl is, everY,thing she hers'elf had 

wanted to be .and had.not achieved. Lina de Val-Flor, in 

,0 enfeiti~ado, has the same feeling towards her daughter 

Ad&lia and for this reason sells her to In'cio, in the hope 

of seeing her prostituted and, in consequence, destroyed. 



There is still a further passion which motivates 

Cardoso's characters: love, which occurs as a Dionysian 

force, a consuming flame which is highly erosive and can 

turn into ice. Nothing positive is achieved through love 
. I 

in Cardoso's fiction: it acts merely as an emotional 

hurricane which sweeps man to destruction. We find pleasure 

neither in family life, 8 nor even in sexual gratification; 

all that is to be seen is a~tumbling-bI6ck in human destinl' 

but with the risk·of such ~motional attritibn that the,sequel 
, . 

of su'ch episodes is often a vast inner emptiness • In the case 
. . . 

of An?re (~), for instance, there can be no doubt of his 

19ve for Nina, but his passion is so all-~onsuming that it 

devours all his vital energy. Nina and.Andr~ are the only 

example o·f mutual passion. Normally "0 amor e um monologo 

travado na sombra" (DP, 216),which grows and takes root -< 
within the characters, but shows itself only in extreme 

situations~ at times in desperate acts: murder (Z' Roberto 

kills Baulo for love); suicide (In~cio kills himself for 

love of Adelia) or sadism, as when the. intensity of Nina's 

passion drives her to torture Alberto. Finally, we have to 

remember - followingBo~hme 9 _ that human nature is 

androgynous, so that the aspects mentioned above apply 

both to the love of man for woman, or of woman for man, and 

to homosexual love (as in the case of Z~ Roberto and Paulo). 
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In the works of Ltcio Cardoso the foundations of love 

are to be found in two attitudes. There can be a blend of 

commiseration with a protective urge resulting in a rare 

type of love, 10 as in the case of V9l1do who, from his first 

meeting with Nina, seems to wish to protect a woman he 

believes to be fated to unhappiness: 

Sua: LRi~a'!ilfigura impressionou-me desde esse 

instante 9 ou melhor, sua palidez, seu ~om 

nervoso e patetico. Nao usavanenhumapihtura 

e vestia-se rriais que modestamente. Meu primeiro 

pensamento foi: "Tao bela e nunca sera feliz" ( •• $.) 

Aquilo me deu uma pena instant;nea, lancinante. 

(CCA, 78) 

More commonly, the for6e'whirih brings two creatures together 

is sensuality. Such is the basis of Nina's love for Alberto, 

which is why she is not concerned about the young man's 

lack of culture - he is not even a good gardener, as long 

as he has a beautiful young body. Th~ sensuality of some 

characters - Eedro, in A luz no subsolo, and Rafael, in 

Q viajante, - has such a power for evil that not only do 

the lovers themselves become insane, but everyone else in 

their vicinity is caught up in the frenzy. When Rafael, 

newly arrived in Vila Velha, decides to entertain himself 

with some easy, inconsequential "affairs", he stirs up such 

an atmosphere that J;uca do Valle ends up killing Sinha and 



Don "Ana de Lara her moronic child, Zeca. The same heightening 

of tension drives Valdo to write in alarm to Radre ~ustino: 

"Ha em minha mulher qualquer coisa dtbia e perigosa (0 •• ) 

O. ambiente passional que atravessamos h~ quinze anos atras 

foi urn exciusivo produto dessa sua ifradiacsao pessoal" 

(,£Q!, 201). 

]n some ofl the cnaracters this sensuality takes the 
I '. ' . -

form of depravlty.- This is more dangerous still, because 

it reveals, as/in the case of In'cio, utter solitude, a 

t.otal impossib1a..li ty to participate, evenbri~fly , with. 

~ 'another persoJ. Furthermore, it reveals an inability to 
! 

I 

choose among life's many attractions, which are viewed as 

. 11 S - I equally ~mportant. 0 the tendency to p ace on the same 

lev~l all the members of the female sex wit& whom he comes 

into contactl leads rh~cio to tre~t Adelia in the same way 

as he treats prostitutes, although she is a pure, innocent 

crea ture whom he claims to love passionate ly. S:ensuali ty 

is the invariable factor in the rove affairs portrayed by 

L~cio Cardoso because love as he represents it is an 
" 

overweening passion: 
.~ 

E-xistem amores que queimam, destroem, deixam 
~ marca semelhante a doen~a terr~vel que tivesse 

cicatrizado e ha os amores que nao passam, que 

latejam sempre no fundo da carne, que transformam 

um ser em satelite do outroe (DP, 54) 

----------------------------~~-- .. -.-.. -.. --. 



'. 

The author further defines these "amores que queimam" in 

his Di~l'io completo: 

Ah,o amor que nao sabe ter calma e nao conhece 

~enhuma esp~cie de repouso l
- antes ~ uma , 

especie de febre constante.e Itcida. Gom 

o correr do tempo transforma-se numa obsessao 

sem ~undo, um estado agudo, delirante - e 
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que ~ prGprio daqueles que conh~cem 0 nada 

em qte se esfumam todos os sentimentos. (DC. 9) 

I 

Love of this qature, which can drive a person to all manner 
I 

of follies, is what C.lara recognizes on the occasion when she 

spots the Farrnaceutico spying on her and "sente-se mal 

perante aquela fisionomia humilde e torturada" (m:, 78). 

lit is also an upheaval of the same type that goadsZe Roberto 

into killing Paulo. A. stranger case is that of Dem~trio 

and Nina, in the C~Snica. Dem~trio is a man of great self-

control, whose sole interest appears to be the preservation 

of the'good name of the Meneses. Unbending and bigoted, he 
-, 

loves neither of his brothers, let alone his wife, whom he 

cbnsiders as merely a suitable partner for a man in his 

position. Everything changes, however. with the appearatice 

of Nina. Dem~trio be~omes passionately obsessed with his 

sister-in-law and thus considers her a danger to his peace 

of mind. He immediately begins to think of ways of getting 

rid of her; hence the whole plausible farce of her possible 

adultery and the incitement to commit a crime, which he 

practises on his brother Valdo. When this fails, it is 
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perfectly understandable that he ,as head of the family 

should insist on the departure of the woman who had 

entered the family through marriage and proceeded to 

blot its good name. 
! 

As well as this tempestuous kind of passion, we find 

also a quieter form, though no less devastating for that: 

"os amores que latejam no fundo da carne". This type of 

passion' is re~resented especially in Silvio and Clara. 

TIt is a love which is outside reality, a purSuit of id~al' 

love, which explains, why neither of these characters really 

'knows the person they claim to love. What is particularly 

tragi6 about this love is that it amounts to a renunciation 

of happiness, becaus~ the char~cter who loves in thi~ way 

,is constantly b~ing hurt: 

S!lvio perdera de vista 0 objeto amado e 

o seu sentimento se convertera, nao no 

segredo dos dias felizes, mas numa chaga sempre 

disposta a sangrar. (DP, 341) 

Th ' t 1 t' h' between Andre' and N;na 12 e lnceS uOUs re a lons lp ~ 

, 
has to be given a special place, because it is a passion with 

important symbolic and metaphysical implications, undoubtedly 

"urn ultimo e desassombrado desafio c1s leis do homem, da 

natureza e de Deus". 13 Firstly, because Nina represents 

14 
l'~ternel f~minin, a synthesis of all types of woman, 

, 
which is why Andre discovers: 



~ ••• nesta 0 aveludado de urn beijo - "era 

assim que ela beijava' - naquela um modo 

de sorrir, nesta outra 0 tombar de uma 

mecha rebelde de cabelos - tSdas, tSdas 

essas inumer~veis mulheres que cada um 

encontra ao longo da vida ~ que me 

auxiliario a recomp5r, na dSr e na 

saudade, essa imagem {mica. (eeA, 7) 

'S~condly, what Andr~ seeks in Nina is something more than 

just physical pleasure. Re wants also to discover his 

own limi.ts: his beginning, where he was aonceived _. 

"Am~-la ~ reintegrar-me no que fui, sem susto-e sem 

d·ificuldade. _ tl·' a volta ao pais de origem" (eeA, 299) '-i 

but also·his own death, which she should be able to reveal 

to him:: "Era 0 meu {mico encontro com a morte t com 0 seu 

subier~Sneo trabalho de desagregar e confundir a harmonia 

interna de que se compoe cada ser vivo" (eGA, 369). But 

between beginning and end, Nina teaches Andr~ many more 

things. She teaches him about life, so that between the 

naive adolescent he is at first and the young man she makes 

him, tHere has- been all the experience of cruelty, of 

loneliness, of suffering and of self-knowledge. One might 
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summarize the ody~sey of this couple in terms of D'Annunzio's 

characters, as epitomized in the words of Isabella Inghirami 

in Forse che s~ forse che no: 



b have neither sought nor given pleasure, 

but in my trembling hand r have taken another 

trembling hand, to descend in search of the 

bottom of the abyss, perhaps of the sub

terra~ean temple. I have accomplished 
I ; 
not an act of the flesh, but an act of sad 

initiation ( ••• ). I do nat represent 

happiness or misfortune, but stern knowledge ... 
J. I .. 

As their,relattonship'fOllOws its cburse, Andre gradually 

und~rstands thb meaning" of incest and the' c. hoice of evil 

15 

. . I . 
he h~s made t a)nd his remorse shows in his self-justification. . . I .... , 
Fir~t he accu~es~Ni~aof being im~odest'and suggests that he 

was seduced; eventually he claims that it was very difficult 

to resist her, because she wa's not a normal woman, but 

ratherr~ personification of Evil:. 

k atmosfera do Mal. R a esta atmosfera, era 

imposs1vel deixar de reconhecer pertencia 

o ser que eu amava (0 •• ) Era preciso reconhecer 

que aquela criatura fragilencarnava 0 mal, 0 mal 

humano, de modo simples. e s~~ artif1cio. (CCA, 305) 

Nina seem, at first sight, to sUbstantiate Andre's charge by 

her silence, since although she knows that Andre is not her 

son she allows him to continue to suffer the remorse for a 

non-existent incest. Again, however, Nina is trying to offer 
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Andr~ more than a fleeting experience of love: her intention 

is to communicate an important message, namely that in order 

to remain alive he must commit himself to his sin (CCA, 274), 

make it his purpose in life and display it to others with 
, I 

pride. Nbthing could be better, then, than to create a 

situation of pseudo-incest in order to test Andr~ls con-

viction. 

The metaphysical experience of these two characters 

remains incomplete, be.cause the death of N:;Lna prevent.s it 

attaining its objective. As it is, it remains a tragic 

attempt to reVoltag~inst the'absurdity of life and a 

mistaken pursuit of love. Cardoso apparently does not 

doubt love's existence, to judge from the words he puts in' 

S11vio's.mouth:"S~ a-sua consciencia nos poder~ salvar 

do desespero e. da mutua destruiCiao" (DP, 219). But where 

is this love to be found? Again one of the characters 

(on this occasion a fairly contemptible one, Bernardo) 

gives us the answer: 

.. ' 

~ amor e esse desejo divino de unidade, e 0 

".; . 
desespero da carne que yrocura a ~ua parte 

perdida ( ••• ).' Mas a agregaCiao nao se far~ 

senao-nadia do Ju~zo Final, qu~ndo 0 

Apocalipse soar e 0 Deus vis1vel reinar sabre 

a mortegtransformando a fisionomia das coisas 

criadas 0 (LS, 340) 
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~ove, therefore, exists only in the bosom of God, since 

16 Christianity is the religion of love and, according to 

Cardoso, not even the social form of love can exist outside 

Christianity. For example,Lnacio's love for humanity is a 
. I 

mere intellectual abstraction, since he can only view with 

affection those beings whom he sees from afar, while, like 

Ivan Karamazov, he crushes those who cross,his path .. H:is 

cortduct is.juitifiedby the autho~~ who exclaims in his 

Di~rio: 

Como e dif!cil amar os nossos semelhantes 

como a n6s mesmos - co~o , impossivel. 

No m.[ximo conseguimos tOJ,.er&-los. (DC, 233) ,'17 

1£ is not only true love that is missing ~n Cardoso's 

fiction: even simple affection or friendship are virt~ally 

absent. Eor instance, there do not appear to be any family 

ties to unite the characters; in fact, the family is por-

trayed as a group of egoisms living under the same roof; 

they have to put up with one another and, while they usually 

t&ke little notice of each other, sometimes there is mutual 

hatred. On some occasions, this lack of contact between 

members of the same family seems quite incredible, as in 

lti'cio, where Rog'rio not only appears not to know his father, 

but when Lucas shows him his mother lying dead~ he does not 

know who she is. Even if we except this extreme example, it 

is still the case in all the books that the family is a group 

in which certain persons are fortuitously related by kinship. 
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The mixture of indifference and tension which ensues is 

particularly obvious between parents and children and 

between the parents themselves. Children are never the 

fruit of love between parents but merely the need to 

continue the family name or the consequence of a moment 

of lust. Small wonder that Nina, and the rest of the 

family, are upset when she discovers she is pregnant. 

This is the c~use of the almost constant neglect of' the 
,." 

children - Andr'~ (eCA), 'Rogerio (1) and Cla~dio (~), are' 

obvious ~xamples~ Simila~ly, it is not love that keeps 

,couples tqgether, as happens with Pedro and Madalena 

in k luz no §ubsolo, but rather habit and the fear of 

making a fresh start. On various occasions each of them 

thinks of leavi~g and only inertia persuades them to 

continue~ As with all the other couples Cardoso portrays, 

all we know about Pedro and Madalena is their quarrels, 

their petty hatred and their acts of vengeance ,and we are 

forced to wonder how they ever' came to be married. Nina, 

too, who returns to Vila Velha, accoraing to ~er, because 

of her love for her husband and her son: we soon learn the 

real reason. DuriBg her years awaY,in Rio, she had dis-

covered that Alberto was the only man she had ever really 

loved and when she learns that she is suffering from cancer, 

she wants to die in the one place where she was ever happy. 



Then there are the pacts made by certain characters, 

which are really a form of defence against common enemies, 

rather than a proof of any affection between them. It is 

, the instinct of self-preservation that causes Nina to form 
/ 
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an alliance with a man so different from herself as Tim~teo, 

or Bernardo - in A luz no subsolo - to look for momentary 

support in Angelica against the unceasing onslaughts of 

I?"edro. 

]}n some stories we witness 'the d'evelopmentof a fake 

friendship", when certairi charact~rs become 'at tached ,to the 

image they build of another character. This occurs in 

TInacio, when Rogerio makes a vehement decl'aration of respect 

and even love for the father he does not knowi but the 

feeling soo~ disappears ~hen,he comes into contact ,with 
( 

'the real Inacio. With the exception of cases of this kind, 

friendship remain~ the sentiment which ~s most respected in a 

world peopled by negative emotions. 1n 0 anfiteatro, for 

imstance, Claudio does seem to feel real friendship for Gil, 

to the point of leaving his family in order to live with 
, " 

his friend. Yet even f~iendship has its dangers and like love, 
.>i 

it can become a passion which impels the character concerned 

to one extreme after another. As in the case of Ze Roberto and 

Raulo, whose friendship promises so much only to end in a 

violent crime. 



bt Age and the emotions 

r£ love and affection seem to be difficult, if not 

impossible, in the world created by L~cio Cardoso, it is 

because the individual, with age, becomes bitter and 

egotistical. In fact, the children he portrays are shown 

as creatures who submit to love unre~e~vedly and are 

normally symbols of purity. EVen those' who come from 

unfavol,lrableenviron~e~ts, like Adelia, appear to be 
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blind to the corruption and depravity that, surround them; , 

they are like "anjos, papoulas brancas n,ascidas do pSntono 

e da mis~ria" (~, 258). Children can still love one another 

completely and whether it is a case of fraternal love"like 

"that of Emanuela toward~ her younger brothers and sisters 

(IS, 184), or of friendship, as with S11 vio and Camilo 

(DP, 63), their feelings are,not yet restricted by personal 

intereste Yet even here, there are some rotten apples, 

precocious adults who get pleasure from tormenting their 

playmates. Since children are usually'defenceless, those 

who fall into the clutches of these aberrations are destined 

to suffer. One example is Isabel, ,in A. luz no subsolo, who 

was Fedro'~ playmate. He hated het, yet could not free 

himself of her, so that while he sought her company, he 

would always be hitting her and humiliating her as a way 

of demeaning her. When he has finally reduced her to his 

slave, she 'falls' into a pond and dies, soon afterwards, 



of pneumonia. A. similar fate hangs over Camilo, in 

Dias perdidos, to materialize only after a lengthy period 

of suffering at the hands of Chico: 

° I 

Nb in1cio Chico arranjara para Camilo os 

apelidos mais grotescos. Mas cansado desta 

brincadeira inofensiva, passara a dar ras

teiras ao amigo, tombos, chegava e pregar-lhe 
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sustos que 0 dei~avam pe:lido e 0 cora<iao nos 

l~bios. Algumas vezes Camilo tentava reagir 

omasChic& redobrava as su4s proezas, poristr~ta 
armadilhas'para 0 incauto companheiro, desafiava-o ° 

. p'ara violen tas lutas corporais, amarrava-lhe
o 
rabos' 

de papel. Muitas vezes Camilo se recolhia sozinho, 

jurando que nunca mais voltaria. ( ••• ) Chico 

~onheci~ bem os meios de bbrigar Camilo a voltar 

ao seu dom~nio. Quando afinal obtinha W seu 

~ntento, Chico vingava-se redobrando os gritos, 

as rasteiras, as brincadeiras que deixavam Camilo 

exausto. Nao raro voltava chorando para casa e 

esperava no jar dim que suas lagrimas cessassem. 

(DP, 96) 

While there are such occasional examples of children who 

suffer at the hands of anothe~o child, this i~ n6thing cbmpared 

18 ° 

with the misery inflicted on them by adults. ° In the first 

place, through insufficient love, so that the child is treated 

as if it did not exist. Ln 0 desconhecido Elisa yields to 

Aur~lia's pressure and sends her daughter Nina away, thinking 

only of the problems the child will cause her if she is 

allowed to stay on-the estate. Stranger than this, however, 
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is the attitude of Clara, in Dias perdidos, a lonely sensitive 

woman who does not feel the slightest interest in her son 

throughout his early childhood. Thus it is adults who have 

built a hostile world where children ~re out of place, so 
! 

I ' 

that ~fey may suffer want, even hunge~ (as Madalena notices 

when she is out walking (LS, 67»), or they are forced to 

live ih dangeroJs, inhuma:-cities (E,279). The adult may 

go muc~ further/than this, however,-even to the point of 

, delibera tely' te/rturing 'children'. On some occasions this may 
',' " I'" " , 

'.' , 

take the form ~f destroying something they love, as happens 
I 

to,Nina~ in 0: desconhecido, when Ze Roberto kills Paulo. ,They 

are made to suffer physically and psychologically. The 

examples of child rape, 19 are the strongest proof of this 

gratuitous cruelty, undeniable cas~s of the pursuit of 

~adistic compassion on the part of some of Cardoso's 

c,haracters. Because the child is virtually defenceless and 

at the same time so spontaneous, it makes an ideal receptacle 

for feelings of this type, since its pain shows so openly, 

but it allows itself to be consoled so'naturallY afterwards. 20 

:nn an inhuman world', the child's" unreserved trust makes it 

the m~jor victim. At the same time, their presen~e in 

the world and particularly their freedom from all forms of 

social contamination, makes them symbols of an alternative, 

, 21 
of the promise of a better world. 
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T·he child can love and be loved. The same is true of 

the adolescent, except that, since ,he is at a more complex 

stage of his emotional development, he does not experience 

. any feeling in a normal way: whether it is love, affection or 
I 

friendship, they must be felt with enthusiasm and fervour. 

This is also the age of intellectual discovery and the 

adolescent may get excited about ideas and admire people 

who represent the,? I·n ]n~cio, for instance, Rogerio gets 

carried away by his interest in satanism and is fascinated 

by the figure of his father, Iinacio, , who, embodies the 

satanic ~d~al for him. Ca~dosO includes a third ~haracteristic 

in his portrayal of adoiescents, and itis the one which-makes 

them sov~lnerable to the influence and the onslaughts of 

a~ults: ingenuousness. AdoleScence is a period in which 

the ~orld is still divided into heroes and ~illains and 

when it is still possible to believe whole-heartedly in the 

former and 'spurn the latter, because they cannot be right 

about anything. Adolescents are not normally studied in 

isolation in the works of Cardoso; he .prefers to record their 

reactions to a triangular situation in which they become active 

partici~ants. ~2 Such situations arise when two adults are 

locked in mortal combat and the adolescent, from being a mere 

spectator, becomes an interested party by siding with one of 

the two. H~s choice is not always dictated by his admiration 

for one of the sides, as happens with Rog~rio when he sides 

with In~cio ag~inst Lucas o On occasions it can be love, which 

is what causes Andre to take Ninavs part against the Meneses. 

The reason for his choice may even be quite childish. In 



,; 

~ anfiteatro Claudio joins forces with his aunt because he 

is unnerved by his mother's hysterical outbursts, so unlike 

the quiet dignity of his aunt. Of all the adolescent 

characters, Claudio is the one whose reactions are least 
. ; 

logical; nevertheless the outcome of the situation in which 

he becomes involved is just the same as in other cases. 

The problem ari~es with the death of Cl;udio'~ father, 

at which point his mother and his aunt engag~in .a s,avage 
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struggle centring. on an· episode from .the past,·wholly unknown 

to C:l~udio. H:a.s curiosity. is stirred· and when he questions 

his mother, sh~ tells hi~ about a love affair invol~inghis 

aunt Laura and Frofessor Alves. The affair had not been a 

happy one, owing to the persiste~t jealousy of Laura. She 

had gone away with P-ro'fessor Alves, but returned before long, 

looking older, and had accused her sister-in-law (Claudio's 

mother) of having a liaison with Alves, and of therefore being 

responsible for the failure ~f her relationship with him. 

Alves is Claudio's professor of anatomy and their frequent 

contact allows the young man to seek ·his company in order to 

find out the rest of the story. H~ has, however, already 

formed his own opinion, in view of 'the good impression given 

him by his aunt's dignified behaviour in contrast to the 

irritating frivolity of his mother. Although Frofessor Alves 

;, . 
encourages Claudio's friendship towards him, it is only much 

later that he offers hig own version of the events, which 

reveals that there was reason for Laura's morbid jealousy, 

-
though he believed that his love for Margarida had' not been 
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reciprocated. Now that he knows the truth, Claudio's 

irritation with his mother swings to the other extreme 

and he races back home, only to find that she, the weaker 

of the two adversaries, has been morally crushed by her 

rival and poisoned herself. clludio .is saved from a com-I I 

Pletelbrea~down by the friendship of ~is fellow student, Gil. 

,he situat~on here is that of an adolescent torn between 

a g oni7ing altertatives: either his aunt was crazed or his 

mother had .beei unfaithful to his father. For C-laudio there 

can.be no b~lflway, one of the two has to be trUe and thi~ 
I 

means condemnihg the otlier. side. I-n any "case , as' always . 1 
. I 

happens in these triangular situations; his intervention 

changes nothing: Margarida kills herself because she is the 

weaker party and not because she feels f6rsaken by her soh~ 

whom she has always disliked., Bu~ while the sequence of 

events continues unaltered by the adolescent's interference, 

the effect on him is decisive. Cl~udio is saved by his 

friendship with Gil, but the same does not happen to 

Rogerio or Andre, both of whom pay very dearly for their 
". 

error: the first with his sanity, the~second with his peace 

of niind. lfn both cases, however,at the end of the experience 

they have entered maturity,:with all the bitterness and 

disillusionment that Cardoso clearly considers to be 

characteristic of the adult. 

Following the course taken by these children and 

adolescent characters, it is not surprising that both 

phases once they have been passed through, are allowed to 

die, since they are little more than an accumulation of 
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unpleasant experiences. This may, explain, too, why the 

characters do not retain pleasant memories of these early 

stages in life, even in cases such as Silvio's, when 

another character (~urea) recalls with fondness childhood 
, I 

scenes which he himself has apparently forgotten (DP, 180). 

The actumUl~tion of traumas from the past causes Cardoso's 

a.dul ts ,to become! neurotics, ~n Freud' q definition: "neurosis 

comes from frusJration, fixation ~nd tendency to conflict". 23 

. The frusJration lthey experienced t~roughout the early phase. 

~f life, the£e~lini of b~ing persistently tise~ and exploited; , , I 

, , I 
~ fixation on ~ertain incidents in the past or on certain, 

i 

i'deas,so 'that !they "repeat(s) intead of remembering"; 

and a tendency to internal co~flict stemming from the 

attempt to justify their mist~kes, as well as conflict with 

others, because the neurotic suffers "an extensive alienation 

from the external world". 



Notes 

1 FREUD, S. The Ego and the Id. ed.ci t. 9 43. 

" 2 SARTHE, J-P. L'Etre et Ie Neant. ed.cit., 465. 

3 PRAZ, M. The Romantic Agony. e'd.cit., 210. 

4 Dostoevsky, too, introduces a host of characters who 

~k~- take pleasure in inflic ting pain on those. they love ~ 

~6r example, Raskolnikov, in The Devils, who enjoys 

driving Sonya Marmela.dova to despair. 'Or Natasha 

I~hmeneva, in The Insulted and I-njured, whose 

reflections on her love for the man who had seduced 

her include the following: 

Sbe tasted, in advance, the joys of loving 

boundlessly and torturing the one she loved 

to the point of pain, precisely because she 

loved him and because she had been in such 

a hurry to.abandon herself to him. 

(London, W~ Heinemann, 1912, 52) • 

. , 

Gide refers to the same aspect when he talks of 

"religion de la souffrance" in his Dostoievsky 
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(Oeuvres complet~ Paris, NRF, 1936, Vol. XI, 247 et seq.). 

5 SARTRE, J-P. Op'.cit., 470. 

6 ~., 483 

7 ~ refer to the gardener. Other characters note that, 

until the beginning of the scandal involving him with 

Nina, they had been unaware of his presence (cf. ~, 140). 

I 
I 



8 From A luz no subsolo on, all the families portrayed 

are in a state of obvious disintegration, e.g. Pedro

Madalena-Ad~lia (LS h Clara-Jaques-Sil vio (m:), etc. 
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9 Apud MARTENSEN and HOBHOUSE. Jacob Boehme. ed.cit., 153. 

10 This mixture of pity and love is much more common in 

Dostoevsky, e.g. Myshkin's feelings for Nastasia 

Bhilippovna in The Idiot or those of Versilov for 

Sonya in A RawY(outh. ',". 

11.· For: Berdyaev depravity indicates total confusion between 
. . 

Good and Evil, which are pursued without apparent 

distinction. Depravity should, therefore, be viewed 

fro~-an ontological~ rather than moral, point of 

view (see Dostoevsky. ed.cit., 126). 

12 Incest was a major theme in Decadent literature. Hinted 

at in Chateaubriand's Ren~ and given importance by 

Byron, through their direct influence it is to be found 

in a number of fin de si~cle wri~ers, e.g. Flaubert's 

Tentation ~e Saint Antoine, t~e poetry of Swi~burne, 

and more particularly in the novels of D'Annunzio. 

13 COELHO, Nelly N. 'Lucio Cardoso e 0.· romance da dana<iao't 

Suplemento Liter'rio de Minas Gerais, 16 November 1968. 

14 The essence of l'eternel feminin was often stated by 

Decadent writers. 1"ll Flaubert' s Tentation de Saint 

Antoine, for instance, the Queen of Sheba tells the saint: 

..... 
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14 "J-e ne suis pas une femme, je. suis un monde. M-es 

vetements n'ont qu'a tomber et tu decouvriras sur 

rna personne une succession de myst~res" (Apud PRAZ, 

Op.cito, 222). Similarly, in Gau}ier's La Morte Amoureuse, 

the narrator remarks: "Avoir C.larimonde, c'etait avoir 

vingt ma!t~esses, c'~tait avoir to utes les femmes, tant 

elle etait mobile,changeante et dissemblable d'elle-meme" 

(Apud PRAZ,. Op .. cit., 288).' 

15 'Apud PRAZ, Op.cit., 275. 

16 As the author insists on various occasions in his 

Diario completo, e.g. 36,94 ,97. 

17 Re is repeating wha,t Freud tells us (in C-ivilization and 

its Discontents. London, Hogarth Fress, 1957, 143):' 

"Love one's neighbour as thyself had a perennial appeal 

just because nothing else runs so directly counter to 

the natural tendencies of man". We can go further back 

and find the same attitude in Dos~oevsky's characters. 

Versilov (A Raw Y'outh) asserts.: "To love one's neighbour 

and not to despise him is impossible. ~ believe that 

man has been created physically incapable 6f loving his 

neighbour" (London, Heinemann Ltd., 1916, 210). 

Ivan Karamazov says the same: II] could never understand 

how one can love one's neighbours. It's just one's 

neighbours, to my mind, that one can't love, though one 

might love those at a distance" (The Brothers Karamazov, 

210) • 
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18 Dostoevsky comes to mind yet again, particularly 

The Brothers Karamazov. I~an uses the fact that 

those who inflicted such suffering on children were 

not punished as a proof that God did not exist. 

S.peaking to Alyosha, he mentions a number of cases of 

Russian children, belongin~ to respectable families, 

who are systematically tortured by their parents: 

"Ii. maintain that many members of the human race have 

a'strange characteristic -. they ,love torturing:children, 

onl~ children" (ed.cit.,214). 

19 S~xual assaults on ch~ldren, while being considered the 
, , 

most'heinous of sexual crimes" are much favoured by 

,Dostoevsky's libertines. There is ·the case of Nellie, 

the orph,,!-n child in The Insulted and I:njured; and j,n 

The Devils, S:tavrogin tells, in his confessions, how he 

had ra~ed a child who, realizing what had happened, 

killed herself. Svidrigailov, in the same book, has on 

his conscience a similar crime: a fourteen-year old 

girl who had drowned herself after being. the target of 

his attentions. Svidrigailov ends his story declaring 

that he is very fond of children~ 

20 Sadism always has this ingredient of pity. The 

Marquis de Sade, in his introduction to J~stine, describes 

the great pleasure of a libertine as torturing a blindfold 

child and afterwards taking off the blind and consoling 

the child. (See JONGE 0J?ocit .. , 196-7) e 



21 ]t is in A luz no subsolo that one of Cardoso's bitterest 

characters (Joao Epifanio) explains the importance of 

the presence of children in this world: as long as their 

purity exists we have not reached the final stage of 

I ,.. 
humanity, when "todos se converterem em lobos furiosos 

( ... l. Havera urn tempo em que os homens ate perderao 

a fisionomia humana ••• " (LS, 302). 

22 . He fol'lows the process used by Dostoevsky in A Raw Youth,. 

in which ... the young protag~nist tries t'o' follow and 

linders tand his, father, .. who is in love wi tn· two women. 

23 FREUD, S. Introductory Lectures. ed.cit., 238. 
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CHAE'rER VI: THE SELF AND· THE COMMUNITY· 

Man in society 

It is possible to perceive oneself 
at the centre of a set of concentric 
circles, each representing a system 
of social control. 

1 
(P.L~ Berger, Invitation to Sociology) 

For Freud the basis of a community is a group of 

individuals who identify with one another: 

Groups consist in a number of individuals who 

have put one and the same object in the place 

of their ego ideal and have consequently 

identified themselves with one another in 

their ego. 2 



This may 'explain why Cardoso t s characters always feel 

themselves to be outsiders. S-ince they are not capable 

of any real identification with others, they are equally 

incapable of fitting into the institutions created by 

others. Furthermore, as a consequenc~ of their own 
! I 

insecufity, the characters tend to +ook upon any form 

of participation with suspicion. Since they have failed 

to dislover theJr 'self' and thereby achieve personal 

resilience, theJ fear that COllaborat~on with society 

may b~ yet anot~er assault on their already enf~ebled ego. 
. I. '. .' 

And while soci~l.activity might 'be a form ot'response to 
. I 

the meaning ofjexi~~ence, 3 they find it prefer~ble to 

forego thi~ possibility rather t~an sacrifice their inner 
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identity. More(o since the society in question is portrayed -/ 

by Cardoso as so devoid of attractions that alienation seems 

to be the natural response of any human being. However, the, 

character has only to dare to cut himself off from the group 

to discover how society, up to that point a passive entity, 

has the power to control and repress. "Society confronts us 

'- 4 
especially in the form of coercion~, Berger tells us, and 

gerierally speaking, even if Cardoso's characters.have the 

strength to resist certain pressures, eventually they 

succumb. 

In the first place, they have to begin by defying the 

small group to which they belong and which responds by 

trying to reintegrate them, at times by means of persuasion. 

i 
; 
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When ]da, in Maos vazias, decides to- leave her husband, her 

friend Ana, who tries to persuade her that her duty is to 

stay, serves as a symbolic representative of their community. 

More often the weapons used by society are more powerful 
I 

and suggest a fp~m of rejection: ridicule and gossip. 

In the CrSnica da casa assassinada the group response to 

Tim5teo's disorder~~ behaviour is ridicule, despite the 
-. ~,~ 

fact that his cond~ct is dir~ctedonly ~gainst the family. 

Hbwever, the family is a microcosm Of the Establishment and 

i~ fhereforeidentified with society and protected by it. 

Gossip is the commonest form of social res~onse, particularly 

to the conduct of certain female characters who behave 

di~ferently from the norm. This weapon may be used in 

situations where there is nothing 6oncreteto warrant 

censure, as happens to Nina in Vila Velha,5 when the most 

incredible rumours begin to circulate: 

,De·rainha, passaram a jUlga-la uma cantora de 

cabar~ perseguida pelo ins~cesso - e houve at~ 
, 

alguem que se lembrasse de ter visto urn retrato 

em revistas especializadas. Alguns, mais 

'romanticos, teimavam em considera-Ia misteriosa 

hetdeira de sangue azul. Mas a maioria, obst{nada, 

opunha-se: "uma cantora, e em pose nao muito 

recomendavel" ••• a verdade ~ que ningu~m sabia 

nada.de positivo a seu respeito. 

(£Q!, 77; the speaker here is"the Bharmacist) 

In Dias perdidos, Clara is looked at askance, because she is 

proud and aloof, belonging to none of the many groups of 

women which meet regularly. 



Jl.f the character does not~respond with humility to 

any of these forms of pressure~ he will be ostracized: 

"One of the most :deyastating means of punishment at the 

disposal of a human community is to subject one of its 
I 

members to systematic opprobrium and ostracism". 6 Nina 

is aware of this, and despite her moral fibre, when her 

son innocently asks her if she had not been invited to a 

reception ~i th the remainder ',of the family, he is shocked 

by'her confession: 

Vi entio que urn sOlugo a sacudia, 6nico e 

- prolongado, en~ua~to eli ocultava 0 rosto 

entre as maos. Assustou-me a emo~ao que 

aqu~la si~~les pergunta Ihe causara ( ••• ) 

Foi ela pr6pria 3ue finalmente descobriu 0 rosto 

~ ••• ~ e voltou a colocar sSbre as minhas as 

'mios molhadas de l~grimas: 

- Meu pobre filho ••• se soubesse de tudo 0 

que me acontece ••• as i~justi~as que me t~m 

sido fei tas! (CCA t 169) 

When ~e look for the causes of this kind of social repression, 

we discover that, generally speaking, the characters ha~e 

merely. ignored customs or infringed the moral code. But 

these are both considered essential bulwarks of the 

Establishment and must be respected. Tim6teo was penalized 

for his eccentricity, that spark of extravagance which caused 

him to dress as a woman and adorn himself with his mother's 

jewels. rn the case of Clara and Nina their offence was their 
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( 

refusal to conform, to accept the role allocated to them 

in a small town: visiting other women, going to mass, 

taking part in charity f3tes,having several children. 

Morality is a more serious matter, seen as fundamental 
, 

in the life of the community. Freud tells us that there have 

been three stages in society's attitude to sex. In the first, 

the s~xual. i~.~inct was allowed unrestricted satisfaction; 

in th~ second./sexual sati~faction was allowed for 

reproductive ends. in the third, the satisfaction of the I ( 
sexu~l instin~t'was permitted 6nly, for leg{~imized 

reproduction, It~at is, within marriage. F6rFreud, , 
! 

co~tempor~ry'society is in the third stage and, having 

devised a very ri~id mo~al code, has been obliged to' 
, . 

be4ave hypocritically. 7 This collective hypocri~y, which 
. . '. . . 

was .. a means of circumventing frustrations and repressions, 

also serves as a form of defence against the arbitrary 

~ature of the demands made on the individual, which differ 

according to both class and sex. In the world created by 

Lf1cio Cardoso, tradition is followed in that the moral 

constraints imposed on women are much harsher than those 

placed on men. Thus the inhabitants of Vila Velha can be 

shocked at the idea that Nina might have been a cabaret 

artiste, yet they are amused by Valdo's affairs with 

prostitutes (cf. CCA, 76). 

Woman is thus allocated a traditional role, which 

~restricts her to home and children, and throughout Cardoso~s 

work we find only one professional woman, the teacher, Hilda, 

of A profess5ra Hilda. It seems unlikely that her lack of 



femin:irii~y is fortuitous, as if success in a man's world must, 

of necessity, make her mannish. Otherwise, woman is 

portrayed as a complement of man and,at first sight, we 

. are given the image of woman as the victim. It is not 
; 

surprising, then, that in order to be independent of this 

subordinate position and assert her individuality, a female 

character will take refuge in hypocrisy, and indulge in 

brief affairs behind a fa~adeof respectability. Like 

Donana de Lara who ha's a, liaison with the travelling salesman' 

'in 0, viajante~ Within, the traditional social structure 
" , 

pdrtrayed byG~rdoso, ~e ,~lso encounter the paradox ~f 

woman,as. both subord:ira!te and yet dominant, in the sense 
, --

that her constant presence in the house and-her control over 

the ~pbringing of the children allow her to wield an 

unquestioned household dictatorship. :tn Dias perdidos, 

for example, Clara complains bitterly of the freedom 

allowed to men, which makes it possible for Jaques to leave 

her with her infant son in order to go exploring the backlands. 

But when he returns, sick and aged, s~e not only controls his 

every move, but also passes her own hostility on to her son~ 

who ireats his father as an i~tr~der.This quiet power 

invested in the woman, expressed.in the organization of the 

family as a small private realm, is further stressed by the 

novelist when he depicts a male character in conflict with 

the woman and being overcome by her. The most striking case 

is in A luz no subsolo, where Pedro wishes to be free of 

Madalena and plans the means of disposing of her step by 

step, whereas when she decides she has had enough of him 

she calmly poisons him: 8 
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LFedr£7segurou a gartafa onde momentos antes 

Madalena tinha derramado 0 veneno. 0 c~lice de 

Raquel estava vazio. Encheu-o e ia lev~-lo aos 

l~bios quando sucedeu urn fato extraordin~rio: 
qualquer coisa que nunc a Madalena pade saber se 

era um simples pressentimento fe-lo estacar 

por urn instante, como se estivesse tentando 

distinguir 0 odor da bebida ( ••• ) 
, 

Irnovel, 

s.pmprimindo no cora<iao todo 0 seu rancor 

C ~.) Madalena esperava. S~emhesitar mais, 

.deum so gole ingeriu a bebida. Destapou de 

novo a garrafa e ericheu 0 copo. Agora era 

_ el?-que,m 0 fi tava. N:enhum rtiido se ouvia 

( •• ~}. S~m. uma,palavra, sem um ~&sto para 0 

desconhecido que estava na sua:f.rente, Madalena 

~oltou as costas e saiu para sempre levando 

Baquel pela maQ. <,!&, 333): 

" While woman is allowed this s:uperiori ty in her own 

little world, the subordinate role allocated to her by 

society is to blame for the number of female characters in 

Cardoso's novels who rebel. And if some, like Clara, go 

on living in muted despair, the majQrity display their 
" 

defiance by open attack on social struGtures. Their 

rejection of social norms usually begins in sexual terms, 

since this is the most~obvious difference in the way m~~~-' 
. - .' . 

and women are treated by ·societ;y. rn Maos vazias, 1da 

feels that the death of her child has broken her last link 

with the world in which she has been living and expresses her 

feeling by seducing the doctor, he being the man who had been 

in contact with her. The reaction of her husband, Filipe, 

is typical of the conventional male. When Ida tells him 
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what has happened, rather than feel hurt, he is conce~ned 

for his honour and, slapping her face, hurls a social insult 

at her - "Sua ordin~l'ia!" (MV, 104). 

While the control exercised by the group is always 
, 

visible, the power of the state is much less in ~vi~ence, 

since characters commit all manner of crimes without 

suffering punishment at the hands of. the police or the 

court!. 9 Ther~is only one case of police interference, 

which is ,when bonana (0- viaja,nte) kills Zeca,· but this is . I -
shown as a .merle for-mali ty, since' she is. considered one of 

I 
the pillars of th~ community and-no one doubts that the 

b6y's death was an accident~Donana actually seems to 

take pleasure in deceiving the community and aC,ts the part. 

of the 16~ing mothe~ robbed of her child by fate. The 

arbitrary nature of the social ·code becomes very clear 

when w~ compare this case to the situation of Nina. The 

latter is ostracized in Vila Velha on suspicion of mis-

behaviour, yet this is the same community which later on 

assists Donana to bury Zeca.without deJay and thus collaborates 

in the concealment of any trace of crime. Donana, the Meneses 

and the Bariomay be.se~n as the authority, for although they 

hold no public. o~fic~ they enjoy a moral prerogative which 

places them above the law. 

b) Society in the individual 

"Nost of the time the game has been fixed long before we 

arrive on the scene. All that is left for us to do is to 



play it with more or with lesiJenthusiasm", Berger tells 

10 us, though subsequently he remarks: "Generally we want 

the parts that society assigned to us". 11 With the 
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I> exception of Timoteo, who stands apart, Cardoso's characters 

do, in fact, react against society o~ly to a certain degree~ 
I 

The rrason for this is that, even when they do not conform 

to the rules, they cannot free themselves completely because 

I i 
of the influenges imprinted on them by soci~ty. The presence 

.1 
of social'char~cteri~tics ~n the individual personality is 

recognized evJn by. characters we look upon as 'totally at odd~ 
, 'I ' ' , , . , . " ' 
with the system, such as ~ina, who accepts all ·the economic 

, , i ' 
i 

adv~ntag~~ of1ered her ,by her position in th~ Meneses house-

hold - 'the ,i~xury, the life of leisure, ,the entertainment, 

the company - t rejecting merely' those aspects which she 

finds disagr,eeable and which she -considers restrict her 

freedom. l'n addition, a character may wish, to defy the 

weight of authority when he, or she, is at the receiving 

end, but they are sufficiently aware of its importance to 

be prepared to use it to their own advantage: Hilda does 

precisely this, when she plots the undoing of her rep~a~ement, 

Eug~nia. 

The first expression of societY in the individuai is' 

through the small indications of class, external signs which 

symbolize a person's social origin - they way they speak and 

dress, the circles in \..,rhich they move, their aspirations. 

In the GrSnica we have the examples of Dem;trio, whose dream 

is to be visited by the Barao, the only aristocrat in the 

environs, and of the Farmaceutico, a small trader, who 

yearns to own a watchdog. If we look at manner of dress and 

related traits, there is the example of Inacio, in 2. enfeiti<i?-do 
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who, despite his existential revolt, is a 'carioca' dandy, 

probably a gigolo, and dresses flashily, knows all the 

city's red-light areas and is generally to be seen in the 

company of prostitutes. Filipe, in Maos vazias, is a minor 

civil servant and leads the ordered iife of a petty bourgeois, 

with Lis own house, a garden with roses, his meals at set 

timesl" a stroll after dinner and his wife waiting on the 
i I; . 

doorstep when he comes home from work. I.da, despite her 

I 
anguish and re;sentment" accepts this routine as if it were 

the 6nly poss~bl~way. of life: 
. /; . 
" I Fora Ida que imaginara abriruma porteira 

no fundo dojardim, a fim de pisar, ao 

amanhecer,a areia.gJ;'ossa da praia. E 

assim tinham'feito. Aberta a porteira, 

tinham plantado roseiras no fun do do jardim, 

geranios n~janelas e parasitas nos troncos 

pesados das arvores ( ••• ) Quando Felipe 

vinha do servi~o, encontrava Ida sentada 

nos degraus do jardim e 0 menino que brincava 

correndoem tSrno dos canteiros ( ••• } Depois 

do jan tar , Luizinho adorme'cido, sa!.am para. uma 
", ~,. 

volta, ate a esqulna da Baixa, evitando a 

,atm,o~fera putrida do pantano. (MV, 36) 

, . 
H-bwever," if i tis true t-hat "the novel sets out to 

express an order established by a group", 12 in Cardoso's 

case that group is the aristocracy. An aristocracy which 

is decadent, weakened by vice, discord and financial 

difficulties, but which nevertheless retains power. The 

author shows its members struggling desperately to keep 



up the appearances which class them together with the high 

standards demanded by the system. 'C,amila, though an 

alcoholic, continues taking her daughters to church festivals 

(LS, 97); Donana de Lara, with two crimes on her conscience, 

still orga'nizes the fetes (~:, 79); C'lara', despite her own 

bitt+ness and resentment, allows her son to attend catequism 

cl,eSs,es (.!2,E, 6?); and Demetrio, in t):1e grip of his Jpassion for 
! , I 

Nina'; does wha!t he can to stifle the ,rumours about the family 
, I ' 

(CCA, 389). r:qh:)..sis the class which marked its members 'most 

I 
exte~sively, ~ecause its elevated po~{tion conferred along . 

I -, " 
with pow~ia ~alse ~ense of freedom. However rebellious they 

maybe, tl).ese charac:ters accept certain roles without thinking -

Andr'~ absorbed in an incest~ous ielationship, continues his 

morning ride and goes hunting, ,as befits a young man of good, 

family. The situation bec6mes m;re tragic, however, when 

the character knows that he, or she, was eventually broken 

by society. Nina finally confesses to Ana that she knew 

what had destroyed her relationship with Alberto: 

Lembrava-me entao que'estava ligada aos 

Meneses, que pertencia a esta casa, que 

existi~ uma realidade. Foi isto que me 

perdeu, que nos perdeu ••• (QQ!, 248) 

The small concessions she had found herself making - to 

money and position - had eventually undermined her ability 

to resist the social structure. 
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The individual's manner and bearing can reveal more 

than just the class-- of society to which he belongs. Some 

of the characters are also assigned to other groups, namely 

their professional group. Cardoso introduces a fair range 

of profess~ons which have conferred ~ertain characteristics 

on th~ir members. The sacristan, fo~ instance, is cynical 

and mercenary;:t~e coffin-maker is simple and fatalistic; 
I ; 

the travelling/salesman is a frivolous opportunist; the 

'doct~r, good jnd discreet; the priest, the voice of wisdom. " I - - --
'- lIn addition t6' these professions,' whose influenc'e -he -. ,'.., I -, -, ". . . -

summarizes i~ labels, there is on~ which particularly 

! 
interests Cardoso and which he portrays in various of his 

_ works: teaching. -- Those characters who are teachers have 

not entered the profession because it is a 'job', like any 

other. Their choice is guided bj a sense of vocation, as 

defined by Kierkegaard. 13 A-vocation is different from an 

employment, because it demands more than a momentary enthusiasm. 

A person's whole life is involved, because a vocation implies 

the choice oS a particular direction in one's mode of life, 

on~'s system of thought and 0ie'-s plans for the future. 

Furthermore, according to Kierkegaard, once one has\*;entered 

on a vocation, it cannot be abandoned in favour of another 

career, because of the inner preparation required to make it 

succeed and which also makes it irrevetsible. Perhaps Hilda 

feels this and, therefore, although she thinks she does not 

love the children she teaches, she nevertheless fights tooth 

and nail to keep her position. She sums up the impossibility 
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of making a new start by her reaction to her letter of 
,r-' 

retirement: for'~uite a time she is incapable of believing 

what she has read "pois 0 absurdo daquilo tudo saltava a 
She has lost what, Kierkegaard calls , vista" (PH, 273)0 -, 

, . 14' 
"the lense' of personal meaningfulness", that permanent 

feelirg of pur~ose which can afford moments when the 

exper!J..ence of freedom is so s·trong that another teacher, 

.Pedro in A luz/no subsOlo, feels he is God.· There is such 

a direct li;;k Ibetw~en th." career and ·thisintensity of feeling 

that when Pedro is dismissed for immoral behaviour, he becomes 
. J ' 

completely cohfused and seems quite incapable of untangling 
; 

the terrible doubts which beset him (LS, 83). Perhaps the 

most striking case ofteaching.as a vocation is to be.found 

in O· anfiteatro, in the character of Professor Alves, whose 

classroom charisma makes. him memorable: 

Sbrtil;gio era bem a palavra, pois nao h~ outra 

que signifique ou transporte esse sentimento de 

magia e enleamento, essa curiosa impressao de 

terror e fasctnio ao m~smo tempo que, para tantos 

corihecedores, , a porta por on~e se penetra no 

extase. (,!, 149) 

1-t is precisely because of his vocation that Alves has such 

a dangerous influence on his students, since his voice rings 

with authenticity and is thus extremely persuasive. Here 

again L.ucio Cardoso agrees with Kierkegaard's line of thought, 



that vocation is more than the choice of a mode of social 

participation, in that social life is only a search for 

new situations and the individual's "movement is from 

himself, through the world, back to himself". 15 This 

I I 
explains why teachers may be subversive, encouraging pupils 

to c~mit crimes, like Pedro, or playing the role of 

Meph~stoPheles, like Alves, and helping adolescents find 

thei~ reality ./ 

Yet even the members of this group, who have acce~ted 
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participation' have compromised their ego thr6ugh.excessive 

dedi~ation to/th~ir social role and will be destroyed if 
i 

society prevents them performing this role. Although they 

are rich~r in human terms, this small group of characters 

is as vulnerable as those referred to earlier, who may 

simply wish to withdraw from the system. 

c) The symbolism of names 

"Os nomes nada significam. Ele~ apenas designam a 

parte exterior que conhecemos n~s pessoas e que nos ~ 

familiar" (l:, 235). These words. of Donana de Lara include 

a fundamental idea, which is that while names are external 

labels, they 'are one of the first things Vie know about the 

other. It is therefore natural that wiiters should use 

names as carriers of messages to their readers, as aids to 

decoding their symbology~ This would explain why some of 
, 

the names chosen by Lucio Cardoso are so unusual or old-

fashidned. 
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Generally speaking, there are to be found hints relating 

to the development of the narrative in the names of characters. 

Thus H~lda is the name of one of the Valkyries, a warrior 

maiden, 16 and this side of the school-teacher's character 
- I 

is borne out by the violent way in which she hurls herself 

against oth~rs and against the world in general. Filipe, 

whose name indicates a lover of horses, has a wholly material 

approach to life and both his int~restsand his intelligence 

are rathe~ limited. Bernardo means a Ipow~rful warrior' and, 

although he is portrayed as a weak character, nevertheless h~ 
, 

is the only character in the ~ook who comes through intact, 

having even made some progress. Dem~trio's name means 

'~rotector of the fruits of-the earth', and as 'patriarch 

of the Meneses f,amily -he fights -to the end to keep the 

family together. 
, 

Paulo is 'small', but changes Ze Roberto's 

whole life.· Names may also be used with the intention of 

conveying social impressions. g',ince family names are 

extremely rare in Cardoso's works, those which do occur 

acquire more than usual importance.'~hen they are referred 
:~A'" 

to by one of the characters who bear them it is with great 

pride: such are the famous O'liveiras, forebears of Clara, 

or the Meneses Silva "cujo nome enchia todas as bocas" (A 140), -' 
or the Meneses of the Crollica, "esse ve~ho tronco cujas ra~zes 

se aprofundam nos primer'dios de Minas Gerais" (CCA, 26). 

Some characters are referred to simply by the name of their 

profession, such as the Farmac~utico and the Doctor in the 

C-ronica, so that their social position is made to take 



precedence over their individual personality and thereby 

emphasize their symbolic function in the narrative as 

representatives of the community. The names chosen by 

the aristocratic families, names like, Dem~trio, Aur~liaj 
I 

Tim~teo and Camila, are immediately suggestive of strong 

links with the past. 

There are a number of characters whose name means 

t~n h6nour of God': Emanuela, Tim6teo a~d Ana, of which 

there are several. H-bwevet, 'in the case of' this last naine, 

it is interesting to note, that the 'God' they all serve is,', 

in fact, the, 'Devil, since all 'of them are demonic characters. 

This type 6f paradox is used byCardbso for others of his 

evil characters, who are given the names of great saints of 

, ' ,"17 ' . 
the Church: Miguel, Rafael, '. Pedro, InacJ.o. I"f the contrast 

brings out the nature of their options, the author. is also 

pointing to the fact that there is no salvation without 

serious sin, as he stresses in his Di~rio completo: 

"Acho que Deus nio se interessa, em definitivo,senio por 

aqueles que, uma vez pelo menos, tem.coragem para perder 

Occ'asionally we find names which contain psychological: 

or literary suggestion~. There'are cases where~ for example, 

the two characters forming the two halves of a double are 

given variant forms of the same name. Nina is a diminutive 

form of Ana, the name of Nina'~ double in the Cr5nica. 

Ad'~lia and Lina, in 0 enfei ti~ado, reveal an ingenious twil::it, 

since Lina was originally an abbreviation of Adelina, although 



it subsequently became a name in .its own right and ifs 

source is not generally remembered. Cardoso also uses 

names for the purpose of defining philosophical or 

psychological nuances. In ~ desconhecido, for example, 

when a new employee arrives at the estate he is given the 

name of the worker he is, replacing and who had died in an 

accident. This is how the owner of the estate confers 

the name: 

Ainda naop,ergunteiseu nome. 

chama? 

POInO se 

Rle ia responder, quando ela deixou escapar 

uma risada: 

- N;o; namfale. Na minha casa,as pessoas 

t~~ 0 nome que eu quero. A minha·mem5~ia 
., , . 
e rna, guardo dificilmente ~s nomes. 

Hesitou um minuto e concluiu: 

- 0, ~ltimo que esteve na minha casa se 

_. chamava Z~ Roberto. Dagora em diante, ser~ 

este 0 seu nome. (]2, 118): 

., 
.~ 

I~ this short scene - this one-sided dialogue - the two 

~haracters reveal their res~ective temperaments. Z~ Roberto's 

apathy and his lack~f interest in life are such that he 

makes no effort to·be known by his own name. Aur~lia is so 

peremptory and authoritarian that she must try to mould her 

workers to her will, to the point of allocating them the 

names by which she wants them to be known. These two 



temperaments come face to face on a number of occasions 

in the story and Z~ Roberto continues to meet Aur~lia's 

attempts to dominate him with complete indifference. 

At the same time the absence of a real name for this 

character broadens the meaning of t~e title of the story: 
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not only is Z~ Roberto' s "id t, which seethes inside him and 

suddenly erupts, .' desconhecido', but really the whole 

individual, who avoids defining himself to such an extent 

that he hides behind another's name and employment. This 

lack of definition -aided by the general nature of the 

d~tail~ about_him supplied by the author ~ is what trans-

18 forms him from a particular case to universal man. 

The Cr8nica,too, has characters with highly symbolic 

names, particularly those of·the couple who engage in a 

metaphys:iLcal odyssey through incest, Nina and Andre. 

The choice of Nina, for the female partner was surely not 

fortuitous. Such a common name in Minas Gerais, even in the 

present day, and found at all social levels: Nina is really 

all women, because she is Woman. And the one she loves 

beyond all social restraints is Andre, 'andros', the Man. 

This symbolic value of Andre 1 s name is stressed by th'e 

Farmaceutico, wh-o-cQmments on the strangeness of the name 

which had been given to the child and which was not one of 

the traditional family names: "Mais tarde soube que a criania 

fora urn menino, batizado nao com 0 nome de Ant8nio (como 0 

pai dos Meneses), mas com 0 de Andre" (CCA, 118). 
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Notes 

1 BERGER; P.L. Invitation to Sociolog;y, Harmondsworth, 

Pelican Books, 1966, 89. 

2 FREUD, S. C-ivilization and its 'Discontents. ed.cit., 116 0 

3 As Tillich asserts (opocit. 9 44)0 

4 BERGER, Op.cit., 108 

5 Vila Velha, the .name Cardoso gave to his 'literary' 

'town~ appears in hoth·D-ias perdidos ahd'Cronica dacasa 

assassinada, but with rather different characteristics, .. 
except that they are both,small upcountry towns, with a 

well-defined class sys.tem. Cardoso had set A luzno subsolo 

in mlrvelo, his own' birthplace 9. "para prestar homenagem 

~'sua terra" but "os ~eus conterr~neos ~ao gostaram de 
I : , 

ser identificados com aquele drama e Ihe enviaram urn 

protesto" (see 'Entrevista de Ltcio Cardoso a huts 

Gracindo' in Vamos Ler, Rio de Janeiro, 20, June 1940). 

Since he did not have the re~li~ts' concern to register 

actual external environments,he thereafter located the 

. 'stories set in Minas in the imaginary Vila Velha, an 

archetypal representation of small provincial towns. 

6 BERGER, Op.cit., 88. 

7 FREUD, S. 'Civilized Sexual Morality and Modern Nervous 

Ll1ness', in Collected Papers (Vol. 2). London, Hogarth 

Fress, 1950, 830 
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8 This could not happen in Dostoevsky's novels, since 

for him woman is no more than a temporary event in a 

man's life and is therefore never portrayed in depth. 

"Woman is a stumbling-block in the way of male destiny, 
I 

and it is a waste of time to look for any cult of the 

eternal feminine in the work of Dostoevsky" (BERDYAEV, 

Dostoevsky. edocito9 l14}. Among mineiro writers there 

seems to be a certain tendency to confer a fundamental 

role on women ch~racters. Other novelists from this 

State~ such as C~rn'lio Penna and Autran Dourado, use 

femal~characters i~ protagonists and giva th~m a hi~h 

degree of sensibility and intelligence. 

9· .• Lucio Car,doso took no interest in the workings of law 

courts~ nor gener&lly in the power of the state. Unlike 

Dostoevsky, who uses such episodes as the trial of Dmitri 

Karamazov to point up the fallibility of the laws, Cardoso 

is conc erned only VJi th small communi ties, or groups, whose 

direct pressure affects every single person. 

10 BERGER, Op.cit., 103.· 

11 lbid., 110 

12 ZERAFFA, Michel. Fictions. Harmondsworth, Penguin Books, 

1976, 12. 

13 KIERKEGAARD, S. Either/Or. ed.cit., Vol. 2, 267et seq. 

Vocation is one of man's forms of fulfilment in the second, 

or 'ethical', stage of personal development. 
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14 Itbid., 268 

15 Ibid. ,270 

16 For the definitions of names proposed in this section, 
; 

see KLEIN, E. A Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary 

of the English Language. 

17 ]n the first versions of 0 viajante the salesman's name 

was not Rafael, but Quelene, the word fo: a. drug used .' 

. by young people in Brazil (cf~' DC, 194). The subsequent 
'. 

change' of name may suggest that Cardoso found its 

symbolism too direct: 

N'a':"'o e" a' .. ' .. ' -Goa que a profissao de vendedor ambulante 

deu-se 0 tftulo de 'co~eta'; como tudo 0 que passa 

sem pousar deslrimbra e cintila~ arrastando ~ sua 

passagem essa aura po~tica que muitas vezes e 
mortal para quem fica. (DC, 290) 

18 A similar interpretation is given of the character 

Joseph K. in Kafka's The Trial, by the critic S~nchez 

V~squez (in his Art and Society. London, Merlin Press, 

1973, 141).e 
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" PART THREE: "AMA 0 TEU DEUS SOBRE TODAS AS COrSAS" 
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CHAPTER VII: EVIL, THE EVER-PRESENT'RE1I.LITY 

],1 yale probleme du Mal qu'on 
est amen~ ~ d~crire, car avec 

"quoi un roman est-il fait, sinon 
avec du Mal? Ot~ le Mal, que 
reste-t-i1? Du Bien, clest ~ dire 
du blanc. 

(Julien Green, Journal) 

~ ye ~hildren of men, this is earnest 
and serious! Hell is quite near, in
deed, it ,is wi thin you!: 

(J'acob Boehme) 

Ti1lich declares that if "self-affirmation precedes 

all different sorts of metaphysical or religious definition of 

the self", 1 the self cannot avoid experiencing metaphysical 

anguish, since all human beings have a.religious foundation, 

for: 



••• re~igion is the state of being grasped by 

the power of being itself. In some cases the 

religious root is carefully covered, in others 

it is passionately denied, in some it is 

deeply hidden and in othens superficially, 
2 but it is never completely absent. 

Tillich is referring to certain moments when human beings 

are inexorably driven to query, the existence of·a superior 

being, by the perception of the transience of human life, . 

bi.fear of death and by anguish concerning man's final 

dest;iny. 

The· question "Deus existe?"is uttered by several of 

Cardoso'S characters from as early as A luz no subs6lo, 

but they receive no a~firmative and the inquiry tends to 

hang in the air throughout the novel along with various 
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other unanswerable doubts. on the other hand, the characters 

all appear to be convinced of the existence of the Devil and 

Valdo expresses a collective conviction when he tells 

Padre ~ustino: 

- Eu nio acredito em Deus (.~.1 

- R ~o demSnio 0 senhor acredita? 

- Acredito. (CCA, 252}: 

The Devil, or the power of Evil, is one of the central 

problems of the predicament faced by the characters, and 

the way it is approached by Cardoso suggests that, like 

Dostoevsky and Kierkegaard before him, 4 he was well 



acquainted with the theory of the 'ungrund' held by Boehme. 

H~s belief was that in the origin of God, that is in the 

abyss from which emerged the Divine Being, a negative 

principle was also generated, a dark, irrational force 
, / 

to which we may give the name of Evil. Thus "the source 

of Evil is not in God ( ••• ), but in the forces concealed 

within the dark void which prec~des all positive 

determination of 'Being"_ 5 Whereas "in God the,dark will 

is alwa:ys c~ntr~lled, by Light",as Boehme h,as it "in 

,Nature ~ false comb{nati~n of forces makes the dark forces 
6 ' . 

spring up". These are the moments .when God's craation~ 

instead of submitting to Light, rises up like a deity and 

stands opposed to Light, and this attitude of revolt 

extends to man: "the :i,.ntelligent creature possesses in 

itself the centre in which Good and Evil originates. 

Every Being arouses Heaven and Hell within himself". 7 

The perception of this proposition appears in the words 

of one of Cardoso's characters, Rafael, in 0 viajante: 

"Cada um de nos caminha beirando 0 a~,ismo que traz den tro 

de si proprio. Somos 0 nosso C-~u e 0 nosso Inferno" <y, 238). 

This explains why Evil can only be, discovered introspec ti vely, 

because, to quote Ha:rtin0 v<Buber, "a man only knows factually 

what Evil is when he knows about himself", 8 that is when 

he is in the process of making a choice and seeks within 

himself the path he should take. 



To be more explicit, Evil, as Buber sees it in 

Images of Good and Evil, is the direct consequence of 

the tension caused by what he calls 'omnipossibility'. 9 

By this he means the huge range of human possibilities 
. . ; 

which the imagination displays to man as being necessary 

to his fulfilment, but which are always contradictory. 
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I-t is the imagination, too, which leads man to overestimate 

himself and to view life as a contest in which he strives 
. . 

". through rebellion to. throw off the yoke of God •. Man is 

thus frequently ill~ad:vised by his imagina tiye power and' .... 

only realizes that he has made the wrong choice when he 

finds himself faced by an irremediable situation. This is 

what happens, for instance, with crimes of murder, which 

occur with frequency in Cardoso's works as ~xamples of the 

t .' f 1 d f d 10 . E . 1 ex reme expreSSl.on 0 a wrong y use ree omo Vl. , 

therefore, has its origin deep down and it is difficult to 

derive it from a social environment. Cardoso never examines 

it from the legal angle, preferring to identify the causes 

leading to this type of action and its consequences for man's 

~~stiny. Nor should it be forgotten that the enormous 

difficul ty which the characters have in enduring th'e anguish 

caused by certain coricepts is brought about by what we.have 

termed their neurotic nature. Because they constantly force 

themselves into extreme situations, they tend to shoot from 

depressive conditions to high elation, or switch rapidly 

between other intense emotional states, so that they lose 



control of their own emotions. In addition, since they 

are extremely harsh with themselves, they are incapable 

of forgiving serious mistakes in others or any sort of 

threat to their already precarious identity. Finally, 

if we accept Freud's assertion that ~odern man suffers 

from collective neurosis, 11 then the crimes committed 

by Cardoso's characters could be committed by any human 

b,eing. The most striking example of this can be seen in 

a desconhecido. Z' Roberto is an ordinary creature ~ith. 

nosp~cialqualities, if6nly because he has so far 

never been obliged to make any decisive choice, neve~ 

having allowed himself to become suf£i~iently involved in 

life to have to. consider his options. Yet \'/hen he is 

~nvolve~ b~cause~f his friendship with Paulo, he 

reacts as violently to being abandoned as :rrn~cio, the 

satanist, Bernardo, the worm, or J:uca, the fatalist. At 
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the same-time, Cardoso's charatters have not only a penchant 

for crime; they also tend to commit crimes which involve the 

spilling of blood. In this they are recreating the old 

"blood thirst", as Fromm calls it, 12 which is basically 

another search for a resporise to life, since man thereby 

attempts to return to a primitive form of existence by 

behaving like an animal. ~t is a means of freeing himself 

from the excessive pressure of reason: blood becomes a 

symbol of spontaneous life and by spilling it man tries to 

feel alive, strong and superior to those around him. 
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More important s~ill for Cardoso is to foresee what 

will happen after the crime. He does not accept that the 

law has the right answer for cases of this type and believes 

that man receives the punishment for his crime as an 

:l.nescapable destiny in which he is (iiven a glimpse of the 

dark side of his nature. This is why Evil, even indirectly, 

is often responsible for putting a man on a tragic path which 

leads to inner enrichment and personal elevation. A£ter his 

crime, Z~ Roberto finds a priest and with since~e repentaric~ 

contesses that ~e'haskilled a man (~~ 262). This ~ould be 

t~e beginning of his regeneration and of the way to God. 

Z~ Rdbertoia one of the characters who have cut through to 

their own essence and dared to enter forbidden territory. 

They forget that min is made in God's imag~ 13 and that 

every man therefore has an absolute value, p~rsonally and 

as the image of God; and that the spiritual nature of man 

forbids him killing the most insignificant of human beings, 

because this implies a direct and final act of aggression 

against the same deity of which he ~imself possesses a 
-, 

fra~ment. No idea; therefore, however beautiful it might 

appear, would j~stify such an act, because one's neighbour 

is always more precious than any abstract theory and a 

single human life is worth more than any utopian im-

provement of society in the future. 



Cardoso accompanies these characters to their eventual 

destiny from the moment of their crime and the remorse which 

follows. Thereafter come the insanity and total disintegration 

of Rog'rio, 14 the suicide of Ln'cio or the possible encounter 
, / 

with God of Bernardo, since he is the only one of the criminal 

characters to preserve faith and hope. In each of these cases, 

the author stays with his characters up to the moment when the 

descent into the abyss of the soul has taken them to the 

discovery of the roots of the self in tvil. 

Mur,der is not the only crime, that repre'sents an inner 

search. There is, sadism too, since the desire to inflict 

pain on others is not its only essenti~l aspe6t. 15 The 

various diff~rent forms of-sadism, physical or psychological, 

derive from the basic impulse to aqhieveeomplete control over 

another person, making him, or her, the objec~ of our will, 

and ourselves becoming their god. Humiliating or enslaving 

the othet are means of achieving this goal, and to inflict 

suffering is the most radical expression of this power, since 

there exists no greater control ove~ another human being than 
", 

to force him to suffer pain without being able to defend himself. 

The pleasure obtained from having complete power over another 

person is the essence of the sadistic instinct. Another way 

of putting' it is to say that the aim of sadism is to trans-

fb1'lm our fellowman into a thing, since when he is totally 

dominated the human being loses the essential life quality: 

freedom. In Fromm"s view, murder and sadism are both 
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components of the 'love of death" that appears in certain 

minds which have been infiltrated by Evil. 

Another tendency which the evil being may develop is 

the penchant for 'incestuous ties'~ 16 In such cases, incest 

. I 
is not a pursuit of sexual pleasure, but a desperate form of 

the search for origins. Unfortunately, as Andr; discovers in 

the Cr8nica, this search is accompanied by a desire to merge 

and to dissolv~. To put it bluntly, what Andr~ wants is to 

. throw 6ff the burden of his own p~rsonality by returning 

. to his mother 'IS womb. Since this is an impossibility., 

'Andr~ discl~ses, by means of sadis'tic moments in their 

love-~akin~, t~at incest for him is also a symbolic form 

of m~tricide, since ~he absence of the divine element drives 

man inexorably to des troy all hi,S fiJ,ial sentiment. 17 This 

process of discovering essentials through Evil is caricatured 

by some characters, like Rog~rio (Inacio), who define and 

justify it, consciously pledging themselves to evil, but not 

daring to go through with it in practice. They stay com-

fortably in the sphere of intellectual debate and thereby 

make it ~lea~ that they have never had the cou~age to 

18 participate, to be themselves, nor yet to seek transcendence 

they are examples of life reduced to ut~er emptiness. 

Yet evil can have positive consequences in Cardoso's 

fiction, because, in the first instance, it is an obvious 

source of suffering, which is necessary because it gives the 

measure of human capacity. This accounts for a degree of 
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outward ~aradox in the works of Cardoso, where we find 
"-

side by side an implicit compassion for man and an 

apologia for pain in all its forms. For instance, the 

most satanical characters seem to have been struck by the 

suffering of children and all of them express their 

abhorrence of a world which could only function at the 

expense of innocent tears. Yet some of these same characters 

are themselves instruments of suffering to others, as well 

as themselves suffering as a consequence 'of the improper 
r" '. , 

u?e of freedom. In this sense, suffering is a direct 

~e~ult~f'fr~edoci, of't~e agony ,of' ch6ite"pfdespair and 

of anguish, and, of, course~ of the possibility of Evil. 

As well as bei~g a source of suffering, if man has courage 

and is able to trust in God in misfortune, Evil can be a 

stage on the ~ath'of Good. 

Evil is not only a force within man, since it can also 

be found outside him: 

~ mal existe como 0 ar que se respira, e 

& existente no mundo. como~ma poeira t~nue, 

uma poeira de ouro que nos apressa as batidas 

docoraiiri enos faz arder as faces. Absorvemos 

a mal, como acontece 0 crepusculo. (DC, 237) 

Evil may come from Nature which, as we have seen, is capabl~ 

of generating noxious forces, or it may come from the tOvrns 

and cities, human constructs, reflections of man's material 

side and of his lack of spirituality, and therefore inherent 

sources of Evil. In Nature, sometimes, satanical ambience 
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is created, as happens on the Quinta dos Cataventos, in 

O. desconhecido, where the stormy atmosphere influences a 

man's feelings and drives him to commit murder, reinforcing 

the evil he carries within him. In cases of this sort, 
. I 

Nature is an intensifying element, causing the tensions 

between those involved to grow until the passions break 

loose. But Nature does not have to be tempestuous in order 

to provide a suitable atmosphere for Evil to flourish. 

Quite the reverse: since, as Boehme.explained, God is 

cohtrast and movement, 19 Evil finds an. ideal environ~ent 

in stagnarit Nature. The .r-1eneses estate, in the C-ronica, 

is therefore a microcosm in which every variety of Evil 

6an thrive and which also accumulates the evil of generation 

after gene~ation ofs~n and cricie. This is the true face of 

the 'house', the house of which the r-1eneses were so proud and 

which, according to D. Malvina, the aged matriarch, was 

moribund, poisoned by its own evil deeds. (CCA, 252). 

Or as Radre ~ustino explains, speaking to Ana Meneses: 

" '-. 

Nao 
, 

de hoje diabo tomou conta desta e que 0 
. , , ,. 

chacara. Que e que voce imagina como uma 

casa dominada .pelo podei do Mal? ( ••• ) t 

uma construiio assim firme nos seus alicerces, 

segura nas suas tradiioes, consciente da 

responsabilidade do seu nome. Nio & a 

tradi~ao que se arraiga nela, mas a tradiiao 

transformada no Gnico escudo da verdade. 



I~ is in the environments of this type, where there is no 

place for doubt, that Evil settles and the climate becomes 

one of sheer hell, "urn espa~o branco sem f'ronteiras no 

tempo", as Ana puts it (CCA, 242). I'n this state of 

affairs there appears to be no chance of tolerance, so 
. ; 

that accusation and counter-accusation and uncharitable 

attitudes grow apace. Throughout the Cronica da casa 

assassinada the Meneses aim to prove that Nina represents 

Evil and that it was she, and she alorie, who destroyed 

,the ho~se by means of the noxiou~ influence sh~ spread 

around. The accusationsstart,atthe bottom end of the 

scale, with Betty's remark that Nitiawas unconsc1ous of her 

destructive power: "limitava-se ~ existir com a exuber;ncia 

e 0 capricho d~, certas plantas venenosas" (,££!~ 213);. 

l-10ving up the scale, we encounter' Andre's discovery that 
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the woman he loved was Evil in human guise: "aquela criatura 
; 

fragil encarnava 0 Mal, 0 Mal humano, de modo simples e sem 

artif!cios"(.£2!, 305). Finally, we come to Ana who, in her 

agonic satanism, accuses Nina of casting her into Hell by 

teaching her "como despojar a realidade de qualquer fic<iao, 

insta1ando-a na sua impotencia e na sua angustia, nua no 

centro dosser-es" ('££!'. 96). Excepting Betty, whose words 

betray her ~tter Ipyalty towards the family, the others are 

simply trying_ to justify their own positions by blaming Nina, 

avoiding their responsibility in matters which were of 

decisive importance for the family's destiny: Andre accusing 
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Nina of exclusive guilt -in their incestuous relationship 

and Ana blaming her for her own satanism, when it derived 

from her personal despair which she made no attempt to 

shake off. At the same time, Ana is thereby crediting helles 
. I 

Evil with an a~tribute which makes for a positive step along 

the road to salvation: the ability to separate the essential 

from the incidental in the situations in which we find 

ourselves. 

In·this frenzy of accusations· hurled atNina,the 

Meneses quite forget that their own moral decadenge and 

their wickedness had been embodied before, in the past, 

irithe figure of Mari~ Sinh'. Although her.portrait had 

been tossed into the lumber room, she lived on in the 

memory of those who c~:>uld not forget her gratuitous cruelty 

and her tormented restlessness. However, even if it was 

possible to feign ignorance of this Evil from the past, 

there can be no escape from present Evil, in the shape 

of Timoteo, who despite being hidden away in an upstairs 

room does not thereby cea~e to be a Meneses - and for that 

matter the purest of them all, the only one still intact. 

H-e embodies the true face of the family, the degeneration 

vJhich Nina simply carries on with her adultery and incest. 

The 'house' seems unaware that Evil is frequently a collective 

attribute: as Fromm explains, 20 narcissism is the third source 

of spiritual evil and while it is dangerous in individuals, 

it assumes catastrophic proportions when it appears in a 

group. The Meneses possess the necessary conditions for the 
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development of this collective force: they have a past in 

which they take pride, a leader (Dem;trio) who is a sort of 

common denominator, upholder of order and morality, and they 

display an idolatrous attitude towards what they call .~ casal 

and which is really themselves, sinde they are projecting 

onto this edifice the noble qualities they claim for them-

selves. 

~arcissism is a form of Evil which aims to eradicate 

everything that is 'theother t', that embodies an interference 

in the self~adoration of the ~ro~p, and it generates situations 

of coll~ctive, ~esponsibility. as ~'result of· iridifference. 

This is precisely what happens with the sin which finally 

destroys the '~ouse', ~in6ethe incestuous relationship 
, 

of Nina and Andre was known to exist by three people at 

least: Ana, Valdo and Betty. Yet each of these proceeded 

individually and as one of a group, contributing by their 

silence to the destruction of Andr'. This adds to their 

responsibility - by isolating Nina within the family and 

making her understand that she stands condemned of her earlier 

adultery - for reinforcing her satanism and driving her to 

seek through Andr', the only one who knew nothing, the love 

that was refused her. In The Destiny of Man, Berdyaev declares: 

The '~oodt will have to answer for having created 

H~ll, for having been satisfied with their own 

righteousness, for having ascribed a lofty 

character to their instincts, for having prevented 

the wicked from rising towards Heaven and for 

speeding them on the way to perdition by condemning 
21 them. 
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Thus the compound of the accumulated Evil of the others -

the destructive egoism of Nina, the narcissism and divided 

nature of the Meneses ~ together with the unleashing of his 

own evil side, generated in Andre the epitome of psychological 
i I 

Evil' This is what Fromm calls the "syndrome of decay": 

IIThil'syndrOme is the quintessence of Evil because it is the 

rootlo~ the mo~t vicious destrudtiveness and inhumanity" I 22 

! " I.,.· 
it manifests jJtself as a mixture of love of death, incestuous 

symbiosis and! deep-~ooted narcissism.' This would be the ' 

jUstIficationl for Andrhcrueltyaswelias fOr the fact 
" . ' ' I ,.', 
that ,after the death of Nina, he was t'o abandon the· family 

. '. '/ 
and join a group ,of banditsknown'throughout the region for 

'their violence. 23 

,Evil, then, is a decisive credo and is expressed ~hrollgh 

s~n~ which may take the, oritol6gic~1 for~ of incest or of 

sadism and murder, or it may display itself in less momentous, 

more everyday modes, such as we find readily in life in the 

city, that human construct which is a caricature of man's 

own li~itati6nsw Here Evil appears in the shape bf minor 

~isdemeanour~, such as lying, petty theft, gaming, prostitution, 

alcoholism,'all of them part o~ the life of In~cio in , ' 

0, enfeiti'iado. What isimpqrtant about them is that these 

lesser transgressions are growing embodiments of the Evil 

which In~cio has chosen, and as Kierkegaard observed "every 

state or condition in sin is new sin". 24 All these aspects 

of his conduct are thus preparing him to cross into forbidden 
cf' 
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territory, so that when he eventually kills Lucas Trindade, 

his old enemy (!, 1121, we accept his crime as a natural 

step upwards on .the ascending scale of evil deeds which 

he has been performing one by one. It is Kierkegaard, 
I I 

too, who.tells us that the greatest sin is to despair in 

sin, because only for man, who deals with finite concepts 

and ~hose life!is bounded by space and time, is there a 

greaJ differe~~e betwe~n venial and mortal. sin. For God, 

in hi. in ;ini 1e compass~on • the· power 0 f . forgiveness and the 
I. ',' .' , " .. !.:it~~.," 

proof of love I-a're one and. the same thing. . There .is thus I " ...... " 
. no ~easo~:for!man, likeA~dr~, crying in despair that God { . '. ~~~;' ! . 

i ~is'a.~i~, to .feel that he cannot be forgiven. Similarly, 
~~ \. . 'l.~.'.:~:';,. ~l',. " ";' . ' ~ J.~ 

the attitude cif his. father, Valdo, is hardly logicai': why 

. should he, who had always looked on God with indi~!erence, 

be so shocked by his son's words~nd find them blasphemous? 

This does not mean that Evil is an i~ritegral part of 
~~.. .r . 

Good, or that no one can attain the latter without passing 

through the former. Evil is Evil, and Cardoso never views 

it as anything different, but since fuen are sinners and 

c.annot live without 'sinning, the important thing is eventual 

repentance and trust in Gad. - put another way, ~o pres~rve:' 

"th~ courage' to .. accept oneself as accepted in spite o.f being 
, a5 . 
unacceptable". Ii{! this way one can keep alive the essence 

of faith, which is hope, and take the first step on the way 

back to the bosom of God: 

. .' '~.~ 



Deus ~st' presente desde a prime ira fissura 

que sofre 0 Mal ou a natureza queimada do 

pecador, est~ desde 0 menor inicio, desde 0 

balbucio que pas a Gra~a em movimento, e 

que fBz deste homen aparentemente empedernido, 

o Gltimo talvez dos seus ~emelhantes, urn 

Icaminhante progressivo no 'caminho do Bern. 

(DC, 155) 

I 
iFor Cardoko, man cannot li~e without gods and when 

he reject. th~~re.e~ce of God, heha. to engage ~n one of 

a number off~rms of id~latry: seeing himself as God, like 
I ' " 
I, ' 

Rog~rioJ maki~g idols, like Nina who adores ,the lost image 
I 
! 

of Alberto whiich she recreates in Andre; or, like the 

Meneses, devoting a whole life to protecting a house, 

transformed into a symbol of truth. This gradual adulteration 
'-, 

of the idea of God brings about a deep metaphysical confusion 

in man, making it difficult for him to see what is right, or 

even, very often, to identify Evil. R~rt of this is seen 

as the fault of the modern world and the absence of 

collective spirituality which cause~ man to believe he is 

omnipotent and to reject God or any other absolute which 

is not of human origin. C-ardoso "s ,characters suffer from 

26 an "eclipse of the light of Heaven, eclipse of God"~, 

.which is not only pdrtrayed in their subjective world, 

but revealed particularly through the diving Being Himself. 

This is the human side of the '~ilence of God', of Eascal'~ 

''Deus abscondi tus "0 Most of the charac ters refuse to submit 

to the reality of transcendence, thus both contributing to 
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their own is~lation and being partly responsible for this 

"eclipse". Hbwever, since man cannot kill God, H'e will 

remain a distant aspiration, for even if human beings do 

not recognize t~he God of Man', He continues to exist intact 

in His Et~rnity, leaving men plungeJ in the abyss, condemned 

to d~ath without hope. This is why for Buber, Nietzsche'. 

asse,tion tha tj 'God is dead' means o,nly that "man has become 

incapable of dpprehending a reality absolutely independent 

of himself ·an t of havi ng .. a rela tionsh i p wi th it". 27.··. .. 

Never.the/Less, mari .has' always had the'opportuni ty to . 
, I 

keep within JiS heart the image of the' Absolute,' "partly i . 
i 28 

pallid, partly crude, al together f~lse and y.et true", 

and if he seeks with ca~e he will surely find it there. 

But in this confused modern world the search has become 

more difficult, because the ~ost'tragic consequence of the 

"eclipse of God" has been the loss of a sense of His nearness. 

He is there, but at a distance, perhaps in the very heart of 

man's Being, wh~ch man has lbst sight of in the tumult of 

life"s less important matt:ers. Thi? is why God can only 

be found in the return to essentials, in solitude, as we 

know from Tim5teo, i~ the G.ronica, who spends a lifetime in 

the seclusion of his room waiting, with unshakeable faith, 

for the coming of the moment of truth. We should not 

therefore be surprised that he is the only character to find 

God. Tim5teo is undoubtedly'the only image of Faith that 

Cardoso has created: his hope is so great that he will be 

able to see God, ~ven after he sinned greatly, because 



despair never destroys him. Tim5teo's is the real 

responsibility for the destruction of the 'bouse'. 

He believes it to be decadent, a symbol of sin and Evil, 

and pledges himself to annihilating it by his own efforts, 

I I 
by means of a succession of scandals. But the Meneses were 

stil~ strong and threatened to have him put away. but 

even~ually set~led for confining him to his own room, 

where he li~e~ in wait fo~ his hour of revenge. This 

appears',. unexrectedlY, 'with the arrival ofN~na, whose 

intensely Clisiturbing beauty' sap~· . the: ~ill and clo~ds the 
• - • J • • 

·1 
minds e~en o~ hardened charict~rs like Dem~trio. '.Tim6teo 

i ' 
i 

is q~ick to not1ce this ingredient and ~ets to work to 

embroil Nina in his plot and to such effect that he 

confides ~riumphantli to Betty: 

Ss uma min~scula parcela de ~ecado - urn nada, 

urn sonho, urn desejo mau - pode destruir a alma, 

que nio far& uma dose maciia de veneno, uma 

culpa instilada gota a gota C ••• ).? (CCA, 10.4); 

Nina will thus rise up as an avenging angel: her very presence 

carries a threat and she will wage an open war which will 

hasten the family's slow descent to~ards annihilation. 

If 'rimoteo sinned, "Deus assume, mui tas vezes, 0 

aspecto do Mal ll (£C2!, 468) so that not even the lowest of 

men has the right to despair. Cardoso is still more explicit 

in his diary, where he explains that: 
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O>ensinamento de C.risto, na sua totalidade, 

~ quase impossivel de praticar. Mas at ~ 

que est~ 0 mist~rio da infinita paci;ncia 

de Deus, po is foi tle quem afirmou que viera 

para salvar 0 que estava perdido, viera para 

!pregar entre os pUblicano~ e os pecadores. 

(DC, 155)· 

In this sense lone can agree with Adonias Filho when he 

·0 bs erves that I "D~us semPre a tra ve ssa os 1; vros como uma 

sombra", 29 and 't/hen he remarks that the characters never I . ..... 
altogether 19se "~~··vago pressent~mento·. ~e salva<iao" .30 

! . . .' I 
Cardosbt~ characters direct their search to the negative 

side, to the absent, since Evil constitutes for him "uma 
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furiosa nostalgia de Deus" (DC, 270). The important thing 

is for man to be capable of assu~ing Evil, since, to quote 

Nelly Novaes Coelho, "se 0 mal foi 0 elemento que afastou 

o homem de Deus e da verdadeira vida, 0 Maldeveria ser 

o elemento quenovamente os reaproximaria". 31 

]f, despite all these vicissitudes~ man can find a way 

of preserving his .hope in God, he is ready to enter into the 

'religioussphere t of Kierkegaardts categories. What he will 

have to do next is throw off his materiali'sm and look at life 

through the eyes of the spirit. Without this separation of 

what is fundamental from what is merely incidental, man will 

not be able to uncover the image of God which he carries 

impressed on his heart. This is Tim~teo's particular natural 

gift. Nina returns to the estate after sixteen years away from 
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it and, since she had never seen Andr~ nor watched him 

grow up, she is struck by the physical likeness between him 

and Alberto. She concludes that he is the gardener's son and 

uses the physical resemblance to recreate her past sin. 

i I 
Tim5teo only sees Andr~ on the day of Nina'~ funeral. 

I 

NeveJ having set eyes on him before " he too is struck by 

the ~hYSiCal s,imilarity between the adolescent and '0 mo,o 

d~s~i6Ieta~') But in his case, .instead of being shocked 

by the c~~crefe proof of his ", sis ter;;.in-Iaw's adultery ~. qe . " , I ' 
. , ",' . 

looks, with.th!eeyesof the spirit, and reads ,a quite different' 

, . "/'" , " .. 

~essage: her~ was the symbol of man'si~mortality, ,of the 
! ' 

possibility'~f'perpetuatio~ which God alone 'can confer,a~ a . 

gift. Nina had come so close to ~iscovering the Truth~ but" 

the distorted view of life we find in ',most of the characters' 

and from which Nina slso suffere~, had led her into a blind 

alley and to the discovery, in idolatry, of a caricature of 

the Deity. 

While Tim~teo is the only character who, at the end of a 

text, receives the Revelation, some of the bharacters reach 
", 

that point with their fate undecided. Those who succumb to 

hatred,like Hilda, or other forms of passion, such as 

Madalena, still have a chance, since, as is m~intained by 

Buber, man only loses the way to Heaven when he reaches a 

state of total indifference or despair. 32 This is the case of 

the majority of Cardoso's characters who, absorbed in their 

commitment to Evil and in their self-deification, have no time 

to think about God. 



The most serious consequence of this absence of 

dialogue with God is to plunge man into absolute solitude, 

a form of cosmic solitude. If the isolation of Cardoso's 

characters is without solution, it is because it derives 

from an a~cumulation of solitary crJatures, lacking any 

possjbili~Y of establishing contacts· with others, further 

intensified by the total absence of God. 

bhe,portr~yal of this inborn solitude fascinated . I . 

2G8 

Cardoso and hi~ descriptions of it start in A.luzno subsolo 'f ' ' 
w~e~ he introluce •. Madalena: 

Alm~ solit~ria, ela sentia pesar score a 

sua vida 0 tormento dessas criaturas que 

. se sentem perdidas no abandono de si mesmas. 

Quantas vez~sindagando 0 que lhe faltava, 

qual 0 ~eio de preenche~ aquela lacutia que 

sentia dia a dia se alargar pela sua vida, 

chegara ~ conclusao de que nao que ria viver 

st) C ••• ). (LS, 42), 

This inherent solitude is,very import~nt in geneiating 
,. . 

fixations in certain characters with regard to a past which 

they view as happy, so that they sometimes place excessive 

stress on childhood incidents which for a normal person would 

be simple occurrences. Taking the case of Madalena, again, 

we find that as a child she had been particularly fond of a 

red cushion and when as a grown-up she discovers that her 

mother has recently thrown it out, she feels robbed of 

something essential. She herself confesses that from then 
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onwards she had never been able to make contact with any 

other object or persono This tendency to solitude in the 

characters, which "as distancia das demais criaturas, seres 

destinados a permanecer i parte, dentro de uma grandeza , 

ou uma mis~:cia pouco habitual ao homem" (LS, 44), is at the 

bottom of their inability to relate to others, since they 

are too conscious 0 f their own indi vi.duali ty and never 

succeed in accepting the others for what they are. This 

"brings about the impossibility of any rea~ dial6gue, for 

there is an ]I always face· to face with anofher I who wants 

neither to be understood nor even contacted. 

]rithis s~nse Cardoso's characters cannot be included 

in Buber"s proposition "all real living is meeting", since 

the~ do not attain the 'T-~hout relationship, never finding 

their way out of th~ 'I~itt iituation. I~it is the initial 

attitude of contact and use. l,t takes place within man, 

not between him and the outside, and is therefore wholly 

subjective, lacking mutuality. It is the typical subject-

object relationship, indirect, comprehensible and significant 

only as a connection. The It can be a,human, an animal, an 

object or even God, as is the case with the Thou; ,."hat. is 

different is the relationship we have with it. The Thou of 

an ll-thou relationship can be transformed momentarily into 

an It so as to be apprehended by the senses again, but then 

returns to being Thou in order to remain within man's inner 

experience. Man can go on living securely in the world of 

It, although he will then never be completely a man, since 

there will be no dialogue, which is essential. 33 CardosoVs 



characters insist on keeping the world in the situation 

of an Lt, not allowing themselves to develop ties with 

their environment or even with others. Even in circumstances 

where this identification would be natural: for example, the 

, ~ . , 
meeting of Inacio and Rogerio, fathAr and son, after years of 

absence is a silent void or a purely narcissistic conversation. 

Although there are moments when the atmosphere seems to invite 

friendship and the exchange of confidences, nothing happens, 

as on the occasion when Rog~rio confides his plans and waits 

for his father's warm approval. I:nacio' s answer is -no t 

merely a long silence, he also looks away, lea~irig Rog'rio 

c~nfused and disconcerted <I, 94). At the same time, 

Rog~rio's communitatiori of his secret is not really intended 
, , 

as a means of gaining lriacio's understanding, it is no more 

than talking aloud to hear his own voice.S~milarly, ~n the 

relationship of Nina and Andr5, if we exclude the moments of 

violence as extreme examples of reification of the other, the 

"dialogues' never have depth, and Andr~ constantly remarks 
. 4 

on the way in which Nina'~ eyes would be lost in space 3 

as if she were pursuing private thoughts which she never 

expresses. In personal relationships we usually find this 

master-subordinate game, as with ,Nina and Alberto, or the 

situation of two dominant wills, like Silvio and Diana, 

since isolation and solitude reduce human relations to a 

struggle for superiority. As Luk~cs remarks of Dostoevsky's 

characters "these men live so deeply and intensely in 

themselves that the soul of others remains to them foreve~ 

an unknown country"' .. 35 
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The meeting with man's Thou is particularly important 

because it precedes the encounter with God, since only when 

he has found his self by recognizing the presence of the 

other and accepting him as he is, is the human being 

d ·Jt dd th t 1 Th I" 36 As Wl' th other prepare . 0 a ress e e erna ou. 

hU~~ be~ng.. this '.tern.l Thau' c~n only be discovered 

wi th ·a consciOllS effort", but since God is still near to 
! I ' 

man,silent bUlt watchful, H-b will answer man's call. For 
I ~ , 

C~~dOSO' s Chajacters ~his is not possible.' Deus abscondi tus 9 

'not only, hides Ris face" but has withdrawn so far 'from man
9 I . 

c,uttingHimself off so, completely from man' ssuffering that' 
/. 

H~ can no longer be found~ Thus the solitude o£ the individual 

among other men d~es not necessarily lead the character to 

God, as Kierkegaardclaimed. 37 On the contrary solitude 

rar~ly leads to God in these cases,probably betause it is 

not solitude sought through renunciation of material things, 

but the inability to form relationships and as such the 

symbol of lack of love. If m~n, incapable of living without 

higher ideas, puts the idea in place'of God, he soon discovers 

that it does not eliminate isolation nor bring the peace of 

mind conferred by the traditional perception of th~ Deity. 

. 8 
lin this"al voro~oda alma contra Deus", 3 the character 

takes the. final step into an absolute and irrevocable 

solitude which Cardoso describes so despondently at the 

end of his diary: 



~blidao. Tanto falei de solidao ao longo 

-da solidao ( •• 0) e nao dessa solidao a 

que as coisas exteriores nos obrigarn, essa 

que vern de fora para dentro e que ~ apenas 

urna forma de desarnparo no espa~o cheio do 

mundo. Falo dessa sOlidaq forrnada no 

linterior dessa irnposi~ao fntima do homem 

destinado a carninhar sozinho porque a soma 

do seu conhe6irnento (e •• } bloqueia-o no 
I . 

seu ~xflio. ( ••• } ~alo d~ssa condi~ao 

tl ti~a. do hornern, U!o erguido, tao rnonstruoso, 

. taoo~sqUern~tico no ~eu pede~ta16hd~ j' Se 
arnontoarn as primeiras sombras da noite. . I " .' . 
(DC, 30.3): -I . 

1 
I 
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32 with such brilliance that he was flooded with a great 

inner peace. On going outside to dispel the trance that 

had taken hold of him, he was astonished to find that 

he could see inside things and that plants and animals 
, I 

possessed a density previously unknown to him, which he 
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,14. 
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through the eyes, his intention i~ to ~how his lack 

of interest in the other's universe and at the same time 

to close his own universe to the other's indiscretion. 
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CHAPTER VIII: CONCLUSIONS 

Eedro, ]h~cio, Ni;a and the various other, perhaps less 

memorable, protagonists go to make up a large 'painel t , or 

tableau each of them a piece in the "todo harmonioso", 1 the 

complex mosaic which is a human being. What they have in 

common, above and beyond their individual personalities, is 

2'-their embodiment of the tragic hero. Appearing for the first 

time ~n Maleita, this figure occurs throughout Cardosots 

work as a common denominator. Lt is he who, in the words'of 

Adonias Filho, "sustenta t~da uma tem~tica em torno do homem 

e por isso mesmo uma tem~tica existencial". 3 Against back-

grounds which are usually sparse in detail, the novels and 

stories establish their framework around human destinies which 

come alive to experience violent passions, but at the same 

time subject their vision of the world and of others to the 
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power of reason. The priority given to the intelligence 

results in the characters being free from illusions and from 

any inclination or opportunity to embellish life, so that 

4 they contemplate reality without any sentimentality. 

Ilt is thi~ reality, which cannot be I ignored or changed, 

Whici produces in them a persistent ~elancholy in ~ich 
there is no p10ce for irony or cheerfulness. 

I i 

iThe hero,LsundeniablY superior to the normal ruti of 

h~~an beings Jhd thi~ sets him~side f~o~ the group to which 
, ,',' ,- I, 
he belongs, bjlt with which he, in <:tny case, ceases 'to identify 

, , I 

ea~ly in li'fe!." He is conscious of his own superiority' and, ' 
, , ! 

even inadolJscence, like Rog~:cio,' becomes' consumed wi tli 

~ubris'and dazzled by his own potentialities, believes 

himself to be:a demi-god. This attitude leads the 

characters along a more dari~g, course, siri,ce, havi~g' 
, , 

thought a good deal about God from early in the' narrative, 

they now feel strong enough to defy Him, if they accept,His 

existence. They do not, at this point, recognize the danger' 

of finding themselves in absolute solitude, for although 

the character has asserted the superiority which prevents 

him being part of his social grou~, there is another,': 

'higher reality, in the face of which -he 'is small and 

,insignificant and f~omwhich he needs support. Hbwever, 

solitude is a price which man is prepared to pay for his 

freedom, because the world of Good attracts him less and less. 

]n some cases - for instance, that of Clara in Dias perdidos _ 

life never offers real opportunity for sinning, but this 

does not mean that her rejection of God's world is any less 

I 
:1 
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rebellious. Sne rebels with the same violence which we see 

in Ndna or rnlcio. In the final inalysis, after all, 

tragedy can be defined as a struggle against the Deity, 

since this concept is the great obstacle to the deification 

of man. in her endeavour to undersfand herself, Ana Meneses 

~sks Padre Justino: "Que Deus e este' que exige a ren~ncia a 
prgpria person,alidade em troca de um mir!iico reino que nao 

I I 

poderhos ver nJm vislumbrar atraves da n;voa?" C£Q!,256). 

From an early I st·age,· the c har·ac ter view: .with displeasure 

"any evangelic,kl displa,y 6fhumili ty and if the choice i,s 
, ',I, 

·between "un'~er castrado que poder~ ver a face de Deusou 

arealiZa<iao!integral e a perda nos caminhos do Demonio",·5 

his repl~can only be to embracedamn~ti~n and assert the' 

,gr.e,g!;tnEl,q.s Of his human condition.' 

rapid ascent of the hero; at the~same tim~, he has from an 

early stage begun to struggle with the crisis which is to 

bring about his fall. 

I:n fact, the tragic conflict reaches its crucial point 

when certain basic concepts begin .to c.~'Ll;mble. 
' .......... ·i '. ~ ,: " 

Freedom proves 

> ~ " '.,*~ 
to be deeply disappointing, since map.,.:;~s· ;forced 

that it is limited not only by the idea of God, but that 

within himself, too, a va~iety of inescapable limitations is 

taking shape. Then there is the fact that love, in which the 

human creature seeks support, is experienced with such violence 

that it is converted into unrestrained passion and becomes a 

source of spiritual exhaustion. Suffering begins to be 

looked upon as a road which leads nowhere, but at the same 

time is intensified by an undefined sense of guilt. Even the 



intelligence, in its power and strength, is shaken by the 

onslaught of emotions and begins ~o crumble in the face of 

doubt concerning the choicesthat have been made: 

:L.t .is 

Ihife must be without purp~se and without 

any direction. The universe is so ordered 

that no final answer to any question is 

vouchsafed to any man. Hhman beings in 

thi~.kind of world
6

confront situations which 

havd no solution. ,-

this grldual disintegration that immerses the '. I . 
i 

character in1despair and ati~ui~hi·liberating his 'death 

instincts' and driving him. to commit one of the three 
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capital sins ~f tragedy: incest, murd~r or idolatry. Incest 

occurs only i~ the Cr~nica da C~5~ assassinada, but mur~er 

is the most frequent crime in the works of L~cio Cardoso 

and appears in various forms, displaying certain complexities. 

~t may be a bloody crime, a human sacrifice in which the hero 

offers another human being as a means 6f pacifying the 

turbulence of his own inner demons. On other occasions, it 

is performed indirectly, or by proxy, when a character who 

. lacks the c0.urage. to carry out the. deed ,himself incites his 

'double' to commit the crime. Y~t again, it may be a "sin 

of omission", when the character hastens the death of a sick 

person by means of silent warfare. Idolatry is a frequent 

practice, which may take specific forms, such as the Meneses' 

veneration of their 'house' or Z' Roberto's glorification 

of his friendship for Paulo; but it also appears in a general 

context, since from the outset there exists among the 

characters a tendency to self-deificatione 
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These three major sins, assaults on moral law and on 

the natural order, set in motion the tragic process by 

exposing the hero to God's wrath. This reveals itself, 

as happens in classical tragedy, in the condemnation of man to 

I 
die in acdordance with the deity'~ will: he is thereby 

depr~ved ~ot only of the freedom to live, but of the right 

to cHoose freely his own death, making it clear that there 
I . L· . . 

is a1superior reing above man, w~o controls birth and death, 

and that th~ mystery of this essential con6ept will never . .' .' .. I, .'. 
be'rev~aled:tt man. Ehysicaldeath is therefore ne~eran 

easy matter in Car'doso' s works. I~t is excruciatingly 
, ! . 

i 
painful if th'echarac ter dies a natural death, as happens 

~ith Z~ Rbberto. ~f the character dies at the hands of 

another, acting ~s the instrumen~ of destiny, the process 

chosen will be a painful one suc~ as poisoning, stabbing or 

hanging. There is only one case of a quick death by 

shooting, 7 all the other examples involving difficult, 

long drawn-out agonies. And yet this kind of death is still 

relatively easy when compared to the, instances of inner 
" . 

.. 

death. In these cases, the hero 'suffers the slow death of . 

his obsessive idea and thereafter has to drag around a 

body without a soul. There are characters who realize that 

this guiding f6rce - the assertion of man and his individual 

identity - has reached a critical point~ since they are still 

without answers after their prolonged search, and th~y fight 

to preserve what is left. Such is the intention of Inlcio, in 

o enfeiti~ado, when he desperately tries to find his son, 
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that he has little time left and that he must pass on his 

ideas to youth in order to survive. Oxher characters in this 

group, such as Nina, feel the approach of inner death with 

enormous sadness, but in their bewilderment can do little 

to oppose/it. Even so, when it arr{ves, they never sink 

into total apathy. Some, like Ida ~n Mios vazias, gather 

their last st~ength and kill themselvest others, of whom 
i ' 

Ninafis one, ~OOk to the past for a way of living life over 

'. . . th' rl . t . . ' 1 t 1 a~aln - ey 0 no , In any case, gl ve .way comp e e y. 

Thiscat~itud~ is all th~more heroic b~cause their 

-/ ,inner death vas, as is always the case in tragedy, 

i 
accompanied by anagnorisis. This reveals to the character 

not only the immediate cause of his punishment, but also 

"the recognition of the determined shape of the life he 

has created for himself ,'~ in an i'mplici t comparison wi th 

the. uncreated potential life he has forsaken". 8 Therefore, 

while we understand that Cardoso's intention is to demonstrate 

to us the omnipotence of God and the limitation of man's 

power when he isolates himself from the Deity, 9 at the 

same time he convejs to us his enormous admir~tion for this 

hero 10 who struggles on stubbornly to the end trying to 

preserve his dignity a~d, retreating further and further 

into an abstract w6rld, seeks to retain a belief in the 

value of humanity as a whole. This desperate struggle with 

death leads him, to the end, to fight for the preservation of 

his heroic stature: like Prometheus Bound, he does not want 

the others to see his suffering, because suffering is 

altogether too human a limitation. 11 
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Whether Cardoso's hero retains the hope of 'reborning', 

as in the classical tradition of tragedy, is not clear. 

With the exception of Tim5teo, who eventually sees God and 

thus implicitly accepts the concept of eternal life, the 

other characters will only be rebor~ if, as Hallman 
! 

suggJsts, '12 there is a place in leg,end for all the 

anonJmous heroes who gave their lives for the improvement 

of H~manity. i~n any case, their odyssey was undoubtedly 

a courageous ','/lllta contra a morte" 13 and Cardoso's hero 

uses ever~p~ksible and imaginable meanso~ pr~s~rvinghis , 'I' , ' " 
dignity a~dtlh~ independence :of :his 'intelligence. EVEm' in 

I ' 
death, even~hen vanquished by death, he ~an p~eserve his 

pride and his defiance. ].t is perhaps fitting to end by 

quoting the autho~'~ own confession, in his diary, which 

aptly sums up his fictional crea'tions: 

Em primeiro lugar eu queria dizer - nao 

ter mado d~ morte. Nao traduzir em segr~do 

os seus signos, nao inventar-lhe veste de 

bruma ou de falso luxo - pois s5 ela existe 

e tudo 0 que tocamos e uma "represen ta~ao 
da morte. Eu espero morrer, nao da morte 

que mefoi dada, pbis eua conheci longa e 

Intimamente ao longo ~os meus dias, mas da 

minha vida, que me foi dada como uma m~scara 

contra tudo 0 que me revelava a nupcial 

presenia da morte. 

Morrer da minha vida, como quem esculpe 

um destino. (DC 9 180) 
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Notes 

] The expression and the reference to the 'painel' occur 

in Cardoso "s Di~rio completo (108) 0 

2 Some of the texts actually have the formal structure of , 

a tragedy, as is the case with the Cronic a da casa 

assassinada, where we find a group living in contra-

vention of natural law - on this occasion in the 

depths of Evil - and being confronted by an avenger, 

in th'e shape of Nina. '. Aware that ,this is her mission~ 

they expel her from among them, bui she returns latsr 

.,tofulfil'her role. Similarly, as happens normally 

in tragedy, not only the ~uilty are injured, but the 

innocent too, for A~dr' will be-the main victim of the 

cata~lysm. 

3 ADONIAS FILHO. a romance brasileiro de 30,. ed. ci L, 131. 

4 Cardoso believed that this obsession with reality was 

one of the factors which hastens man towards death: 

N~s morremos do excesso de reali~dade - n~.s 

morremo~ dos limites que criamos para a vida. 

Se pud~sse~os estabelecer, como tenta~os sempre, 

. fronteiras para 0 livre poder de Deus, talvez 

sobrevivessemos nesse mesquinho terreno arrebatado 

ao mist~rio - mas ao contr~Tio, j~ que nao ousamos 

ser tio loucos que aceitemos de olhos fechados a 

loucura de Deus, ~ a impossibilidade de compreender 

que nos mata, ~ 0 mist~rio que nos torna tragicos, 

~ essa luta entre 0 que vemos e 0 que se manifesta 

enigmatico em nossa natureza, 0 que se debate e ruge 

nessa extrema solidao onde so ousamos penetrar em 

circunstancias supremas. (DC. 272) 



.... , 

5 COELHO, Nelly N. 'L~cio Cardoso e 0 romance da dana~ao', 

Suplemento Liter~rio de Minas Gerais, 16 November 1968. 

6 HALLIvlAN, R.J. Psychology of Literature. New York, 

Philosophical Library, 1969, 144. 

7 When Inlcio shoots Lucas Trindade in In'cio. 

8 FRYE, :rorthrop. Anatomy of Criticism. Princeton, 

P~incetonUnive~~ity Pres~, i971, 212~ 
" ./ 

. . . 
As. the author explains .inhis introduction to. A. profes~ 

IHLlda: . 

0: que neles [the characteryi me i,nteressa, 

.0 quequismQstrar tios seus destinos atorm~nt~do$~ 

'foi a fSr~a selvagem com que fora~ a~rastados 

pa~a longe da vida comum, sem apoio naesperania, 

sem f' numa outra ~ida, cegos e obstinados contra 

a presen~a do Mist~rio. Pois 0 Misterio e a 

fmica realidade deste mundo. (PH, 269) 

10 Perhaps the best confirmation of the author's admiration 

~9r this heroic side of man r even in decline, bccursin 

an.interview with him published in thE') Correio da Manha, 

Rio de Janeiro, 20 October 1962. lri answer to the 

question "Quando morrer 0 que dira a Deus?", Cardoso 

replied: "Gostaria de tomar urn whisky com Deus e sugerir-

Ihe que a Sua criaiao esta errada nos pontos exatos pelos 

quais me interessa - 0 erro mesmo"o 
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l~ Nina, for instance, refuses to allow people into her 

room so that they shall not see her decomposing while 

still alive (CCA, 377). 

1'2 HALI.k'iAN. Op .ci t., 68. The expression 'reborning' is 

used ~y this author to describe'the second phase of 

tragedY. . 
13 iA. luta cintra a morte' was the collective title given 

by LtcioC~rdoso to :his fiction ~ndit was his intention 

that' 'i t' sJouId' precede the individual titles· of each 
. I, . . 

book. I~ appears first in A luz no subsolo. (cf: 

I 
~viajante, xiii). 
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